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1
Thesis motivationJets from young stars are a ubiquitous part of the star formation proess and their link witharetion proesses is well established (Cabrit et al., 1990; Hartigan et al., 1995). Theyare launhed almost ertainly from the inner regions of the star-disk system, the samedisk that ultimately may give rise to a planetary system. Although a number of modelsexist for their generation (see for example the review of Ferreira et al. (2006), Shanget al. (2007) and Pudritz et al. (2007)), the exat mehanism by whih mass is ejetedfrom areting systems and ollimated into jets is an open problem. It is thought thatthe same basi magnetohydrodynami (MHD) mehanism is responsible for the launhingof jets in objets as diverse as brown dwarfs (Whelan et al., 2005), planetary nebulae(e.g. Garía-Díaz et al. (2008), Garía-Segura et al. (2005)), miro-quasars and ativegalati nulei. It is also important for telluri planet formation models as they have im-pliations on inner dis physis. Beause of their proximity and their rih set of diagnostiemission lines, jets from young stellar objets represent the best test-bed we have of theMHD jet-launhing paradigm (see the reviews of Bally et al. (2007) and Ray et al. (2007)).I start by giving in this hapter my motivations for this work, the partiular objetivesof this thesis and the objets observed. Chapter 2 brie�y reviews the urrent aeptedtheory of star formation and evolution, as well as a brief review of the aretion andejetion signatures in young stars, their onnexion and the proposed models to explainthe jet launhing. In Ch. 2, I also review the observational works arried out using highspetral and angular tehniques before the start of my thesis. Chapter 3 disusses theline diagnosti tools developed to analyze the data and derive physial onditions in thejet (ne, Te, xe) and mass-loss rates. I explain in partiular the diagnostis used in thisthesis. Chapters 5 and 6 show the detailed study and the results obtained for the analysisin the optial of the RY Tau jet and DG Tau jet respetively. I �nish in Ch. 7 with theglobal onlusions of the thesis and the perspetives obtained from it.



2 Thesis motivation 1Objetives of this thesisIn order to better understand the physis of the ejetion mehanism, this thesis on-entrates on the study of the launhing of jets in one kind of young stellar objets, theT Tauri stars, whih are lose enough to us and are no longer embedded to have aess tothe inner parts of the jet. Important advanes have been made sine the �rst evidene ofthe existene of jets produed in young stellar objets, from both a theoretial and obser-vational point of view. However, important questions remain open in our understandingof this phenomenon. Notably, the origin of these jets, how exatly they are generated,whih is the dominant launhing mehanism and from where the jets are launhed. Wedo not know if they ome diretly from the dis, the interation zone between the stellarmagnetosphere and the dis or even the star itself. Distinguishing between the di�erentpossible origins is ruial to disern between the proposed models and it would have animportant in�uene in the evolution of the global dis-star system and therefore in thedevelopment of an eventual planetary system.In my thesis, I obtain observational onstraints on the ejetion mehanism by ompar-ing high-angular resolution observational data of the losest regions to the star (< 100 AU)with preditions from di�erent MHD models. In partiular, it is important to inrease thenumber of soures studied in detail using high-angular resolution tehniques, but aboveall I am interested in investigating the e�ets of soure multipliity and soure mass onthe jet properties. I analyze optial data of one of the most massive known T Tauri starand suspeted binary. In addition, during the last years, more and more T Tauri jets werefound out to show a NIR H2 emission, but its origin is unlear and some questions haveemerged: Is it a slow external omponent of the same dis wind or does it ome fromentrained material by the axial jet? In order to larify the origin of this emission in TTauri jets and how it is related to the atomi emission, I'll analyze NIR data of one of themost studied T Tauri jets, that of DG Tau.From previous studies, the jet aeleration and jet ollimation must our within the100 AU lose to the star. This translates in a need in angular resolution of ∼0.1′′ or betterfor the losest regions (Taurus-Auriga loud is at 140 p from us) in order to probe thejet harateristis near this ollimation zone. In addition, to omplete the morphologialstudies, we are interested in arrying out a detailed study of the emission line ratios andveloity struture, whih help us to distinguish between the di�erent proposed launhingmehanisms and larify the nature of the emission observed in the inner regions. For this,a spetral resolution better than 3000 (∆v < 100 km/s) is required. One of the besttehniques to simultaneously ahieve high spatial resolution, over a reasonable �eld ofview, along with su�ient spetral resolution, is to use Integral Field Spetrosopy (IFS).As part of my thesis I improve on this tehnique by ombining it with adaptive optis togreatly inrease the angular resolution. Two IFS instruments will be used, OASIS in theoptial and SINFONI in the near-infrared. In partiular, I arry out:
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• Morphologial studies in order to study the ollimation properties as a funtionof the �ow veloity. These studies will also allow the identi�ation of knots.
• Detailed kinematial studies. I obtain, for the studied soures, the terminal�ow veloity and the range of �ow veloities. I investigate the in�uene of someparameters as the entral stellar mass and the soure multipliity in the measured�ow properties. Ferreira et al. (2006) show that these parameters are important todisriminate among MHD launhing models as they predit di�erent dependeniesof the terminal veloity with these parameters. I also investigate the kinemati inthe diretion transverse to the jet axis in order to look for rotation signatures.
• Study of the gas exitation onditions, not only spatially but also as a funtionof the veloity. This study allows us to derive total jet densities neessary to getbetter mass-loss rate estimations, investigate variations with �ow veloity, the �owstruture and the shok onditions.
• Determination of the ejetion/aretion rate. This ratio is an important testfor the models (Ferreira et al., 2006).
• Analysis of the moleular omponent. As for the atomi jet, I analyze itsmorphology and kinematis and I determine its mass-loss rate. Observational datawill be ompared to models to �nd onstrains to its origin.At the time I started my thesis, only a handful of objets had been observed witha ombination of high-angular resolution and spetrosopy tehniques, and in partiular,only two had been observed using Integral Field Spetrosopy (DG Tau and RW Aur).It was thus ruial to inrease the sample of soures studied in detail, whih is one ofthe spei� objetives of this thesis. At the same time, more onrete objetives wereonsidered and the objets analyzed here were hosen following these more onrete aims:1) In�uene of the entral stellar mass: the jet from the intermediate TTauri star RY TauThe �rst star studied is RY Tau whih was observed using the integral �eld spetro-graph OASIS (Optially Adaptive System for Imaging Spetrosopy) ombined with theadaptive optis bonnette PUE'O at the Canada Frane Hawaii Telesope (CFHT). Previ-ous studies have already suggested the presene of the jet from deteted [OI℄ blueshiftedemission (Cabrit et al., 1990; Hartigan et al., 1995), but no detailed study of its mor-phology and kinematis has been performed using spetro-imaging tehniques. Hene,this star was observed in the aim of studying the impat of higher entral mass on thejet properties. Besides, this star is a suspeted lose binary from Hipparos observations.These two partiular properties will allow to diretly probe the e�et of the entral starproperties in the jet properties.



4 Thesis motivation 12) Origin of the H2 emission in T Tauri jets: the ase of DG TauDG Tau was observed using the spetrograph for INtegral Field Observations in theNear Infrared (SINFONI) at the Very Large Telesope (VLT) in the H and K band. Mostof the studies with high angular resolution, high spetral resolution or using IFS werearried out in the optial domain. However, as I have mentioned, reent studies showedthat strong NIR H2 lines are present in the spetrum of T Tauri objets. Therefore, theSINFONI data will allow me, �rstly to study in detail not only the atomi omponent butalso the moleular one simultaneously, and seondly onstrain the origin of the moleularemission, inluding a test of the dis-wind senario.



2IntrodutionIn this �rst hapter, I introdue the onept of T Tauri star, plaing it in the ontext ofthe urrently aepted star evolution diagram. I point out the importane of the study ofthe jet phenomenon in this partiular type of young stellar objet (YSO) and I review theobservational e�orts arried out in the last years in order to understand this fasinatingstage of the star formation, also so important for other astrophysial domains. I �nishgiving a brief review of the models disussed for jet launhings.2.1 Young stellar objetsStars form in the moleular louds suh as Orion or Taurus-Auriga. They are mainly om-posed of moleular hydrogen and ontain signi�ant amounts of interstellar dust. Starsform through the gravitational ollapse of moleular ores inside these louds. Initially,the internal pressure of the fragment are balaned by gravity, but this equilibrium an belost beause of ambipolar di�usion, the dissipation of turbulene or beause of an outsidefore (Andre et al., 2000), and the stellar mass loud begins to ollapse. However, it is stillunertain what initiates this ollapse. This is the �rst stage in the formation of the star.As it ollapses, the loud beomes hotter sine the density is inreasing and the radiationannot esape, heating the loud. A temperature gradient and hene an internal pressuregradient begins to balane gravity. It is onsidered that a protostar has formed when thisbalane is nearly ahieved. In addition, the onservation of angular momentum ausesthe rotation veloity to inrease as the nebula beomes smaller. This rotation auses theloud to �atten out and take the form of a disk. The result is a slowly ontrating entralore surrounded by a dis and an infalling envelope. It ontinues to evolve through thearetion of this ambient material onto the star and onto the irumstellar dis whih willthen also arete material to the star by aretion funnels or by the interating regionbetween the star and the dis. At the same time, this auses the launhing of bipolarout�ows. This ejetion is related to the aretion by the disk (e.g. Cabrit et al., 1990) buthow exatly it is produed is an open question. The urrent models propose an origin onthe dis, on the star or the interation region between the dis and the star atmosphere.



6 Introdution 2.1The last stage of the star formation involves the dissipation of the gas and the slowingdown of aretion and out�ow ativities. The irumstellar dis starts the �rst stage ofplanet formation and the star joins the main sequene.2.1.1 Classi�ation and evolutionLow mass stellar objets (M∗ ≤ 2M⊙) are divided in four di�erent lasses based ontheir infrared emission. This infrared emission is produed by the dust surrounding thestar. The spetral energy distributions (SEDs) of these objets are, in fat, modelledas a blakbody ontribution from the star plus the infrared/millimeter ontribution fromthe irumstellar material. As the young star evolves this radiation hanges beause thematerial distribution hanges due to aretion and the ation of out�ows. Hene, thislassi�ation an be onsidered as a sequene of the young star evolution. It was proposedby Lada (1987) and Andre (1997) (Fig. 2.1), the di�erent stages are:Class O objets would orrespond to the �rst stage in the star evolution with an age of
∼104 years. The main harateristi is that most of the material (more than 50% (Andre,1997)) is still in the irumstellar environment. Hene, they are very deeply embeddedobjets whose spetral energy distribution is ompletely dominated by the surroundingmaterial. They are observed mostly at sub-millimeter or radio wavelengths with no emis-sion at wavelengths shorter than 10µm. They produe powerful moleular out�ows. Wellollimated moleular jets in CO and SiO lines extend to 0.05-0.1 p from the soure,and within 100 AU, 40% of the Class O objets exite H2O masers traing very denseshoks. Figure 2.2 shows the example of the lass O jet assoiated to the soure HH211, from Gueth & Guilloteau (1999). Further than 0.1-1p hains of ompats, fastmoleular bullets are deteted, often assoiated with shok-exitated regions in the H2line at 2.12µm (e.g. Bahiller et al., 1990).Class I objets have an age of ∼105 years and most of the mass of the system is alreadyin the star. They show a strong infrared exess and they are deteted in the far and nearinfrared. This emission annot be explained only by the presene of a dis around the star,it is due to the residual envelope whih is strongly areting onto the star-dis system.The near infrared emission is produed by light di�usion of the star radiation by the dustin the dis. Powerful out�ows are also assoiated with these soures. They are still seenin radio, but shok-exitated H2 and moleular out�ows are weaker than in the previouslass O objets. Jets beome visible in lines suh as Hα, [OI℄λ6300, [SII℄λ6731,λ6731,and [NII℄λ6583, and in the near-infrared in the [FeII℄ lines. They extend to p sales fromthe entral soures and they ontain small bright knots with separations of 500-1000AUand a large sale shok struture with typial distanes of 0.1 p. Figure 2.3 shows anexample of this kind of jets. The jet from HH 34 is very ollimated and has several knotsof typial spaing 0.05-0.2 p... Bow-shaped strutures are also seen in both sides of theout�ow. These knots are known as Herbig Haro objets and they are haraterized by ashok emission line spetrum.



2.1 Young stellar objets 7

Figure 2.1: Classi�ation of low mass young stellar objets and shema of their evolution.
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Figure 2.2: Example of a lass 0 jet: HH 211. IRAM Plateau de Bure observations: H2 emission in the bakgroundolor image, the CO J=2-1 emission at high-veloities in white ontours, and the 230 GHz ontinuum emissionin red ontours (Gueth & Guilloteau, 1999).

Figure 2.3: Example of a lass I jet: HH 34. Images taken with the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST).Class II objets are observed in the optial domain and orrespond to the souresnamed Classial T Tauri stars (TTs). These stars have an age of ∼106 years and theyare formed by the entral star surrounded by a dis and an out�ow of material perpendi-ular to the dis, as shown in Fig. 2.4 for one of the typial examples of lass II objets,HH 30. They also have a strong infrared exess but less important than in the Class 0/Iobjets beause the out�ow has already dispersed muh of the irumstellar gas and dust.The infrared exess is produed then by the aretion dis around the star. The out�owsare mainly traed by blueshifted forbidden lines of [OI℄λ6300, [SII℄λ6731, and [NII℄λ6583in smaller sales, they arises on sales of 100 AU. These objets also show strong Balmeremission lines and HeI and NaD with a blueshifted absorption omponent whih is relatedalso to the ejetion. They show a high variability of intensity of the order of one mag-nitude in a few days. Besides the infrared exess, this objets show an exess in the UVdomain, produing a ��lling� of the photospheri absorption lines at these wavelengths



2.2 Aretion/ejetion proess in T Tauri stars 9

Figure 2.4: Example of a lass II jet: HH 30. Images taken with the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST).(�veiling�). This veiling is interpreted as an indiation of aretion. It would be ausedby the material oming from the dis falling onto the star, probably by the mediation ofaretion olumns produed by the interation between the stellar magnetosphere and themagneti �eld lines from the dis (Edwards, 1997).Class III objets have an age similar to the lass II objets, between ∼106 or ∼107years. They are also alled Weak T Tauri stars (WTTS) beause they show weak emissionlines and a very small infrared exess. In this ase two explanations are possible: eitherthe dis is tenuous and optially thin or there is no more material surrounding the star.2.2 Aretion/ejetion proess in T Tauri stars2.2.1 Evidene for aretion on young starsIn addition to the signatures of out�ows shown before in detail for eah lass of youngstellar objets, evidene of aretion from the dis onto these young stars is observed.These evidenes ome mainly from an ultraviolet (UV) exess in the ontinuum, an Infra-red (IR) and millimeter exesses at wavelengths higher than 1mm (Bertout et al., 1988).Other evidene ome from observations of redshifted absorption features in the Balmerlines (e.g. Edwards et al., 1994). Bertout et al. (1988) modeled these exess by a Ke-plerian dis of gas and a boundary layer of gas and dust areting onto the star. Theyfound that the dis ontributes both an infrared exess due to aretion energy dissipation



10 Introdution 2.2and reproessing of stellar light, and the ultraviolet exess omes from the boundary layerbetween the dis and the star where half of the total aretion luminosity is generated.However, this infrared exess ertainly probes the existene of an optially thik dis butit is not neessarily areting material onto the star. The new models aept that thedis is disrupted somewhere in the viinity of the o-rotation radius and the aretion �owis redireted to free-fall toward the star in a magneti funnel �ow (e.g. Koenigl, 1991;Hartmann et al., 1994). Some of the empirial support to the existene of these funnel�ows are the inverse P Cygni features observed in hydrogen and permitted metalli lines(Edwards et al., 1994) with redshifted absorption omponents indiating mass in free-fall infall. The broad, asymmetri and entrally peaked hydrogen emission line pro�les(Balmer, Pashen and Brakett lines) are well reprodued by radiative transfer modelsonsidering funnel �ow (Muzerolle et al., 1998a). The spetral energy distributions ob-served between 1-5µm are better reprodued assuming that the inner dis is trunatedat or inside the o-rotation radius (Bertout et al., 1988; Meyer et al., 1997). Other evi-dene of funnel �ows is that some TTS show signatures of spots hundreds to thousandsof degrees hotter than the photosphere due to aretion shoks on the stellar surfae(Bertout, 1989) and the detetion of kG magneti �elds on T Tauri stars (Johns-Krull,2009; Valenti & Johns-Krull, 2004).

Figure 2.5: Shema of the star-dis-wind system with the sales involved both in the aretion and ejetionproesses (gently provided by Dr. Podio).Figure 2.5 shows the di�erent sales involved in this star-dis interation, inludingthe main proposed models to explain the observed out�ows and explained more in detaillater. The aretion of material from the dis onto the star would our, by the meansof aretion funnels, from very small distanes, on the order of the o-rotation radius, i.e., 0.03 AU. In the ase of the ejetion, three main origins are proposed: either the windomes from the star, �Stellar wind�, from the region of interation between the stellarmagnetosphere and the dis, at the o-rotation radius, �X-wind�, or from a large range ofradii in the dis, �Dis wind�. The dust evaporation radius is also shown.



2.3 Jets in T Tauri stars 11Nowadays, the more reliable estimations of the mass aretion rate, in the ase ofTTS, omes from the optial/ultraviolet emission in exess of photospheri radiationknown as �veiling� in spite of the IR exess beause it is not lear the perentage of IRemission is due to the aretion. More reently Muzerolle et al. (1998b) propose to usethe Brγ luminosity to estimate the aretion luminosity and therefore the mass aretionrate. This last one method will be used in this thesis to obtain a new estimation of massaretion rate in the ase of the DG Tau system (Cp. 6).2.2.2 Ejetion/Aretion onnetionCabrit et al. (1990) and Hartigan et al. (1995) demonstrated observationally the existingorrelation between ejetion and aretion signatures in the ase of T Tauri stars. First,they showed that when there is a wind there is also a dis, i.e., stars showing near infraredexess, show also forbidden [OI℄ emission. More important is the orrelation between thearetion luminosity, measured from the veiling of absorption lines, and the forbidden linesluminosity. This relation suggests that in fat winds not only need the presene of a dis,but they are also powered by aretion. How the energy is transmitted to the wind is stillan open question of the star formation theory.The evidene for an aretion/out�ow onnetion in the more embedded Class I andClass 0 soures, overing a wider range of evolutionary states and masses than the TTS, isless �rmly established. Out�ow diagnostis in these ases, suh as CO momentum �uxesor H2 line luminosities, are well orrelated with the soure bolometri luminosity. However,the bolometri luminosity does not di�erentiate between photospheri and dis/envelopeontributions. Hene, we only have indiret evidenes of the ejetion/aretion in theseevolutionary states.A ruial diagnosti of the ejetion/aretion onnetion and for models trying toexplain the ejetion as powered by the aretion phenomenon, is the ejetion/aretionmass rates ratio. However, even for the TTS this is a parameter not well onstrained andneeds to be reviewed in order to assess whether it is the same for all the evolutionarystate, mass of the entral star or other fators.2.3 Jets in T Tauri starsMy thesis fouses on one partiular type of young star, the lassial T Tauri stars (TTs),whih are thought to be analogs of the young Sun, and in the jets emanating from theseobjets.Many studies have been made of large-sale bipolar out�ows (some parses) and ourunderstanding of them has signi�antly inreased. However, in order to probe the launh-ing regions, as well as how jets beome ollimated and interat with the surrounded diss,observations of jets on sales omparable to the entral engine are ruial. This is possible



12 Introdution 2.4in the miro-jets assoiated to T Tauri stars. The presene of jets in this kind of objetwere �rst suspeted from high-resolution pro�les of emission and absorption lines (see forexample Kuhi (1964) or Mundt (1984). Some T Tauri stars showed P Cygni pro�les atthe Hα pro�les, indiating that mass loss is taking plae. Clearer indiations of atomiollimated winds ome from the forbidden line emission regions (FLER). Blueshifted for-bidden lines of [OI℄λ6300, [SII℄λ6731 and [NII℄λ6583 were observed (Appenzeller et al.,1984; Edwards et al., 1987). Long-slit spetrosopy, after a areful ontinuum subtra-tion, revealed high veloity ollimated mirojets extended over a few 100 AU (Hirth et al.,1997). Finally, the �rst images using HST observations were arried out by Ray et al.(1996). These stars are optially visible and not very embedded giving aess to thelosest parts of the jets ( < 100AU). It is ruial to have aess to the regions on salesof ∼1′′ (for the distanes to the nearest star-formation regions suh as Taurus region).These objets show a rih atomi and moleular emitting spetrum allowing the aessto both the morphology and kinematis of the jet launhing. The major di�ulty is toevade the stellar radiation but spetrosopy and Integral Field Spetrosopy (IFS) enablesthis ontribution to be removed, revealing the jet on sales lower than 1′′.2.4 MHD ModelsDi�erent models have been proposed to explain the jets produed in these objets andthe observed emission spetra. One of the �rst models proposed was that of Edwardset al. (1987). This model onsidered only one kinematial omponent and the doublepeak pro�les were reprodued by hanging the projetion angle but the model ould notprodue an emission peak at the veloity of the star as it is atually observed. Kwan &Tademaru (1988) proposed a two-omponent dis-wind model. The �rst omponent athigh veloities (HVC) represented a fast well ollimated jet and the seond one at lowveloities (LVC) represented a muh slower, less foussed wind from the irumstellardis. As I mentioned, observations arried out by Hartigan et al. (1995) or Hirth et al.(1997) on�rm that the HVC and LVC ome from physially distint regions with di�erentforbidden emission lines (FEL) properties, rather than be the same kinematial �ow seenfrom two di�erent projetions.Nowadays it is generally aepted that jets from young stars are launhed entrifugallyalong magneti �eld lines. On one hand, models based on hydrodynami pressure fail toreprodue the ollimation properties observed in jets. Dis thermal pressure alone doesnot produe a well-ollimated jet beam, and dense on�ning envelopes would produeexessive extintion towards Class II objets. Collimation by external magneti pressuregradients is another possibility, however it would require a magnetially dominated regionwith a poloidal or turbulent �eld strength of ∼10 mG over at least 100 AU and it isnot lear how suh a region may be formed and maintained. However MHD winds fromthe dis or from the star, satisfatorily reprodue the jet width, ollimation and openingangles in Class II jets for realisti parameters (see the review by Cabrit (2007a)).
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(c) Stellar wind
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Extended disc−wind:   r  >> r(a) e i
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(b) X−wind:  r  > r
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X−type Interaction(d)
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Y−type Interaction(e)
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CME−like mass loss(f)

Fig. 1. Top: classes of published stationary MHD jets for YSOs. When the magnetic field is threading the disc on a large radial extension (a)
extended disc wind) or a small disc annulus (b) X-wind), jets are accretion-powered. They are mostly pressure-driven when the field lines are
anchored onto a slowly rotating star (c) stellar wind). The corresponding Alfvén surfaces S A have been schematically drawn (thick lines). In the
X-wind case, two extreme shapes have been drawn: convex (solid line) and concave (dashed). Bottom: sketch of the two possible axisymmetric
magnetospheric configurations: d) X-type neutral line driving unsteady Reconnection X-winds, when the stellar magnetic moment is parallel to
the disc field; e) Y-type neutral line (akin the terrestrial magnetospheric current sheet) when the stellar magnetic moment is anti-parallel (or when
the disc field is negligible). f) A CME-like ejection is produced whenever the magnetic shear becomes too strong in a magnetically dominated
plasma. Such a violently relaxing event may occur with any kind of anti-parallel magnetospheric interaction (even with an inclined dipole). The
thick lines mark the zones where reconnections occur.Figure 2.6: Shema of the urrent proposed MHD ejetion models for young stellar objets, from Ferreira et al.(2006).On the other hand, the observed jet energetis (mass, momentum, and kineti energy�ux), as well as the high ejetion e�ienies, i. e., the ratios of jet energetis to thearetion rate or aretion luminosity, require also MHD proesses to be explained. A-eleration by radiative pressure on dust annot provide the high momentum e�ieniesobserved and hydrodynami aeleration by thermal or wave pressure gradients requiresan energy input rate in heat or oherent Alfvén waves that is at least omparable to Lacc(Cabrit, 2007a).Therefore, magneto-entrifugal driving models appear as the most promising modelsapable to both aelerate and self-ollimate the jet in good agreement with observationson the observed sales. The main di�erene between the MHD models proposed is fromwhere preisely jets are launhed. A ompleted desription of the urrently disussedmodels and a thorough omparison with observational results of the inner parts of jets inT Tauri stars is presented in Ferreira et al. (2006). Figure 2.6, taken from Ferreira et al.(2006), shows a shema of the di�erent models desribed in the paper. The most disussedsenarios to explain jets in young stellar objets, are the stellar wind and aretion-powereddis winds. Among the last kind of models, two are the most widely favored models: theX-wind model (Shu et al., 2000) and the magneto-entrifugally driven dis-wind model(Konigl & Pudritz, 2000). I disuss here only the steady models, shown in top panels



14 Introdution 2.5of Fig. 2.6, with those I will ompare my results. Some reent studies have been madein unsteady ejetion models but suh ejetion may not be ollimated on large sales, seefor example the works by Ferreira et al. (2000) for the ase of unsteady ReonnetionX-winds or Romanova et al. (2009) for the Y-type interation (bottom panels in Fig. 2.6).Stellar winds: Fast rotating stars an produe the energy needed to magnetially ael-erate stellar winds. However, T Tauri stars are slow rotators and in this ase winds mustbe driven by their pressure gradient either due to thermal e�ets (Sauty & Tsinganos,1994; Sauty et al., 2002) or to turbulent Alfvén waves (Hartmann & MaGregor, 1980;Deampli, 1981; Hartmann et al., 1982). Hartigan et al. (1995) show the orrelation ofthe forbidden line emission in T Tauri jets and the aretion luminosity suggesting thatwinds are powered by aretion energy. Both thermal and turbulent pressures an be gen-erated by the magnetospheri aretion shok and therefore produe aretion-poweredstellar winds (Matt & Pudritz, 2005).Aretion-powered dis winds: A large sale magneti �eld whih thread the dis froma inner radius to some external radius is assumed. When the ejetion ours from a largerange of radii one gets the extended dis wind and when it is from only one annulus at theo-rotation radius one gets the X-wind. The di�erene between these two models is inthe origin for the large sale vertial magneti �eld but the ejetion proess is omputedidentially. The two models give di�erent predited terminal veloities and angular mo-mentum �uxes beause of the range of launhing radii and of the di�erent Alfvén surfae.Ferreira et al. (2006) favor the extended dis wind interpretation (�warm� solution),exluding the so-alled extended �old� dis wind models but without exluding someX-winds solutions. They also propose that, although X-winds and dis-winds likely do noto-exist, pressure-driven stellar winds may probably be present in a jet mainly dominatedby a dis-wind. Most of the mass would be arried by the dis wind and the stellar windontribution would be in the inner parts of the �ow, inside the T Tauri jets, arrying outonly a small fration of the mass �ux.2.5 Observational studies of T Tauri jets at high-angular resolutionObservations suggest that jets are launhed and ollimated within 100 AU from the entralsoure. In the ase of the losest regions (for example the Taurus-Auriga loud is at 140p), this translates to a resolution of 0.1′′ or better. Besides a high-angular resolution, aspetral resolution higher than 3000 is desirable to well resolve the kinematis of the jet.In this setion I review the most important observational e�orts arried out in the lastyears in the detetion and study of jets in T Tauri stars, in partiular using high-angularresolution tehniques.



2.5 Observational studies of T Tauri jets at high-angular resolution 15Di�erent tehniques have been used with the aim of inreasing the angular resolutionand to have aess to the inner regions as possible:
• Imaging: Ray et al. (1996) gave the �rst high spatial resolution images of the HLTau jet using narrow-band imaging with the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST).
• Long-slit spetrosopy: One of the �rst exhaustive studies over a dozen of CTTswas that of Hirth et al. (1997). Using long-slit spetrosopy and thanks to a goodsubtration of the ontinuum emission, authors studied the forbidden line emissionof these stars with few arseond resolution.
• Adaptive Optis (AO): Lavalley et al. (1997) and Dougados et al. (2000) om-bined both 4m-lass telesope narrow-band images and intermediate spetral reso-lution spetra with AO to obtain 0.2′′ angular resolution data of DG Tau, CW Tauand RW Aur jets.
• Integral Field Spetrosopy (IFS): Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) ombined aninnovating tehnique, the IFS, with AO to obtain 3D data ubes of the DG Taujet. Authors probed the regions of the jet base, a few hundred AU, with a spatialresolution of 0.5′′ (∼70 AU at the Taurus distane). This tehnique allows theonstrution of 2D images of the jet at di�erent veloity intervals in the same wayas hannels maps in radio interferometry. I desribe in detail this tehnique, whihis used in all the data analyzed in this thesis, in Ch. 4.
• Hubble Spae Telesope (HST) Spetrosopy: Baiotti et al. (2000) andWoitas et al. (2002), using HST long-slit observations with the Spae TelesopeImaging Spetrograph (STIS), onstruted also 2D images in individual lines, overa range of veloities (hannel maps) for RW Aur and DG Tau. They took multipleparallel exposures of 0.1′′-width slit and plaed the slit every 0.07′′ aross the out�ow.Hartigan et al. (2004) arried out slit-less spetrosopy, also using STIS, of theobjets CW Tau, HN Tau, UZ Tau E, DF Tau and DD Tau. This alternativeapproah allowed them to onstrut high spatial resolution images in a large spetralrange, inluding lines where no narrow-band HST �lters exist.
• Multi-epoh observations: Dougados et al. (2000), López-Martín et al. (2003)and Hartigan et al. (2004) ompared images taken at di�erent epohs (a few yearsbetween them) to measure proper motions on the knots of the DG Tau and RWAur jets.
• Spetro-astrometry: Garía (1999), Takami et al. (2001, 2003) used the teh-nique of spetro-astrometry to reveal jets on sales of ∼10 AU (∼0.05′′ in thenearest regions) in a number of YSOs. Spetro-astrometry measures the positionalentroid of the emission along the slit as a funtion of wavelength. If there is anout�ow, the entroid will be shifted from the ontinuum. The entroid is determinedwith an auray of 0.5FWHMseeing/√N in miliarseonds, where N is the numberof photons deteted.



16 Introdution 2.5Regarding the morphology of the jets, these studies were entered �rst of all in theirdetetion, and one deteted in the analysis of the observed knots and in the measure-ments of the jet diameter lose to the soure:
• Lavalley et al. (1997) and Dougados et al. (2000) showed the bow-shaped morphol-ogy of the knot observed at 3′′ from the soure in the DG Tau mirojet. They alsodeteted a wiggling whih is onsidered as a sign of preession of the jet. Theseproperties suggest that knots in T Tauri jets are likely to be internal working surfaesdue to time variable ejetion as in the younger Herbig-Haro (HH) �ows.
• A number of works have been made to measure the jet width (FWHM) as a funtionof the distane to the star, using spetrosopy observations. HL Tau jet diameterwas measured by Ray et al. (1996), Dougados et al. (2000) and Woitas et al. (2002)did it for DG Tau, CW Tau and RW Aur soures and Hartigan et al. (2004) show thesame kind of measurements for HN Tau and UZ Tau E jets. All these studies showthat the jet remains unresolved within 15 AU onsidering the best spatial resolutionahieved of 0.1′′ (14 AU for the Taurus loud).In addition to the jet width, estimations of the opening angle (OA) were obtained.Opening angles between 20◦ and 30◦ on sales of 15-50 AU were derived for theHN Tau and UZ Tau E, indiating a width at the jet soure smaller than 5 AU. Fordistanes further than 50 AU, jet width inreases with only an OA of a few degrees.Jets exhibit typially FWHM of 20-40 AU at distanes of 100 AU to the star. Thisindiates that ollimation must our on sales of a few tens of AU. This variationof the jet width with the distane to the star is onsistent with dis-wind modelsof moderate to high e�ieny (Ṁej/Ṁacc>0.03) (Garia et al., 2001a; Dougadoset al., 2004).
• Whelan et al. (2004) showed, using spetro-astrometry tehniques, that the Paβemission is not only aused by aretion (as was previously thought) but also thatthere is a wind ontributing to the emission. This tehnique an be used to separatethe part oming from the out�ow from that oming from the aretion. In addition,the presene of an aeleration zone have been evidened by the fat that the o�setsin the entroid inrease with veloity.Moreover, Whelan et al. (2005) used this tehnique to �rst detet an out�ow pro-dued in a brown dwarf, ρ Oph 102. Sine then, this tehnique has been used tostudy more ases of brown dwarfs with very good results, see the works by Whelanet al. (2007, 2009).Regarding to the kinematis, two kinematial omponents are usually observed in theforbidden emission lines from lassial T Tauri stars (Hartigan et al., 1995). Hirth et al.(1997) show that these omponents have di�erent emission properties and hene theyare probably formed in di�erent regions. The so-alled high veloity omponent (HVC)(veloity of a few hundred km/s) is more extended and of higher exitation than the low



2.5 Observational studies of T Tauri jets at high-angular resolution 17veloity omponent (LVC), this last one with veloities of 10-50 km/s. Some studies of thekinematis of the di�erent omponents were arried out espeially using HST observationsor IFS tehniques:
• Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) using IFS+AO tehniques, and Baiotti et al. (2000)and Woitas et al. (2002) both using HST observations revealed some importantharateristis of the veloity omponents. Jets exhibit an onion-like kinematistruture. This means that jets are more ollimated at higher veloities and higherexitation. Hene the LVC are wider, slower and less exited but images show asmooth transition between the HVC and the LVC when one moves further from theout�ow axis.Along the jet, the LVC is loated at distanes from the star up to 50 or 80 AU,whereas the HVC extends to muh larger distanes. The aeleration of the �owappears to our on sales of 50 or 100 AU.
• Takami et al. (2004) showed that the moleular emission in H2 lines in the DG Taujet extends this onion-like kinemati struture. The emission is slower (∼15 km/s)and wider than the forbidden line emission suggesting an origin in a di�erent om-ponent.
• This onion-like struture were atually predited by magneto-entrifugal winds the-ory (ex. Pudritz et al. (2007)).
• Theoretial models predit rotation in order to be able to remove angular momentumfrom the star and dis system and to allow aretion. Hints of rotation had alreadybeen observed in HH 212 jet at distanes of 104 AU (Davis et al., 2000) andBaiotti (2002), Co�ey et al. (2004) and Woitas et al. (2005) extend this work toother YSOs. They analyzed HST/STIS observations of DG Tau, RW Aur and Th28 in the aim of testing these preditions on the �rst 100-200 AU from the star.Plaing the slit both along and perpendiular to the jet axis, authors found learradial veloity asymmetries between pairs of positions plaed symmetrially withrespet to the jet axis. Assuming that this asymmetries are due to rotation, authorsderived veloities of 5-25 ± 5 km/s at 50-60 AU from the soure and 20-30 AUfrom the jet axis.Co�ey et al. (2007) extended this work to other soures (CW Tau and HH 30)and to the Near Ultra-Violet (NUV) domain (DG Tau and Th 28) using again STISobservations both in the NUV and in the optial. They found at optial wavelengthssimilar veloity shifts of 10-25 ± 5 km/s and they on�rmed systemi radial veloityshifts for the DG Tau and Th 28 jets in the NUV domain, but in this ase the shiftsare lower, of 10 ± 5 km/s.Other similar studies were arried out in early stage lass I objets. Chrysostomouet al. (2005) observed with the ISAAC spetrograph on the VLT, the H2λ2.12µmline emission of the HH 26 and HH 72 jets. They also found veloity shifts of ∼5-10km/s at 2-3′′ from the soure and 1′′ from the axis.



18 Introdution 2.5Atomi Moleular Radio/mmOptial NIR (NIR H2) (CO, PdBI)2 → 5 0 → 1 0 → 6 HH 30 (Class I)
∼10 long-slit HAR ∼10 long-slit HAR HH 212 (Class 0)Table 2.1: Syntheti table with the number of soures studied using high angular resolution tehniques at thebeginning of my thesis and the evolution at the moment of writing of this manusript. In the ase of atomi andmoleular studies, the �rst numbers are for soures studied using IFS observations, and an approximative numberfor the studies made from high angular resolution long-slit is also given.When I started my thesis only a few stars that show lear signs of ejetion and/oraretion had been observed with high resolution instruments, and even less with IFS. Inpartiular, 30 TT stars over 65 observed in two surveys arried out ten years ago showedlear signs of ejetion at the moment of the observation (Hirth et al., 1997; Hartiganet al., 1995). During almost 10 years only 15 have been observed using HST/STIS andonly 2 using IFS (DG Tau and RW Aur). It was vital to inrease the sample of objetsobserved with best auray to be able to onsolidate some global onlusions and resultswhih really onstrain the models. During my thesis, new results inreased onsiderablyour understanding of the ejetion/aretion problem in young stars and providing a bigadvane in this �eld. In partiular, my work in the optial of the RY Tau jet (objet ofthis thesis). Other works in the optial domain are that of Hartigan & Morse (2007) whoarried out a study on the HH30 jet using HST/STIS observations, or Melnikov et al.(2008) and Melnikov et al. (2009), also using HST/STIS data, who did it on the LkHα 233and RW Aur soures respetively. In addition, a study of 6 soures was arried out in theNIR to analyze its moleular emission in the H2λ2.12µm line (Bek et al., 2008). Thisis a very innovating work whih I also ompleted in this thesis with a deeper analysisof this emission in the DG Tau jet. Moreover, studies using Radio/mm interferometryhave started to be arried out to also prepare the oming of the interferometer ALMA. Inpartiular, the work by Pety et al. (2006) in HH30 and Cabrit et al. (2007) in the ase ofHH212. Table 2.1 summarizes this evolution and the present state. Even if the numberof works has been highly inreased, more similar studies are hardly neessary in order tobe able to establish some statistis in the physial parameters of the jets in young stellarobjets and how this parameters evolve within the evolutionary stage.



3Line diagnostisIn this hapter I explain the observational diagnostis used to analyze the physial on-ditions of the gas in the jet. I explain the theoretial basis underlying this kind of study,whih is similar to that used in the study of other emission nebulae, but some peuliaritiesmust be onsidered in the ase of jets beause of their relatively low ionization, high den-sities and inhomogeneous onditions present in shoks. I start with a brief desription ofthe observed emission of jets. Then I give the possible mehanisms of heating and oolingand I desribe them brie�y. Next, I enter the disussion on the possible diagnosti analy-sis. In partiular, after a more general desription, I disuss the interest and validity of thediagnostis used in the analysis of the data studied in this thesis. I enter my disussion,on the one hand, in the [OI℄λ6300 ◦A atomi forbidden line, in the optial wavelength do-main, whih will be used to derive the jet properties and, in partiular, the mass-loss ratein the jet of the star RY Tau. On the other hand, in the near infra-red (1-2µm) datasetfor DG Tau, both atomi and moleular lines are present. Hene, the disussion is alsoenter on the atomi [FeII℄λ1.64µm and [FeII℄λ1.53µm lines whih will allow me to derivean estimate of the eletron density. The brightest of them, [FeII℄λ1.64µm, will also beused to derive the mass-loss rate in the atomi jet. The moleular emission analysis willbe entered on the H2λ2.12µm line. I �nish with a detailed desription of the methodsused to derive the mass-loss rate in the jet and the appliation to the emission lines ofinterest in this thesis. 3.1 Jet emissionJets, in young stars, show a very rih emission line spetrum, mainly in atomi forbiddenline emission but also in moleular lines. They are usually observed in the optial andin the IR domain, but lines in the UV and in X-ray have also been observed. Theseatomi lines are usually observed in neutral or singly ionized form, typial of a low exitedspetrum, but moleular emission, mainly in H2 is also observed. Figures 3.1 and 3.2show an example spetrum of the emission of this kind of objet in the optial and IRdomain respetively. Figure 3.2 shows not only the atomi emission but also plenty of H2



20 Line diagnostis 3.1moleular lines. The atomi and the moleular omponents ome however from separateregions in the jet. The origin of the moleular emission is unlear but the observed emis-sion transitions ome from a gas at temperatures not larger than 3000 or 4000 K. Severalpossible senarios have been given. For example this omponent an be produed eitherin the external layers of an atomi jet beam, at the interfae with the ambient medium orin the wings of a bow shoks, where the veloity of the shok is not high enough to ionizethe gas. I will try to distinguish between all these possibilities in detail with the anal-ysis of the moleular omponent observed in DG Tau and whih will be disussed in Ch. 6.

Figure 3.1: Example of the forbidden emission lines observed in an optial spetrum for a T Tauri mirojet. Inpartiular this spetrum was observed for the DG Tau star. It shows a variety of elements in both permitted andforbidden lines. Adapted from Lavalley (2000).In order to understand the dynamis of jets and how they are onneted with diss,one needs to learn about the mehanisms whih heat the gas inside the jet, and its phys-ial onditions suh as the temperature, density, ionization fration, magneti �elds andinternal veloities. All the information about the physial properties of the gas, ruial toprobe the models, an be straight-forwardly retrieved from the rih emission observed inthe spetra. The tehnique that I am going to explain was �rst developed to the analysisof planetary nebulae and HII regions (Osterbrok, 1989) and then extended to other do-mains. The diagnosti tehniques desribed in this hapter only assume that the gas isexited ollisionally, but they are independent on the model for the heating mehanism.So the results allow the validation of one heating model over another, whih in turn allowsone to identify the most likely physial proesses.The main harateristi of emission lines in jets is that they are optially thin whihmakes their analysis easier beause the emitted light esapes freely and there are no om-plex radiative transfer issues to onsider. However, this is not the only hypothesis madeto arry out this kind of study. I summarize in the following these hypotheses whih areexplained along the di�erent setions of the hapter:
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Figure 3.2: Example of the emission lines observed in the near-IR domain for the HH54B objet. It shows anumber of atomi lines but also moleular H2 ones. Adapted from Giannini et al. (2006).
• Among the possible exitation proesses produing an emission line, both photo-exitation and photo-ionization are negleted.
• Eletron ollisions are the main exitation proess. We do not onsider ollisionswith H atoms beause they are an order of magnitude less e�ient than that witheletrons.
• The level population of atoms is given by statistial equilibrium.
• The atoms onsidered in the analysis are in ionization equilibrium with hydrogen.



22 Line diagnostis 3.13.1.1 Forbidden Line Emission (FLE): [OI℄ and [FeII℄Jets in young stellar objets were �rst observed in optial forbidden lines and one of thebrightest lines observed is [OI℄λ6300 ◦A. In exitation jet onditions, only the �ve �rstlevels of the oxygen atom have the relevant energy levels to be onsidered. Figure 3.3shows the energy level diagram for this atom. Ratios between transitions onneting 1D2with 3P terms (nebular transitions) and transitions onneting 1S0 and 1D2 terms (auroraltransitions) are sensitive to the eletron temperature (see below). In the partiular ase of[OI℄ the ratio used is [OI℄λ(6300+6363)/[OI℄λ5577 whih probes a range of temperaturesbetween 5000 and 20000 K.Our optial data overs a spetral range whih only shows the [OI℄λ6300 ◦A line. Thisline was used to obtain an estimate of the mass loss rate in the jet, but it was not enoughto determine eletron temperature. I explain the method used, besides the general methodto estimate the temperature from this kind of atomi lines, in the following setions.
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����Figure 3.3: Energy level diagram of the neutral oxygen, [OI℄, with the main optial forbidden emission lines(wavelengths in ◦A ), adapted from Lavalley (2000).Lately, the study of iron lines from jet spetra has beome more and more ommon,mainly beause of the availability of IR spetrographs. In partiular, iron shows an ex-tremely rih IR forbidden line spetrum, but also an optial spetrum being in fat oneof the main gas oolants in dense atomi jets. In the physial onditions dominating jetsenvironments, due to its rather low ionization potential, only 7.9 eV, it is almost all singlyionized. Moreover, the ionization energy for Fe+ is 16.2eV, su�iently high to exludeiron ionized twie or more. Figure 3.4 shows the energy level diagram for the 16 �rst



3.1 Jet emission 23levels of the [Fe II℄ atom and from whih ome the observed near and mid-IR iron tran-sitions in jets. The brightest lines in the near-IR are those onneting the �ne struturelevels of the 4D term with the levels of the 4F and 6D terms. As I will explain more indetail later, ertain line ratios an be used to determine the eletron density. The mostommon ratios are 1.533µm/1.644µm, 1.60µm/1.644µm and 1.67µm/1.64µm. The lev-els involved in these transitions have very similar exitations temperatures, ranging from
∼11000 to ∼12000 K, but di�erent ritial densities, between 104 and 105 m−3. Thusthey are poorly sensitive to gas temperature but useful for determining densities. Theseratios annot be used as diagnosti tools in low density jets sine lines need an eletrondensity higher than 103 m−3 to be exited, but they are useful to probe the dense innerparts of the jets.
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Figure 3.4: Energy level diagram of the more prominent optial and near-infrared [FeII℄ emission lines (wavelengthsin µm) originating from the 16 �rst levels, adapted from Pesenti et al. (2003).3.1.2 Moleular emission: H2The hydrogen moleule exists in two di�erent states depending on the relative spin of thenulei, the ortho-H2 whose H nulei have parallel spins, and the para-H2 with antiparallelspins. Transitions between the ortho and para states may only our through protonexhange reations with H0 and H+. All the ro-vibrational transitions within the eletroniground state are quadrupolar. The seletion rules in this ase are that ∆v=0, ±n and
∆J=0, ±2, with v and J the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respetively. Injets of T Tauri stars and HH objets the main exitation mehanism produing moleularemission is ollisions between H2 moleules and neutral hydrogen. H2 is also the onlyabundant shok moleular oolant observed by ground. Many moleular hydrogen linesare observed in near-IR spetra, whih ome from rotational transitions originating from



24 Line diagnostis 3.2the v=1-4 vibrational levels. One of the most studied lines is the 1-0 S(1)1 line at 2.12µm.These lines an be used to probe the temperature and density of the gas, see below.3.2 Heating mehanisms of the gasWhat we observe in emission lines is the ooling of hot gas in the jet. Some heatingmehanisms are invoked to maintain the needed temperatures to exite the gas, but thesemehanisms must operate also along the length of the jet to allow their detetion atdistanes far from the soure. Below I summarize the main proesses onsidered.Ambipolar di�usion:In a very simple way, the gas is heated due to the motion of ion and neutral atoms. Inideal MHD, harged partiles are �frozen� to the magneti �elds lines, while neutral atomsare oupled by ollisions to the harged partiles. In non-ideal MHD, the dissipation ofeletri urrents J provides a loal heating term per unit volume. In a multi-omponentgas, with eletrons and several ion and neutral speies the generalized Ohm's law writes:
E +
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(3.1)where E and B are the eletri and magneti �elds, v the �uid veloity and c thespeed of light. η is the �uid eletrial resistivity, ρ and ρn are the total and neutral massdensity, min the redued ion-neutral mass, ni the ioni density and νin the ion-neutralollision frequeny. The overline stands for a sum over all hemial elements relevant toa given quantity.The �rst term appearing in the right hand side of the equation is the usual Ohm'sterm, while the seond desribes the ambipolar di�usion, the third is the eletri �eld dueto the eletron pressure and the last is the Hall term. This last term does not provide anet dissipation and the dissipation due to the eletroni pressure is quite negligible (Gar-ia et al., 2001b). Hene, two terms mainly ontribute to the gas heating: the Ohmiheating whih arises mainly from ion-eletron drag and the ambipolar di�usion heatingdue to ion-neutral drag.The time sale for the magneti �eld di�usion is inversely proportional to the ionizationfration, produing a slow di�usion for low-ionization jets. In Garia et al. (2001b), authorspresented the omputed thermal and ionization struture of self-similar, magnetially-driven, atomi dis wind heated by ambipolar di�usion. They predited temperatures of104 K in atomi dis winds and of 2000 K in the ase of moleular dis winds. In a morereent work, Panoglou et al. (2009) found similar results for the moleular omponent ofa dis wind.1Notation of H2 transitions: vup-vlow∆J(Jlow), where vup-vlow is the hange in vibrational state and ∆J=-2is denoted by S, ∆J=+2 by O and ∆J=0 by Q.



3.2 Heating mehanisms of the gas 25Mehanial heating by turbulene:When a supersoni jet is propagating in the ambient medium, the veloity di�ereneaross the layer between the two �uids auses the so-alled Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.This interation between the jet and the environment produes a turbulent mixing layerwhih grows both into the jet and into the environment. When it propagates into thejet, this turbulene heats the gas. This e�et have been study and explained in detailby Canto & Raga (1991), among others, and in partiular, they arried out an analytialstudy of this turbulene through a simpli�ed model based on a simple turbulent visositydesription of the dissipation and transport assoiated with the turbulene. They foundthat the mixing layers an in priniple substantially ontribute to the emission from stellarjets, sine they have a sizeable radiative luminosity. Taylor & Raga (1995) extended thiswork to inorporate a detailed treatment of the hemial history of the entrained mole-ular gas through a numerial alulation. They found that the mixing layer is hot, withtemperatures of 104 K and only dissoiates H2 partially, whih implies that a number ofmoleules an survive in the high veloity gas, ontrary to the slower and ooler typialobserved �moleular �ows�.Other authors, like Binette et al. (1999) resolved the energy equation in the radiative,steady mixing layer aused by a jet with high Mah number2. They arried out a non-equilibrium study of the ionization fration taking into aount the radiative proessesonsidered in the MAPPINGS ode to obtain the olling funtion. They found that thetemperature ross-setion hanges from paraboli to �at-topped as the layer width in-reases. On the ontrary, they found that the ionization fration is always out of oronalequilibrium, beause of turbulent di�usion of neutral gas from the jet and external mediuminto the layer.Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) arried out a deep omparison between line ratios fromobservations of DG Tau in the optial, with preditions for models of di�erent heatingmehanisms. In partiular, they ompared with the model by Binette et al. (1999) forthe mixing layer heating mehanism. They found that the preditions for the mixing layerof Binette et al. (1999) where hotter and of lower ionization than observations but forenvironment densities higher than 107 m−3.Photoeletri heating and X-rays:Ultra-violet and X-ray radiation from the star are important soures of gas heat-ing. The stellar radiation penetrates the dis and heats the material and dissoiates themoleules in the uppermost surfae layers of the dis. This radiation gets diluted withinreasing distane from the star and as one goes deeper into the surfae layer, the gasbeomes moleular (Bergin et al., 2007).2The Mah number, M, is the speed of an objet moving through air, or any �uid substane, divided by thespeed of sound as it is in that substane, M=vobject/sound.



26 Line diagnostis 3.2In T Tauri stars, the Lyα photons dominate the radiation �eld and play an importantrole in the photo-dissoiation of moleules (Dullemond et al., 2007). The photoeletriheating proess is often the dominant heating mehanism. The FUV photons are ab-sorbed by a dust grain or a PAH moleule whih emits an eletron. This eletron getsthermalized and heats the gas. The e�ieny of this proess depends on the shape of theradiation �eld but also on the grain harge, dust grain size and omposition (Dullemondet al., 2007).The X-ray radiation from the star an ionize hydrogen gas and be one of the importantheating mehanism in protoplanetary diss (Nomura et al., 2007), but it heats mostly theuppermost surfae layers, as their heating drops with the olumn density.Shoks:Nowadays, it is well aepted that in the jet front the heating is produed by shokssine a gas leaving the star at a supersoni veloity will reate a shok when it interatswith the surrounded loud.Inside the jet body, this hypothesis is less obvious. Some senarios produing shoks(steady or in movement) inside the jet were invoked to try to explain the knot morphol-ogy observed. For example they ould be produed by ejetion pulsation or by supersoniinstabilities. Two kind of models exist, one is entered on the hydrodynami or MHDevolution in large spatial sales and the seond study the detailed mirosopi proessesfor a single shok front. This �rst kind of model tries to obtain the evolutionary har-ateristis of the ejeted material and the other kind of models tries to reprodue theobserved emission in the stationary ase. In this work I used models from the seondgroup for the atomi iron lines and for the moleular emission in the H2 lines and that Iwill desribe brie�y in the following.Two types of shoks are present, J(ump)-type and C(ontinuous)-type shoks. The �rstones have a disontinuity in the density, temperature and veloity at the front. The seondtype heats and ompresses the gas gradually as magneti �elds aelerate ions throughthe neutral gas. In atomi gas, shoks are typially J-type, while moleular shoks areoften of the C-type.- In the ontext of atomi gas, shoks have been extensively modelled and spei�diagnostis in optial forbidden line ratio diagrams have been developed. Some of thesemodels designed to reprodue the optial and ultraviolet spetra have already predited�uxes for infrared emission lines heated by atomi J-type shoks (Hartigan et al., 1994;Dopita & Sutherland, 1996). The odes inlude ooling from non-LTE atomi popula-tions that are not in ionization equilibrium, follow atomi ooling, and solve radiativetransfer of ionizing photons as gas travels throughout the ooling zone. They also inlude



3.3 Exitation and ionization proess 27magneti �elds. However, these models did not inlude the iron atom. Hartigan et al.(2004) developed a shok model for Fe II based on the Raymond-Cox ode desribed indetail in Raymond (1979). The ode solves the total gas ooling at eah grid point inthe postshok �ow. For Fe II this involves resolving a set of 159 equations for the non-equilibrium level populations. The radiation �eld is still inluded in the alulations bothupstream and downstream of the shok front, even though there is not enough energetiphotons to ionize the preshok gas, beause of the low shok veloities onsidered in themodel. I will use the results of this model to estimate the mass-loss rate in the atomijet of DG Tau using the bright [FeII℄1.64µm line under the assumption that this line isexited by shoks (Se. 3.6.1).- Moreover, important e�orts have been made to extend this kind of predition to themoleular emission. 2D and 3D bow shok models have been onstruted by for exampleFragile et al. (2005) and Smith et al. (2003), respetively. These models did not inludedetailed hemial reations or the full set of magneto-hydrodynamial equations in a self-onsistent manner. However Kristensen et al. (2008) following the 1D steady state, multi-�uid shok models of Flower & Pineau des Forêts (2003) ombine for the �rst time botha self-onsistent treatment of the hemistry and physis with the geometry. The modelintegrates in parallel the magnetohydrodynami equations with hemial reation rateequations in a self-onsistent manner. Abundanes of 136 speies linked by 1040 reationsare alulated at eah step of the model, as well as 100 H2 rovibrational level populations(inluding transitions between rovibrational levels). The transverse omponent of themagneti �eld is assumed to be frozen into the harged �uid of the preshok gas. I willuse the result of these models in Se. 3.6.2 to obtain a mass-loss estimate and onstrainthe heating mehanism in the moleular out�ow observed in DG Tau and to �x upperlimits to the magneti �eld presented.3.3 Exitation and ionization proessAn emission line is observed in the spetrum beause atom transitions from an exitedbound state to a lower energy bound state our, or also by eletron reombination toa lower ionization state. A number of mehanisms to ionize, reombine and exite orde-exite an atom play an important role to populate or depopulate the di�erent energylevels but not all of them are signi�antly in the ase of jets.3.3.1 Ionization and reombination proessPhotoionization proess in whih an inident photon ejets one or more eletrons fromthe atom usually does not dominate the ionization balane within stellar jets. T Tauristars have relatively ool photospheres and do not emit substantial amounts of ioniz-ing radiation. However, photoionization is an important proess in the ooling zones ofJ-shok waves, where, for example, Lyman ontinuum photons propagate both upstream



28 Line diagnostis 3.3and downstream of the shok gas and they must be inluded in the shoks models (Har-tigan & Morse, 2007).Other proesses taken into aount in the ionization state determination are the olli-sional ionization, the radiative and dieletri reombination and the harge exhange withthe hydrogen:- Dieletri reombination ours when a free eletron gives almost all its kineti en-ergy to exite a bounded eletron, and at the same time it is aptured by the atom ina very exited level. In this ase the atom is at the lower ionization state but with twoexited eletrons. This on�guration is very unstable and annot be maintained for a longtime.- Beause of the high hydrogen abundane, harge exhange with the hydrogen mustbe onsidered, even if the probability of a ollision between two atoms is lower than theeletron-atom ase (sine the mean eletron veloity muh higher than atom veloity, dueto the mass ontrast).In partiular in stellar jets, as in all low-exitations nebulae, we assume that Sulfurand Iron are ompletely singly ionized. In addition, as I said before, photoionization isnegleted, atually, Baiotti & Eislö�el (1999) found that oxygen is ompletely regu-lated by harge exhange reations with the hydrogen, while for nitrogen the negletof photoionization is justi�ed as long as xe is lower than 0.5-0.6. In fat, for oxygenharge-exhange rates are four orders of magnitude larger than the reombination rates(and hene absolutely dominant) (Osterbrok, 1989),for nitrogen the harge-exhangerate oe�ients are three orders of magnitude smaller than for oxygen, and only slightlylarger than the reombination rates. However, the reombination time sale for nitrogenis about three times smaller than for hydrogen.3.3.2 Exitation and de-exitation proessGiven an ionization state, let us onsider the proesses that an exite or de-exite theatom. I begin by reviewing the radiative proess. Let us onsider two partiular levels, iand j with i > j. The probability that a radiative transition from the i level to the j levelours is given by the spontaneous emission oe�ient Aij , also alled Einstein oe�ient.This oe�ient represents the rate at whih an atom in the exited i level will deay tolevel j, emitting a photon of energy hνij and it does not depend upon the level populationsof other atoms in the gas and it is obtained from quantum mehanial onsiderations. Inorder of magnitude it is ∼106-107 s−1 for the allowed lines and ∼10−6-10−2 s−1 for theforbidden ones. Hene, the de-exitation rate by spontaneous emission is given by niAijwhere ni is the number of Fe+ ions exited at i level per unit volume.In another emission mehanism, an eletron, perturbed by a photon having the orretenergy, may drop to a lower energy level. The stimulated emission rate is thus given by
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niuijBij where Bij is the stimulated emission oe�ient and uij is the monohromatienergy density at the wavelength of the transition. The indued and spontaneous emissionoe�ients an be related through the Einstein relation, obtaining:

Aij = Bij
8πh

λ3
ijwhere h is the Plank onstant and λij is the wavelength of the transition. Assuminga blak body emission, the spontaneous de-exitation is about four times the stimulatedone for the observed optial and IR wavelengths. In the ase of jets, far from the Lo-al Thermodynami Equilibrium (LTE), this di�erene is even bigger and the stimulatedemission an be negleted. These proesses our if the population of the exited level ishigh enough. As well as this, other proess an put an eletron in a exited level.- Photoexitation and �uoresene:Like photoionization, photoexitation is a seondary proess in stellar jets. The onlytransitions a�eted by photoexitation in a signi�ant way are permitted transitions wherethe lower energy level is populated enough to make the transition optially thik (resonantlines). These two proesses an be negleted in the ase of forbidden line emission in jets.UV Fluoresene e�et an be important in the ase of the H2 emission. The FUVradiation or Lyα photons produed in the star or in shoks, pump the moleular hydrogeninto an eletronially-exited state populating the higher level whih de-exites in asadeemitting Near-IR lines through the vibration-rotation transitions (e.g. Sternberg & Dal-garno, 1989). At high density and high FUV �ux, whih are the physial onditions ofthe gas at the base of the jet, the H2 line is thermalized.- Collisions:The other important mehanism to both exite and de-exite an atom is by ollisions.The jet is partially ionized making the ollisions with the free eletrons the more e�etivemehanism to exite or de-exite the atom. A free eletron an ollide with the atom,transfer some of its kineti energy to the atom raising it to an exited state, or it also ande-exite the atom to a lower exited level. The parameters quantifying the ollisionalmehanism are the ollisional oe�ients. Let onsider again two levels i and j (i > j),the ollisional oe�ient qij for the transition from i to j, is de�ned as the numberof transitions per time, aused by eletrons with veloity v and total density ne, andintegrated in veloity:

qij =

∫ ∞

0

f(v)vσij(v)(4πv2dv) (3.2)where f(v) ∝ v2e−mv2/2kT is a Maxwell-Boltzmann veloity distribution and σij(v) isthe ross setion of interation whih an be written:
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σij(v) =
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Ωij (3.3)where me is the eletron mass, gi is the statistial weight of level i and Ωij is theollision strength averaged on the eletron energy:
Ωij =
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1

2
mv2 (3.4)

Ωij depends in general on the temperature, but this dependene varies depending onthe eletroni on�guration of a given atom. It is more important for neutral atoms.Therefore, the ollisional de-exitation oe�ient is given by:
qij ≃

8.63 × 106

gi

√
Te

Ωij (cm3s−1) (3.5)The ollisional exitation oe�ient is obtained assuming Loal Thermodynami Equi-librium (LTE). In this ase the radiative rate is zero and the ollisional exitation arebalane by the ollisional de-exitation: qijnine = qjinjne. The relationship between theexitation and de-exitation ollisional oe�ients is thus given by the detailed balaneequation:
qij

qji
=

gj

gi
e−(Ej−Ei)/kT (3.6)and the ollisional oe�ient is written as:

qji =
8.63 × 10−6

√
Tegj

e−(Ej−Ei)/kTeΩij (3.7)where Ei and Ej are the orrespondent energy for the i and j levels related to theground, and k is the Boltzmann onstant.3.4 EmissivityThe volume emission oe�ient, alled emissivity, of one transition between level i and jis de�ned as the energy per unit volume, per seond, per steradian in the emission lineoming from the gas, that is:
ǫij =

niAijhνij

4π
(3.8)where ni is the number density of atoms (m−3), Aji is the Einstein oe�ient forthe transition (units s−1), h is the Plank's onstant and νji is the line frequeny. Henethe emissivity of the line, ǫji, is in erg m−3 s−1 str−1.



3.4 Emissivity 31The Aji and νji are alulated from quantum mehanial prinipals and the emissivitydepends only on the upper level population whih an be rewritten as follows:
nj = nH

(nX

nH

)(nXk

nX

)( nj

nXk

) (3.9)where nH is the hydrogen density, X denotes the onsidered atom in the ionizationstate Xk. The line emissivity therefore depends on the elemental abundane, the ioniza-tion state and the exitation state of the element. The population on the upper limit willbe obtained under the assumption of statistial equilibrium and the term n
Xk

nX
is obtainedby onsidering ionization equilibrium. In this manner, the line emissivity will be a funtionof the eletron density and the temperature.3.4.1 Ionization StateA given X element is in ionization equilibrium when its ionization fration reahes a steadyvalue: d(Xi/X)

dt
= 0. The ionization state is then given by the equilibrium between theionization terms and the reombination ones whih, in an isolate system, are related tothe loal temperature and density.In the ase of LTE, the energy distribution of the gas partiles is governed by the elastiollisions between them, the relative energy level populations are given by the Boltzmannequation and the ionization equilibrium by the Saha equation.One of the hypothesis of the Boltzmann equation is that all the proesses onsideredare balaned by their opposite. In the ase of a low density gas the ollisional ionizationannot be balaned by the three-body reombination (a free eletron takes the energylost by the reombined eletron) beause the probability of this proess is very low. Inthis ase the hypothesis is not satis�ed and the oronal equilibrium state is de�ned as thestate where the ollisional ionization between an eletron and an atom are balaned bythe radiative and dieletri reombination. In this ase the ionization fration is given bythe temperature.In the low exitation onditions in the beam of stellar jets, the ionization state ofthe oxygen and nitrogen is dominated by harge exhange with the Hydrogen (Baiotti& Eislö�el, 1999). The Hydrogen is not at the oronal equilibrium beause of the slowreombination time against the dynamial time inside the beam (Lavalley, 2000). Theionization fration is then a free parameter and it is found through dediated diagnostisas the BE tehnique (Baiotti et al. (1995) and explained in detail in Se. 3.5.3). Keepingthis in mind, lets �rst see the equilibrium equations derived for the ase of the Hydrogenon one side, and the oxygen and nitrogen on the other side.



32 Line diagnostis 3.4HydrogenThe ionization oronal equilibrium in the ase of the hydrogen an be written as:
nenH0CH = nenH+αH (3.10)where CH and αH are the ollisional ionization and radiative reombination oe�ientsfor the hydrogen, respetively (Osterbrok, 1989). The dieletroni reombination has nomeaning in this ase. The ionization fration is thus given by:
xe =

nH+

nH
=

CH

CH + αH
(3.11)Ionization equilibrium for oxygen and nitrogenAlthough photo-ionization proesses are probably not very important in the ase of stellarjets, ollisional ionization terms should be onsidered for the ionization state of O andN, given the presene of shoks along the beams. Moreover radiative plus dieletronireombination an in priniple ompete with harge exhange:

nen(X0)CX + nH+n(X0)δX = nH0n(X+)δ′X + nen(X+)αX (3.12)where neCX is the ollisional ionization rate par volume unit, neαX the reombination(radiative and dieletroni) rate par volume unit, and nH+δX and nH0δ′X are the ionizationand reombination rates dues to the harge exhange par volume unit. The oe�ients
CX ,αX ,δX and δ′X are alulated from atomi physi onsiderations and depend on thetemperature.The ionization fration for the element X, onsidering the free eletrons oming fromthe hydrogen ionization, an be written as:

n(X+)

n(X0)
=

xe(CX + δX)

xeαX + δ′X(1 − xe)
(3.13)From this equation, �rst introdued by Baiotti et al. (1995), the ionization frationof a partiular atom depends on xe and Te whih are independent variables. At the oronalequilibrium (xe given by Eq. 3.11), the ionization fration of the X element depends onlyon the eletron temperature.3.4.2 Statistial Equilibrium Equations (SEE) and level populationIt is assumed that in a parel of gas the level populations of atoms are in statistialequilibrium, that is, levels are populated at a rate equals to the rate at whih they aredepopulated. The harateristi time to establish the equilibrium depends on eah radia-tive or ollisional proess. The de-exitation radiative rates are typially between 10−6and 10−2 s−1, and then the time sale is between 102 and 106 s. For the ollisionalproess, it depends on the temperature and on the density. The ollisional rates goes



3.4 Emissivity 33from 10−11 s−1 for Te=103 K and ne=10 m−3, to 10−4 s−1 for Te=104 K and ne=104m−3. The worst ase is if the level population is dominated by radiative proess, henethe harateristi time is 106 s whih is muh less that the dynami time, of some monthsin jets (tdyn > 7×106s for veloities < 300km/s in a 0.1′′ resolution element at d=140p). Therefore, the statistial equilibrium hypothesis for jets is reasonable.Two-level atomsWe are going to start to study a simple 2-level atom. In statistial equilibrium, we balanethe rates in and out of the upper state, labeled level 2. For the same reason as we negletedphotoionization proesses when we studied the ionization state, photoexitation proesseswill also be negleted in the derivation of the level population. Collisional exitation, de-exitation, and radiative deay are the dominant proesses and must be balaned, thenwe have:
n1neq12 = n2A21 + n2neq21 (3.14)where ne is the eletron density, n1 and n2 are the lower and the upper level popula-tion and q12 and q21 are the rate oe�ients for ollisional exitation and de-exitation,respetively in units of m3s−1 and A21 is the Einstein oe�ient for the 2→1 transition.Therefore, we derive the ratio between the upper and lower level population as:

n2

n1
=

q12

q21

[ 1

1 + ncr/ne

] (3.15)where we de�ne ncr = A21/q21 as the ritial density of level 2. This ncr refers tothe number density of eletrons, not to the number density of the atoms that are thetargets for the ollisions. It is de�ned to be when ollisional de-exitations are equal tothe radiative de-exitations. It separates two regimes of eletron density. If ne ≪ ncr,equivalent to neq21 ≪ A21, eah ollisional de-exitation is followed by a radiative deayand the emission of a photon. Combining Eqs. 3.5 and 3.7, the ratio between the twolevels populations in the ase of low density is:
n2

n1

≃ ne

ncr

e−(Ej−Ei)/kTe (3.16)In the ontrary, if ne ≫ ncr (neq21 ≫ A21), the radiative de-exitations are negligi-ble and ollisonal proesses are dominant. Every ollisional exitation is balaned by aollisional de-exitation. We obtain:
n2

n1
≃ q12

q21
=

g2

g1
e−(E2−E1)/kTe (3.17)we identify in this last equation the Boltzmann funtion indiating that the atom isat LTE. The population in the seond level does not depend on the density, ne, but onthe eletron temperature, Te.



34 Line diagnostis 3.4Line ncr (m−3)[OI℄λ6300 ◦A 1.8 × 106[FeII℄λ1.644 µm 5.6 × 104[FeII℄λ1.533 µm 4.6 × 104Table 3.1: Critial densities for the three atomi lines studied in the thesis at an eletroni temperature of Te=104,typial in the ase of jets in YSOs.n-level generalizationIn the general ase of a n-level atom, we have a statistial equilibrium equation foreah exited i-level and we have to resolve the set of equations together. In typial jetonditions, only the lowest levels are exited and we typially have a system of three to�ve equations, but for the general ase, we an write:
∑

j 6=i

njneqji +
∑

j>i

njAji =
∑

j 6=i

nineqij +
∑

j<i

niAij (3.18)We have an equation like this for eah level and the set of equations are losed withthe mass onservation equation, that is, the sum of eah level number density must bethe total ion density:
n−level
∑

j=1

nj = nXk (3.19)The ritial density for level i in this ase is written as:
ncr(i) =

∑

j<i Aij
∑

j 6=i qij
(3.20)Table 3.1 gives the ritial densities for the three lines studied in this thesis obtainedfor an eletron temperature of 104 K that is a typial temperature for jets.The generalization for the i level population in the two distint density regimes anbe written as:

• High density regime: ollisional proesses dominate and the population of level i isgiven by its Loal Thermodynami Equilibrium value.
ni

n
≃ gie

−Ei/kT

∑

gje−Ej/kT
(3.21)where n =

∑

nj . As we saw in the 2-level atom ase, the level population doesnot depend on the eletron density and the line emissivity inreases linearly with thetotal density nH .
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• Low density regime: ollisions from level i are negligible.

ni

n
≃ ne

Aij

∑

j≥i

q0j (3.22)where q0j is the ollisional exitation oe�ient to state j from the ground state. Inthis ase emissivity inreases as the square of the total density.3.5 Diagnostis of physial onditionsIn this setion I will desribe the ommon tehnique used to onstrain the physial on-ditions in the jet. The onept underlying any diagnosti tehnique is to ompare a gridof models of the emission with the observed data, and from this omparison to retrievethe most likely values of the physial quantities for the gas. It uses line ratios betweenforbidden line intensities both in the optial and in IR domains without any assumptionson the nature of the heating and ionization mehanisms. Depending on the lines hosenwe an derive di�erent important physial parameters of the gas as eletroni density ne,hydrogen ionization fration xe or eletroni temperature Te. It is important to keep inmind that the exitation onditions traed using IR lines are di�erent from those traedusing optial ones. The IR [FeII℄ lines probe denser and older gas. The data analyzed inthis work has the information needed to derive the eletron density value from iron lines,thus I will detail the proedure followed with these lines.3.5.1 Eletroni densityTo derive the eletroni density from line ratios, one must use transitions from the sameelement, in the same ionization state and originating from upper levels of similar exi-tations energies to minimize the e�et of eletroni temperature but these lines have toshow di�erent ritial densities. The determination of the eletron density involves ingeneral three levels, two transitions. We keep in mind the expression for the line emissiv-ity and the level population, obtained from onsidering statistial equilibrium. Hene, theintensity ratio for a 3-level atom, in the low density limit, is given by I31/I21 = q13/q12,and in the high density limit by I31/I21 = (q13/q12) × (A21/A31). Thus, the line ratiohanges from one asymptoti value to a di�erent one between the two regimes. Whenthe eletron density lies between the two, the observed ratio provides a good estimate ofthe eletron density.An example of suh a density diagnosti in the optial is the [SII℄λ6716 ◦A/[SII℄λ6731 ◦Aratio. This line ratio traes eletron densities up to 104 m−3. Our optial data does notshow these emission lines and for the observed objet, the eletron density ould not be es-timated. However, another useful density diagnosti is the [FeII℄λ1.533 µm/[FeII℄λ1.644
µm ratio, these two lines are two of the strongest near-infrared lines in jets spetra fromYSOs. In partiular, our IR observations show these two lines and an estimate of the



36 Line diagnostis 3.5spatial eletron density distribution was ahieved (detailed below).Many other important line ratios are presented in other wavelength domains andthe trae other eletron density ranges. In partiular, the ratio between the two redlines [FeII℄λ7155 ◦A and [FeII℄λ8617 ◦A, in the optial, is sensible to eletron densities of
ne ∼ 105-107 m−3 (Bautista & Pradhan, 1998; Hartigan et al., 2004). Other traersfor densities larger than 106 m−3 are the permitted CaIIλ8542 ◦A and the forbidden[CaII℄λ7291 ◦A transitions. These lines are good traers of the eletron density if we anignore the in�uene of the �uoresene in the level population. For this reason this traerhas been used in HH objets where the dominant exitation mehanism appears to bethrough ollisions (Hartigan et al., 2004; Nisini et al., 2005).Eletroni density from [FeII℄ lines

Figure 3.5: Theoretial [FeII℄λ1.53µm/λ1.64µm ratio as a funtion of ne for three di�erent eletroni temper-atures, 3000, 10 000 and 20 000 K, inreasing from bottom to top. Adapted from Fig. 2 of Pesenti et al.(2003).The ratio between the two strong [FeII℄ lines, [FeII℄λ1.53µm and λ1.64µm is a veryuseful density diagnosti in the range between 103 and 105 m−3. The upper level ofthese two transitions omes from the same struture level 4D (Fig. 3.4) having then sim-ilar exitations energies minimizing the e�et of eletroni temperature in the ratio butwith di�erent ritial densities making this ratio diretly related with ne. This ratio hasalso the advantage of being little sensitive to reddening due to extintion in the line ofsight.



3.5 Diagnostis of physial onditions 37From Eq. 3.8 and onsidering the three level involved (Fig. 3.4) in the transitions, weobtain an expression for the emissivity rate given by:
ǫ1.53

ǫ1.64
=

n4D5/2

n4D7/2

ν1.53

ν1.64

A4D5/2→
4F9/2

A4D7/2→
4F9/2

(3.23)Figure 3.5 shows this theoretial ratio as a funtion of the eletron density for threeeletron temperatures, modeling by Pesenti et al. (2003). The authors onsider the �rst16 levels of the [FeII℄ atom in the set of statistial equilibrium equations to obtain thelevel populations. It is a simple model, valid for exitation temperatures below 2×104 K,but it is generally appliable to stellar jets.3.5.2 Eletroni temperatureTo derive eletron temperature, intensity ratios of transitions of the same element withdi�erent exitation energy are used. The ommonly used lines in the optial are thenebular and the auroral transitions in elements having a 2p or 4p on�guration (Hartigan,2008). In this ase, in the low density limit, the ollision rate oe�ients depends alsoon the temperature, I31/I21=q13/q12=Ω13/Ω12×exp(-(E3-E2)/kT). In the high densitylimit, the same dependene is kept. In this ase, the intensity ratio depends both onthe temperature and the eletron density. To obtain a relation only depending on thetemperature, a ratio involving three transitions oming from four di�erent levels is usuallyonsidered:
ǫ31 + ǫ32

ǫ43
=

n3

n4

ν31A31 + ν32A32

ν43A43
(3.24)Some examples of suh a ratio are the [OI℄λ(6300+6363)/[OI℄λ5577 (Fig. 3.3) or[NII℄λ(6548+6583)/[NII℄λ5755, both in the optial. These lines are very good traers ofeletron temperature being sensitive to a large range, between 5000 and 20000 K. How-ever, in jet onditions the nebular lines are muh stronger than the auroral ones makingtheir use di�ult to determine the temperature.There are other useful diagnostis from iron line ratios. Transitions originated fromthe 4P term, with exitation energies of ∼19000 K, are onsidered. One an use linessuh as the 1.811, 1.813 or 0.8617 µm lines, or the ratio [FeII℄1.644µm/[FeII℄8620 ◦A whihprobes temperatures between 4000 and 15000 K. The problem with those lines is thatone needs to ombine observations made with di�erent instruments beause they involvedi�erent wavelength domains (see Podio et al. (2006)), and some of them even need theuse of spatial instruments due to the poor atmospheri transmission at some partiularwavelengths.Diagnosti diagramsThe diagnosti diagrams are a tool whih ombine line ratios sensitive to the eletrondensity and ratios sensitive to the eletron temperature. This kind of diagrams allows us



38 Line diagnostis 3.5to obtain the two parameters simultaneously.In the optial, Lavalley (2000) analyzed in detail the dependene with ne, Te and xe forsome ratios between [SII℄, [NII℄ and [OI℄ lines. She found that the [SII℄λ6731/[OI℄λ6300ratio depends on the three variables simultaneously, being very dependent on the tempera-ture and independent on ne for ne ≤ 104 m−3. She also showed that a diagnosti diagramombining this ratio with the [SII℄λ6716/[SII℄λ6731 ratio, whih is very sensitive to theeletron density, is a powerful tool to obtain both temperature and density, Fig. 3.6. Thehigher temperature is plaed towards the left and the higher densities are plaed towardsthe bottom of the graph. The region at the highest eletron density (ne ∼104 m−3) areompated at the lower part of the plot.

Figure 3.6: Diagnosti diagram from Lavalley (2000). Solid lines: xe=0.01, dashed lines: xe=0.1 and dottedlines: xe=0.3 for temperatures inreasing from 4×103 at the right of the graphi to 2×104 at the left. Eah lineonnets di�erent eletron density values ne=102, 5×102, 103, 5×103, 104, 5×104, 105, 5×105, 106, 5×106m−3.Pesenti et al. (2003) proposed a diagnosti diagram using [FeII℄ lines. The authorsombine the density sensitive [FeII℄ 1.644µm/1.533µm ratio with the temperature sen-sitive [FeII℄ 0.8617 µm/1.257 µm ratio, to give a diret measure of (ne, Te). A sim-ilar diagram is presented in Nisini et al. (2005) using the same density sensitive [FeII℄1.644µm/1.533µm ratio but in this as,e against [FeII℄ 1.644µm/0.862µm ratio. Thistwo diagrams are presented in the Fig. 3.7.The ombination of optial and NIR analysis using a variety of diagnosti lines hasshown to be a very powerful tool (Nisini et al., 2005; Podio et al., 2006). On the one hand,it allows the use of ratios between lines from the same speies that are well separatedin wavelength thereby providing more stringent onstraints on exitation onditions, forexample: [Fe II℄8620 ◦A/1.64 µm and the [SII℄6716,6731 ◦A/1.03 µm ratios, whih are very
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Figure 3.7: Diagnosti diagrams from Pesenti et al. (2003) on the left and Nisini et al. (2005) on the right from[FeII℄ lines in the IR domain. Left: dashed lines show ne varying form from 1 to 106 m−3 in fators of 10, solidlines show Te varying from 5000 to 20 000 K. Right: dashed lines show eletron densities of 103, 104 and 105m−3 and solid lines show eletron temperatures of 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15 ×103K.sensitive to the gas eletron temperature (Nisini et al., 2002; Pesenti et al., 2003). On theother hand, suh an approah gives the possibility of probing the di�erent omponents ofthe jet ooling layers, where strong gradients are expeted along the jet axis, that are notspatially resolved with urrent instrumentation. The di�ulty is that the observationalsettings should be hosen to obtain, as far as possible, homogeneous spetra in the twowavelength ranges. For example, the observations should be arried out over a shortperiod of time and with similar spatial overage in order to over the same setion of thejet. Finally, in order to use the line intensities, a areful inter-alibration, measuring the�uxes of the lines loated in the overlapping spetral regions, must be ahieved.Temperature from H2 linesIn the near-IR the spetra show a very rih set of rotational transitions originating fromthe v=1-4 vibrational levels. These transitions probe temperatures from ∼2000 K, forlines oming from v=1, to up to ∼4000 K for the higher levels.The pratial way to determine temperatures from a set of observed H2 lines is throughthe onstrution of a Boltzmann diagram. Sine the H2 transitions are quadrupolar, theirradiative rates, and onsequently their ritial densities, are low, typially ritial densityis 102-103 m−3 at ∼2000 K and they are easily thermalised. In this ase, the olumndensity of a given level with respet to the total H2 density, is given by the Boltzmanndistribution:
N(v, J)

N(H2)
=

gv,J

Q
e−E(v,J)/kTex (3.25)



40 Line diagnostis 3.5And then the olumn density is related to the line intensity by:
Iv,J =

hν

4π
Av,JN(v, J) (3.26)where v and J are the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers of the orrespon-dent transition level, and N(v,J) is the olumn density of that transition.An expression linking the line intensity and the total H2 total density is easily dedued:
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N(v, J)
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= ln
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Iv,J4π

gv,JhνAv,J

)

= −E(v, J)

kTex

+ ln
N(H2)

Q
(3.27)where Q is the partition funtion and the statistial weight gv,J is the produt of thenulear spin statistial weight, whih in equilibrium has values of 1 and 3 for para andortho-H2 respetively, and the rotational statistial weight, whih is (2J+1).Hene, if we plot lnN(v,J)

gv,J
versus the exitation energy E(v,J), Fig. 3.8, the observedvalues should fall on a straight line with a slope proportional to T−1

ex , for a uniformtemperature. In addition, the total olumn density of the H2 is given by the intereptionto zero.

Figure 3.8: Example of a Boltzmann diagram obtained from di�erent H2 transitions, for several T Tauri stars,from Bek et al. (2008).



3.5 Diagnostis of physial onditions 413.5.3 Ionization fration: the BE99 tehniqueThe eletron temperature and density are very important parameters to desribe thephysis of �ow, but to ompare with models one needs to know the total hydrogen density
nH . This parameter an not be obtained diretly from observations but an be deduedfrom the ne estimation if the ionization fration is known, xe = ne/nH . However, toretrieve xe from observations is not trivial. Baiotti & Eislö�el (1999) developed a verypowerful tehnique, alled BE tehnique, to derive it from the ratio of some ommonlyobserved optial emission lines in jets. I desribe in this setion the basis of this method.In other astrophysial situations, the ionization fration is omputed assuming theso-alled oronal equilibrium. Nevertheless, it is not appliable to the jet studies beausereombination timesales are very long. Hene, in the ase of jets, several authors useshok models to derive the ionization fration by omparing the model outputs with theobserved lines. These models make a lot of assumptions on the physial mehanism ofgas heating, inluding the shok veloity and geometry, the pre-shok density or the pre-shok magneti �eld. Hene, this method is highly model-dependent, and in addition, itis omplex to apply.The BE tehnique makes, in ontrary, no assumptions about the heating mehanism,it only assumes that the gas is ollisionally exited, and it derives the ionization frationand the eletron temperature from optial observed lines of S+, O0 and N+. The basiidea of the method is that the dominant mehanism in the ionization balane of Hydrogenis the harge exhange between the oxygen and the nitrogen with the Hydrogen. Thisproess is favored by the fat that the ionization potential of the N and O are very lose tothat of the H (Eion=13.6 eV for H, 13.61 for O and 14.54 for N). The seond importantonsideration of the method is that the Hydrogen is at any time in equilibrium with thenitrogen and the oxygen, even if it is not in equilibrium with the loal temperature, be-ause the proesses that regulate the ionization balane of N and O are muh faster thatthose that regulate the ionization balane of Hydrogen. This last onsideration allows usto alulate the hydrogen ionization fration from those of O and N.This tehnique is appliable to low exitation onditions, whih is the ase of stel-lar jets, where neither S++, N++ nor O++ are observed. Thus, the two ratios used are[OI℄λλ(6300+6363)/[NII℄λλ(6548+6583) and [SII℄λλ(6716+6731)/[OI℄λλ(6300+6363).These ratios depend not only on the eletron density and temperature, but also on theionization frations and the abundanes of the involved speies.Assuming that the Sulphur is all singly ionized in the jet beams, the N+/N0 andO+/O0 are omputed onsidering that the dominant agent is harge-exhange with hy-drogen. The relationship between this two ratios and the xe is given by the followingequations:
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O+

O0
=

xe(C(O, T ) + δO(T ))

xe(α(O, T ) − δ′O(T )) + δ′O(T )
(3.28)

N+

N0
=

xe(C(N, T ) + δN (T ))

xe(α(N, T ) − δ′N (T )) + δ′N (T )
(3.29)where C(O, T ),C(N, T ) are the ollisional ionization rates for oxygen and nitrogen,

α(O, T ),α(N, T ) are the diret plus dieletroni reombination rates, δO(T ),δN(T ) and
δ′O(T ),δ′N(T ) are the diret and inverse harge exhange ionization rates, respetively.

Figure 3.9: Example of the BE tehnique to derive the eletron temperature and the ionization fration in thejet of the HH 34 objet. The values of xe and T, and their unertainty, are found from the intersetions of theurves. Adapted Baiotti & Eislö�el (1999).Thus, ombining these two last equations with that for the population of levels instatistial equilibrium, and assuming a given abundane set, the two ratios an be al-ulated numerially. The ratios are funtions of the eletron density, temperature andionization fration. As I explained before, the eletron density an be estimated fromthe sulphur doublet and then the ratios depend only on the eletron temperature and onthe ionization fration. In partiular the seond ratio is essentially only sensitive to theionization fration variations. In the (xe,Te) parameter spae, Fig. 3.9, the two ratios



3.5 Diagnostis of physial onditions 43de�ne two surfaes and the observed values will be in one urve of eah surfae. In pra-tie, the alulation of the physial quantities is alulated with an automated inversionode from the observed line ratios. The level populations are determined with a �ve-levelmodel for the onsidered atoms, using transition probabilities and oe�ients for eletronollisions from Mendoza (1983), while the ionization frations for O and N are foundusing ollisional ionization and radiative reombination rates from Landini & MonsignoriFossi (1990), dieletroni reombination rates from Landini & Monsignori Fossi (1990)and Nussbaumer & Storey (1988), and harge exhange rates from Kingdon & Ferland(1996) and Arnaud & Rothen�ug (1985).The total density estimate allows one to derive the jet mass, energy and momentum�uxes, whih are ritial parameters to understand the relationship between the jet andits environment, the jet launhing mehanism and the properties of the �ow propagation.3.5.4 UnertaintiesThis tehnique is very useful to derive physial parameters in a simple way and without anyassumption on the heating mehanism. Lavalley (2000) and Baiotti & Eislö�el (1999)theirselves have analyzed the unertainties and limits on the validity of the tehnique. Isummarize here the main onlusions obtained whih must be kept in mind.One important assumption we made was negleting photoionizations e�ets. In fat,this e�et beomes important in the bow-shoks produed at the head of the jet whenit impats the interstellar medium. In order to analyze the physial onditions in thishighly exited region, the photoionization should be inluded in the diagnostis. How-ever, Baiotti & Eislö�el (1999) and Lavalley (2000) studied in detail the validity of theapproximation and they onluded that it is a good approximation for ionization frationslower than 0.8. These authors also studied the e�et of signal-to-noise on the aurayof the derived values. They show that, in average S/N onditions, the eletron densityis obtained with an auray less than 3% (far from the ritial density of the elementused in the diagnosti). For the eletron temperature and the ionization fration is about15-20% and 20-30% respetively.The BE tehnique assumes solar abundanes for the elements used (S,O and N) inthe estimation of the ionization fration and eletron temperature. Some authors repeatthe diagnosti using di�erent abundanes estimates. The di�erenes in the derived valuesan amount to 30 or 40% with the most reliable value obtained using the most reentabundane value for the interstellar medium in the orrespondent loud.Reddening is an important orretion to do when we work with spetra to eliminatethe e�et of wavelength-dependent absorption of dust in line of sight. This orretion isnot easy to arry out in jets but the use of line ratios quite lose in wavelength sine itis done in the Be tehnique makes the reddening ontribution small. Typially, for a TTauri Star, the variation indued in the xe and Te values is at most 10% and 15%.



44 Line diagnostis 3.6Lavalley (2000) studied also the e�et due to the shoks on the jet. The diagnostisused assume that the line emission omes from a region with a single exitation ondition.In fat, we observed the ooling zone behind a shok front, but generally this region is notresolved. We atually observe a region with important spatial gradients on temperature,density and ionization fration. Lavalley (2000) found that the derived values are a goodaverage value of the physial onditions in shoks with veloities less than 50 km/s andpre-shok densities less than 104 m−3.3.6 Mass-loss rate derivationMass-loss rate is a very important parameter to onstrain models and understand themehanisms operating in jets formation and its link with aretion. A good estimation ofthe ionization fration and total density are ruial to have a good estimate of mass-lossrate. However, a lot of unertainties a�et its estimation, for example, there may be oolmaterial that do not radiate or dense material that �lls a larger fration of the volume inthe jet than that observed. I am going to explain the di�erent methods used during myanalysis to obtain di�erent independent estimations of the mass-loss rate and omparethem.3.6.1 From atomi lines: [FeII℄λ1.64µm and [OI℄λ6300AWe used three di�erent methods, two of them based on the assumption of volume emis-sion and the third assumes that the observed lines are exited by shoks. Next, I explainmore in detail eah method.
1stMethod: Cross setion and densityFor this �rst method, �rst introdued and desribed in detail by Hartigan et al. (1994),we onsider the geometry and the density of the jet. In this method we do not make anyassumption about the exitation mehanism and we assume that the onsidered beamis uniformly �lled at the given density derived from the line ratio diagnostis. In fat,these two assumptions are unrealisti, on one hand the �lling fator on the beam is notneessary equal to one, the line does not emit over the entire beam. On the other hand,this e�et is partially ompensated by the fat that there would be also some regionsat higher density of that traed by the iron diagnosti (used in this work). Hene, thismethod gives an upper limit to the mass-loss rate whih, for a ollimated jet, an beestimated as follow:

Ṁ = µ′mHnHSjVj (3.30)where µ′ = 1.35 is the average weight per hydrogen nuleus, µ′ = µnTOT

nH
where

µ = 1.24 is the mean moleular weight for a neutral atomi gas, nTOT is the total num-ber of atoms in the beam and for solar abundanes nH/nTOT=0.921. nH = ne/xe is



3.6 Mass-loss rate derivation 45the hydrogen number volume density and mH is the proton mass. Vj is the jet veloityand Sj = πr2
j is the ross-setion through whih the �ow passes. The jet radius, rj, isalulated from the transverse width of the jet as 1

2
FWHM of the line emission. Equa-tion 3.30 an be written as:

Ṁ = 1.23 × 10−9

(

nH

105cm−3

)(

FWHM

14AU

)2(
Vj

100km/s

)

(M⊙/yr) (3.31)
2ndMethod: Luminosity of uniform slabThis method, desribed in detail in Hartigan et al. (1995), uses the observed lumi-nosities of optially thin forbidden emission lines suh as [OI℄ or [FeII℄. It assumes thatthe eletron temperature Te, the eletron density ne and the ionization fration xe areuniform in eah individual pixel and relates them to the mass inside the pixel.The mass-loss rate of a given mass portion on the jet moving in the plane of the skyat Vt in an aperture also on the plane of the sky of lt, is given by Ṁ = MTOT Vt/lt, thatould also be written as:

Ṁ = MTOT × Vt/lt = µ′mH × (nHV olume) × Vt/lt (3.32)where, analogous to the ross setion and density method, µ′=1.35 is the averageatomi weight per hydrogen nuleus, mH is the proton mass and nH = ne/xe is thehydrogen number volume density.[FeII℄λ1.64µm:The total radiated energy in the line an be related with the total mass sine this lineis optially thin. Therefore, the total luminosity in this line is:
L[FeII]1.64 = V olume × ǫ1.64where ǫ1.64 is the line emissivity and V olume the total iron emitting volume. We usedthe emissivity values omputed by Pesenti et al. (2003) for a 16-level model of the [FeII℄emission that, under the assumption of optially thin lines, only depends on the eletrondensity and temperature. As shown in Se. 3.4 the emissivity of a transition depends onthe upper level population, obtained resolving the statistial equilibrium equations for allthe levels. It depends on the ne and some other parameters depending on the eletrontemperature. One we �x the temperature, the emissivity depends only on the eletrondensity being proportional to (C1 + C2ne)/C3(ne + ncr), with Ci onstant values. In the2-level atom approximation C1=0, and thus the proportionality beomes C4(1+ncr/ne)

−1.For an eletron temperature of ∼ 104K, the omputed emissivity ǫ′1.64 depending on theeletron density is shown in Fig. 3.10. The �t obtained for the omputed values, Eq. 3.33,
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Figure 3.10: Computed emissivity by Pesenti et al. (2003) for [FeII℄λ1.64µm line at an eletron temperature Te,of 10
4 K, as a funtion of the eletron density, ne. Points are the omputed values and the line over-plotted isthe �t used in our estimations of mass �ux (see text).is also over-plotted. The �t is espeially good for eletron densities higher than 104 m−3whih is a typial value for jets.

ǫ′(λ = 1.64µm, Te = 104K) =
2 × 10−17

1 + 3.5×104

ne(cm−3)

(erg s−1sr−1ion−1) (3.33)The emissivity given by this model, ǫ′1.64, is in units of erg s−1sr−1ion−1, onsequentlywe an write the emissivity in the expression of luminosity above as ǫ1.64=ǫ′1.64×4π×nFe+ .Taking into aount that we an write nFe+ =
nF e+

nF e
× nF e

nH
× nH , the luminosity in theline an be written as follows:

L[FeII]1.64 = V olume × ǫ′1.64 × 4π × nFe+

nFe
× nFe

nH
× nH (3.34)We make the assumption that all iron atoms are singly ionized whih means nF e+

nF e
= 1and that all the iron is in gaseous form, so we an use the known solar iron abundane,

[

nF e

nH

]

=
[

Fe
H

]

⊙

. In fat, we know that up to ∼ 70% of Fe atoms an be loked into grains



3.6 Mass-loss rate derivation 47so, making this approximation, we obtain a lower limit to the mass-loss rate estimation(Nisini et al., 2005). Taking into aount these two last approximations and the previousEq. 3.34 we an derive an expression for the mass-loss rate as a funtion of only knownparameters:
Ṁ = µ′mH

L[FeII]1.64

[Fe
H

] × ǫ′1.64 × 4π

Vt

lt
(3.35)Assuming a solar total iron abundane with respet to hydrogen of 2.82× 10−5 (As-plund et al., 2005), giving Vt in km/s, lt in m and L[FeII]1.64 in solar luminosities L⊙ , andnormalizing to typial values in T Tauri jets, we �nd the following numerial expressionfor the mass-loss rate:

Ṁ = 1.45 × 10−8
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)(
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2 × 1015cm

)−1(
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)−1

(M⊙/yr)

(3.36)[OI℄λ6300A:In the ase of the oxygen and using the same basi equations and onsidering that theionization state for the oxygen is dominated by the harge-exhange with the hydrogen,the ionization fration for the oxygen is similar to that of the hydrogen. In this ase, weobtain then that the total mass is given by:
MTOT = 9.61 × 10−6

(
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L[OI]6300
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(M⊙) (3.37)Replaing this expression in the mass-loss rate equation and normalizing to typialvalues, then:
ṀJ = 2.27 × 10−6
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(3.38)
3thMethod: ShoksFinally we used another method to estimate the mass-loss rate from the observed lineluminosity but assuming that this emission is exited by single shoks inside the jet. Inthis ase, the mass-loss rate in the shok, Ṁs is given by:

Ṁs = µ′mH × nHVs × Ss (3.39)



48 Line diagnostis 3.6where µ′, mH and nH are again the average atomi weight per hydrogen nuleus, theproton mass and the hydrogen density respetively. Vs and Ss are the shok veloity andross setion.[FeII℄λ1.64µm:In the ase of this line, we used the radiative shok models omputed by Hartiganet al. (2004). They take into aount 159 levels to predit �uxes of 1488 transitions,inluding [FeII℄λ1.64µm. The input parameters to the model are the shok veloity, thepreshok density, the preshok ionization fration of the hydrogen, the preshok magneti�eld and the uto� temperature. They assume an iron abundane with respet to thehydrogen of [Fe/H℄ ∼ 4 × 10−5. The �ux given, F1.64 by the model is what emerges outthe front of the shok, so to alulate the luminosity we should multiply by two and bythe shok surfae, L1.64 = 2 × F1.64 × Ss. Hene, taking the unknown variable Ss fromthe last expression and replaing it in Eq. 3.39 we an write the mass-loss rate in theshok as a funtion of the line luminosity:
Ṁs = µ′mH × 1

2

(

nH Vs

F1.64

)

× L1.64 (3.40)In this expression the shok veloity remains unknown, nevertheless as we an see inFig. 3.11 where we plot the �ux predited by the model against the produt of inputparameters, nH Vs, there is a lear proportionality between these two quantities. Weonduted a linear �t to the points of the model and we obtained a onstant valuefor nH Vs

F1.64
= 1.032× 1013 (erg−1). This proportionality allows us to evade the unknownvariable, Vs, and write the mass-loss rate in the shok diretly proportional to the observedluminosity in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line:

Ṁs = 6.86 × 10−17

(

L1.64

L⊙

)(

nH × Vs

F1.64

)

= 6.504 × 10−4L1.64

L⊙

(M⊙/yr) (3.41)As in the volume method based in the line luminosity estimation (the seond methodapplied) there is indeed a dependene with the iron abundane oming from the luminos-ity. Thus, we have to keep in mind that the expression should be multiply by the term ofabundane [Fe
H

]−1.To onvert the mass-loss rate in the shok into the jet mass-loss rate we have tomultiply it by Vj Sj/Vs Ss (fator obtained by omparison between Eq. 3.30 and Eq. 3.39).From simple geometrial onsiderations of a inlined shok related to the jet diretion,
Sj/Ss = cos θ where θ is the angle between the two surfaes. As θ is small we assume
cos θ = 1 and the mass-loss rate in the jet an be obtained from the shok mass-loss ratemultiplying by the veloities ratio. Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) found that vj/vs = 4for typial T Tauri jets, so Ṁjet = Ṁsvj/vs = 4Ṁs. A a fator N−1

shocks must be inludedto take into aount the number of shoks inside eah integrated beam.
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Figure 3.11: Flux in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line predited by shok models omputed by Hartigan et al. (2004) againstthe produt of nHVs (input parameters). The �ux given is what emerges out the front of shok. We �nd a goodagreement with a linear �t, also over-plotted. We use this proportionality to estimate the mass-loss rate in theshok (see Eq. 3.40 and the text).[OI℄λ6300A:In this ase we retake the expression for the mass-loss rate, whih as a funtion of theshok surfae an be written as:
Ṁ = µmHn0VJSs (3.42)where µ=1.24 is the mean moleular weight for a neutral atomi gas, n0 is the pre-shok density, VJ the jet veloity and Ss is the shok surfae.The luminosity in the line, due to the shok, an be expressed as:

L[OI]6300 = Nn0SsVshν6300 (3.43)with N the number of photos emitted at 6300 ◦A whih pass trough the front shok.



50 Line diagnostis 3.6Combining these two equations, and onsidering that that nJSj ≃ n0Ss we an derivean expression for the mass-loss rate in the jet. As in the ase of iron, we should take intoaount the existene of multiple (Nshocks) oblique shoks forming an angle between thenormal to the shok front and the jet axis of θ. Therefore, the derived equation for themass-loss rate is the following, where Vs is obtained by omparison between observed lineratios and shoks models :
ṀJ = 6.616 × 10−4

(

VJ

Vs

)(

L[OI]6300

L⊙

)(

cos θ

Nshocks

)

M⊙/yr (3.44)Comparison of the three methodsIt is instrutive to ompare the results of the di�erent methods as an indiator of theirunertainties. Suh a omparison has been illustrated by Cabrit (2002) using the valuesobtained for the three bright Class I jets HH 34, HH 47 and HH 111, determined byHartigan et al. (1994). Lavalley (2000) performed a similar omparison in the mirojet ofthe Class II soure DG Tau, as a funtion of distane and the jet veloity sine both xeand ne atually vary along the jet and with the veloity omponent using optial data. Iwill present a similar omparison between the values obtained using these three methodsfor the NIR atomi iron emission in DG Tau (Ch. 6, Se. 6.4.6).Cabrit (2002), on the basis of the results of Hartigan et al. (1994) and Lavalley (2000),pointed out than among the two �rst methods, assuming uniform emission, the ross-setion based estimate is always higher than the luminosity method. It suggests a �llingfator less than one and hene, the �rst method tends to give an upper limit to the mass-loss rate. The most reliable methods appear to be the shok method and the �rst methodorreted by a ompression fator in the derived jet density (nj = nH

√
C−1), assumingthat emission omes from a shok wave. They give similar results beyond 100 AU for theT Tauri soure DG Tau. On the ontrary, lose to the star, the two methods give di�erentresults, maybe due to extintion a�eting the luminosity estimation and an overestimatedjet radius.Nevertheless, some limitations and possible soures of unertainties an be diretlydedued from the parameter dependene and the numerial expressions given above. The�rst method depends strongly on the jet width and on the total density, but the mainunertainty omes from the unertainty in the ionization fration. This value is di�ultto obtain from observations and very few studies as a funtion of the distane to thesoure have been made. Baiotti (2002) show that it an vary from 0.01 very lose tothe star to 0.5 at 1′′ to the star. A mean onstant value along the jet will produe uptwo times the real value at some distanes. I remind the reader that a �lling fator of oneis assumed, whih implies a homogeneous distribution of the material in the jet, but alsoimplies that the observed emission is dominated by the densest regions, giving in fat anupper limit to the mass-loss rate.



3.6 Mass-loss rate derivation 51In the seond method, the parameter whih ould ause disrepanies is lt. In thease of IFS, this an onsidered as the transverse resolution element but in the ase oflong-slit spetrosopy, this value orresponds to the slit width whih an be larger thanthe real emitting beam. In this ase, the mass-loss rate obtained is a lower limit. Thedependene with eletron density in this method omes from the line emissivity whihdepends also on the eletron temperature. At the same time, the hoie of the emissivityfuntion, as a funtion of the distane to the star, an also be a soure of unertainty.The model omputed by Pesenti et al. (2003) used here gives a very good estimationfor densities higher than 104m−3. Moreover, we have to keep in mind that this methodassumes that the observed luminosity omes uniformly from all the mass on�ned insidethe beam. However, this luminosity an originate only in the external layers shoking theenvironment medium. If it is the ase, the mass assumed is higher than the real one.In addition, it should be kept in mind that, the methods using the iron line luminosityare a�eted by the depletion onto the grains. Only the iron in gas form ontribute to theline emission. Nisini et al. (2005) showed that up to 70% of the iron atoms an be lokedinto grains. Hene, the estimate given would be a lower limit to the real value.3.6.2 Mass-loss rate in the moleular emission: H2As in the ase of the atomi emission, the mass-loss rate in the moleular emission isderived using two di�erent methods, one assuming a volume emission and the seondassuming that the emission is aused by shoks. They are the same methods explainedbefore, but I retake the expressions to apply them to the partiular ase of the H2.
1stMethod: VolumeThe surfae brightness emitted by a volume of length L and a surfae of A, in apartiular transition between an upper level of density nup and a lower level of density

nlow is given by Fup→low = nupAupLhν/4π. Assuming a uniform density inside thevolume, nupL is in fat the olumn density in the upper level Nup. Hene, we atuallyhave a diret relation between the observed �ux and the olumn density in the upperlevel of the transition. Likewise, from the Boltzmann distribution equation, we obtaina relation between the total olumn density in the H2 moleule, NH2
, and in the upperlevel, Nup:

Nup =
NH2

Q(T )
× gupexp

(−Eup

kT

)where gup is the degeneray of the upper level, Eup is the energy of the level, k isthe Boltzmann onstant and T is the temperature. Q(T) is the partition funtion fora given temperature and it is given by Q(T ) =
∑

level

glevelexp
(

− Elevel/kT
). Assumingthe funtion �tted Q(T ) = 0.024T/(1 − exp(−6000/T )) by Smith & Ma Low (1997)



52 Line diagnostis 3.6and Davis et al. (2001), we derive a relation between NH2
and Nup for T=2000K of

N1−0S(1)/NH2
= 1.28x10−2.In a similar way, the total luminosity in the transition is related to the olumn densityin the upper level and therefore to the mass on this level, and using the relation derivedbefore, it is also related to the total H2 mass. Hene, using Eq. 3.45 we derive the totalmass in the moleular hydrogen from the luminosity in the λ2.12µm emission line.

MH2
=

mH2

1.28x10−2

Lλ2.12µm

hνAup
(3.45)Hene, in the ase of an emitting volume, the mass-loss rate is given by:

˙MH2
=

mH2

1.28x10−2

Lλ2.12µm

hνAup
× Vt/lt (3.46)

2ndMethod: ShoksFor this method we assume that the emission is produed in shoks. In this ase,the �ux in the 2.12µm line is proportional to the kineti energy of the partiles passingthrough the shok surfae, Ss, at a shok veloity of Vs. The surfae brightness antherefore be written in erg/s/m2/sr as:
F2.12µm = K × µmHnH

V 3
s

2

1

4π
= K

µmH

8π
nHV 3

s (3.47)where K is the fator of proportionality. Thus the line luminosity in erg/s results:
L2.12µm = F2.12µm × 4πD2 × Ss(sr) = K × µmHnH

V 3
s

2
× D2 × Ss(sr)The shok surfae in m2 is in fat equal to D2 × Ss(sr) and the mass-loss rate inthe shok is atually Ṁs = density VsSs(cm

2) = µmHnH × Vs ×D2Ss(sr). Taking thisinto aount and the last equation for the line luminosity, the mass-loss rate in the shokan be written as a funtion of the luminosity in the 2.12µm line and the veloity in theshok.
Ṁs =

L2.12µm

K

2

V 2
s

(3.48)The luminosity is obtained from observations but models are need to obtain the shokveloity. Models omputed by Kristensen et al. (private ommuniation, models based inthose shown in Kristensen et al. (2008)) whih alulate the expeted �ux for di�erentH2 lines assuming di�erent input values of nH , Vs and magneti �eld B, for both J andC-shoks will be used for the analysis of the DG Tau moleular emission. Comparingobserved �uxes with those predited by models, the total density and the shok veloityan be thus derived depending on the magneti �eld. Beside these values, the fator K
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Figure 3.12: Computed H2 brightness in the 1-0 S(1) (λ = 2.12µm) line against the produt nHV 3
s to �nd thefator K in Eq. 3.47 as a linear �t. Di�erent olors refers to models with di�erent magneti �eld, b=B/√nH=0.5(blak), 1.0 (red) and 2.0 (green). In blue we plot the linear �t that gives us a value of K=0.03.must to be estimated in order to obtain the mass-loss rate, as shown in Eq. 3.48. Toobtain this fator K, a linear �t to the omputed models as shown in Fig. 3.12 was arriedout. Following Eq. 3.47 we present the H2λ2.12µm �ux against nHV 3

s . Di�erent olorsrefer to di�erent magneti �eld values. We aomplished the �t for values of nHV 3
s lessthan 5×1025 beause for higher values the linear tendeny desribed by Eq. 3.48 is notmore valid. From the linear �t we obtain a fator of proportionality of K=0.03.





4Integral Field SpetrosopyThe Integral Field Spetrosopy tehnique was used to obtain all the observational dataanalyzed in this thesis. Therefore, I onsider it important to explain how it works andwhat are the di�erenes between the instruments existing nowadays, and in partiular forthe instruments used in this thesis. I am going to explain also the steps needed in a dataredution for data taken with this observational tehnique. There are some di�ereneswith traditional spetrosopi data redution whih are very important to keep in mind.Finally I will desribe some of the important analysis tools used to interpret the data.4.1 Integral Field SpetrosopyIntegral Field Spetrosopy (IFS), often alled 3D or 2D spetrosopy, produes spatially-resolved spetra over a two-dimensional �eld of view. It ombines photometri (imaging)tehniques with spetrosopi ones to obtain a spetrum for eah two dimensional spatialelement simultaneously with only one pointing of the telesope. Figure 4.1 illustrates thisidea. It is an example for data taken from the integral �eld spetrograph INTEGRAL atthe William Hershel Telesope in La Palma (Spain). In Fig. 4.1 I plot a bi-dimensionalimage reonstruted from the �ux integrated in eah individual spetra at a given wave-length, obtained from IFS data (see Se. 4.5.1 for a desription of how reonstrut mapsfrom IFS data). The orresponding spetrum in the wavelength range, whih ontributesto the emission in the reonstruted image is overlaid for eah spatial point.As output of any kind of IFS tehnique, we obtain a data ube of a salar quantityrelated to �ux as a funtion of spatial oordinates in the �eld and wavelength. The mainadvantages of this tehnique, beyond the traditional long slit, are that (1) target aqui-sition is easier beause it is not neessary to position the objet arefully on a narrow slitand (2) the preise pointing may be determined after the observation by forming an image(of the ontinuum for example) from the spetral data. Moreover, it is less expensive intelesope time. For example, for an extended objet, in long-slit, to reord a spetrumfrom eah part of the objet, the long-slit has to be positioned aross the target by mov-
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Figure 4.1: Reonstruted image for [OIII℄λ5007 ◦A for an extended objet from IFS data taken with the INTE-GRAL spetrograph. For eah spatial point we have the spetral information whih ontributes to the bakgroundreonstruted image. I over-plotted a simulated long slit to illustrate the information whih would be averagedin this ase.ing the telesope and reording separate exposures for eah position. There are othertehniques suh as Fabry-Perot sanning but they make ine�ient use of telesope timeand are potentially sensitive to hanges in the instrumental or sky bakground. Otheradvantages are that errors in radial veloity (due to di�erenes in the baryentre of theslit illumination obtained from the objet and from referene soures) an be eliminated,and the global veloity �eld an then be reovered without bias imposed by the observer'shoie of slit position and orientation. Additionally, a very important property of thistehnique is that the atmospheri dispersion e�ets an be orreted a posteriori andwithout loss of light.In the ase of jets in young stellar objets, a high variability was observed. On onehand, proper motions of 0.2′′-0.3′′/yr, measured in the jet knots, were observed (López-Martín et al., 2003). On the other hand, photometry variations or in the shape of linepro�les have also been observed with time sales even shorter, of months or even days.The IFS tehnique is very useful for this sienti� appliation, mainly beause of the si-multaneity in the aquisition of the spatial and spetral information. Besides the gain oftelesope time already mentioned, and the fat of obtaining high angular and high spetralresolution in the same set of data, other advantages are the possibility of arrying outsimultaneous studies of morphology, kinematis and even of exitation ondition. All this



4.2 Instruments 57properties result in a learer and more diret analysis and interpretation of the observedfeatures. Moreover, this tehnique has another advantage whih is ruial in the studyof miro-jets in young stellar objets. In these kind of systems the stellar ontinuum isvery strong and the line emission oming from the miro-jet, in the regions very lose tothe star, is masked. IFS is espeially useful for this study sine it is easier to isolate thejet beause of the simultaneous aquisition of the stellar ontinuum and the emission lines.However, this tehnique has also some drawbaks. It is limited to a moderate spetralresolution and a small �eld of view. The existing integral �eld units have typially afew hundreds to a few thousands spatial elements eah giving a spetrum with a typiallength of 500-8000 pixels. That makes di�ult to do surveys with these systems or tostudy objets of a few ar-minutes wide. In the ase of the study of miro-jets in youngstellar systems, the small �eld of view of some ar-seonds is not very problemati. Theyare adequate for the typial sizes of these systems and the typial veloity resolution of100 km/s is good enough to resolve the high veloity omponent of the jet. However,to study the low veloity omponents and better separate the information from di�erentomponents, a higher spetral resolution (whih will be available in future instruments)is required. 4.2 InstrumentsThere are four kinds of possible tehniques used in IFS instruments and they are sum-marized in Fig. 4.2. The �rst three are explained in detail by Allington-Smith & Content(1998) and the fourth is a more reent idea proposed by Content (2006). The main di�er-enes between them are in the way of sampling the foal plane and how they disperse thelight. However, in the three ases, we obtain a 3D data ube with two spatial dimensionsand the spetral information stored in a third dimension.The �rst tehnique is based on lenslet arrays to segment the image formed by thetelesope. Eah small telesope pupil image formed is dispersed by the spetrograph.Beause the detetor is �lled in two dimensions by the pupil images, the diretion ofdispersion has to be altered to avoid the overlap between the end of one spetrum andthe beginning of other in the wavelength diretion, as shown in Fig. 4.2. However, thisoverlap an not be ompletely avoided and a band-pass �lter is neessary to isolate eahspetrum. The main inonveniene of this tehnique is that, beause of the overlapping,it does not use the detetor surfae optimally. This kind of systems are optimized forstudies whih require either low spetral resolution over a large wavelength range or highresolution over a small wavelength range. An example of an instrument whih uses thistehnique is OASIS (explained in more detail in Se. 4.2.1) whih was one of the �rstinstruments built using this tehnique. Other example is SAURON, Spetrographi ArealUnit for Researh on Optial Nebulae, on the William Hershel Telesope in La Palma.
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Figure 4.2: Shemati representation of the four kinds of integral �eld spetrographs existing nowadays.The seond method uses �bers to sample the image. In this ase the sampling is doneat the foal plane of the telesope. The �bers are then plaed into a pseudoslit at theinput of the spetrograph and the light is thus dispersed. In this ase the spetrum anbe as long as the detetor size. The main disadvantage of this system is the light lostin the gaps between �bers, the typial �lling fator being about 63%-75% in the optialdomain. The seond disadvantage is that for e�ieny reasons, �bers should be usedat foal ratios faster than f/5. This system shows an e�et alled �ross-talk� whih isdue to the use of �bers. It results in ontamination in one �ber due to the light omingfrom the neighbor. I explain this e�et a little more in detail and how to orret it inSe. 4.3.2. This method is often used in ombination with lenslets to improve it. Thelenslets are plaed at the input and optionally at the output of the �bers maximizing the�lling fator and inreasing the oupling e�ieny with the telesope (if the input lensletsform a two-dimensional ontiguous array). The disadvantage of this improvement is thegreater manufaturing di�ulty. Systems whih uses this tehnique are INTEGRAL atthe WHT (it only uses �bers); SMIRFS-IFU whih is a near-infrared system for the UKInfrared Telesope, UKIRT; TEIFU at WHT operating with the ELECTRA and NAOMIadaptive optis systems; COHSI IFU for UKIRT; SPIRAL for the Anglo-Australian Tele-



4.2 Instruments 59sope; VIRMOS for the Very Large Telesope, VLT, and the IFU unit for the GEMINIMultiobjet Spetrographs, GMOS.The third method onsists in using image sliers whih only use re�etive optis. Thistehnique is espeially used for wavelengths longer than 1.8 µm beause it is easier to oolthe instrument. The image formed by the telesope is segmented into a number of narrowmirror slies and the light from eah of the mirrors is rearranged to form the entraneslit of the spetrograph. Besides the possibility of ooling, other important advantagesare that the spatial information is maintained along the slit and that di�ration a�etsonly one dimension. In a �bre system, the di�ration is the same as would be obtainedby passing the light through a physial aperture whih subtends the same angle on thesky as eah 2D IFU element. Hene, image-sliing IFU redues the problem from twodimensions to one. A potential disadvantage is that it is hard to make the design ompat-ible with existing spetrograph designs. An example of this tehnique is SINFONI in theVLT and explained in Se. 4.2.2. Although it is not onsidered suitable for instrumentswhih need to be ooled, �bers with integrated lenslets were developed for this instrument.The last method is a hybrid between a lenslet array and an image slier system. A setof retangular lenslets divide the �eld in 2D, but eah pupil image is replaed by a sliewhih ontains the spatial information along its length. A seond lenslet array reimagethe miroslies on the spetrograph, keeping the spatial information that is lost if thepupil is imaged instead. This kind of instruments takes many of the bene�ts of the imageslier reduing dead-spae between spetra but reduing the spetral length to no morethan a few hundreds pixels.InstrumentTelesope IFS-type λ Pixel Spetral res. DateGMOS-IFU Gemini �bers+lens 0.4-1.1µm 200 mas 670-4400 2001VIMOS VLT �bers+lens360-1000 nm 330,670 mas 220-3100 2002OASIS WHT lenslet 4200-8750 ◦A 90,140,260 mas 200-4350 2003SINFONI VLT slier 1.05-2.45 µm25,100,250 mas 2000-4000 2004OSIRIS Kek-II lenslet 0.98-2.4 µm 20-100 mas 3500 2005NIFS Gemini slier 0.95-2.4 µm 40x100 mas 5000 2005MUSE VLT slier 0.46-0.93 µm 25-200 mas 2000-4000 2010NIRSPEC JWST 0.6-5 µm 100 mas 3000 2013Table 4.1: A seletion of IFS instruments.Table 4.1 shows a list of the main instruments using IFS tehniques and their har-ateristis. Although not all the urrent instruments are shown in the table, the mainharateristis of two future projets or partiular interest for the study of young jets havebeen inluded in order to give a global idea of the potential of this tehnique. Next, I amgoing to explain the two partiular instruments used in this thesis whih are two examplesfor the lenslet and the image slier tehniques.



60 Integral Field Spetrosopy 4.2Instrument Objet Wavelength domain Sky sampling FOV Spetral res.OASIS RY Tau 6209-6549 ◦A 160 mas 6.2′′×5.0′′ 3000SINFONI DG Tau 1.45-1.85 µm (H Band) 100 mas 3′′×3′′ 3000SINFONI DG Tau 1.95-2.45 µm (K Band) 100 mas 3′′×3′′ 4000Table 4.2: Summary of the on�gurations used for our observations, for both the OASIS and the SINFONI data.4.2.1 OASIS

Figure 4.3: Shema of the optial path for the instrument OASIS.The �rst dataset analyzed (Ch. 5) was obtained using the optial instrument OASIS,Optially Adaptive System for Imaging Spetrosopy, whih is an example of integral�eld spetrograph based on lenslets. This instrument was developed by the Observatoirede Lyon team (Baon et al., 1995). Figure 4.3 shows the optial path followed by thelight oming from the sienti� objet. Light is spatially sampled using ∼1000 hexagonalmiro-lenses and then dispersed using a grism. The spetra are then reorded on the CCDobtaining at the end one spetrum for eah �eld of view portion imaged with eah lens.



4.3 Data redution in IFS 61This instrument was �rst plaed at the CFHT, Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope, inthe Mauna Kea observatory in Hawaii. The optial domain overed went from 4200 ◦A to10370 ◦A. It worked at low to medium spetral resolution (1000-4295) and the sky sam-pling, depending on the �eld of view (FOV), was: 0.04′′ for FOV 1.6′′×1.2′′, 0.11′′ for FOV4.1′′×3.3′′, 0.16′′ for FOV 6.2′′×5.0′′ and 0.30′′ for FOV 11′′×9′′. The data analyzed inCh. 5 was taken in the third on�guration (Table 4.2) ombined with the adaptive optissystem PUE'O to improve the angular resolution.Sine 2003, OASIS operates in the WHT,William Hershel Telesope, at the Roque delos Muhahos Observatory in La Palma. It an be used with or without adaptive optisand nowadays it o�ers three di�erent sky samplings: 0.09′′ (FOV 2.7′′×3.7′′), 0.14′′ (FOV4.0′′×5.5′′) and 0.26′′ (FOV 7.4′′×10.3′′). It spetral resolution goes from two hundredto a little more than four thousand and it overs a wavelength domain whih goes from4000 to 10000 ◦A.
4.2.2 SINFONIThe seond instrument used was SINFONI (Ch. 6), Spetrograph for Integral Field Obser-vation in the Near Infrared, whih has been developed by ESO and the Max-Plank-Institutfür extraterrestrishe Physik in Garhing in ollaboration with NOVA (Nederlandse Onder-zoekshool Voor Astronomie) (Eisenhauer et al., 2003). This instrument is an example ofthe image slier tehnique and it is plaed in the VLT, Very Large Telesope, at Paranalobservatory in Chile. Figure 4.4 shows a sheme of the funtioning of the instrument.The �eld of view is slied into 32 small slies whih are reombined into a pseudo long slitbefore being dispersed using a standard spetrometer. Eah one of the 32 slies is imagedonto 64 pixels of the detetor, giving 2048 spetra of the imaged region. The dispersiondiretion overlays 2048 pixels of the detetor. The �nal produt is thus a 3D data ubewhere eah plane of the ube is a monohromati reonstrution of the SINFONI �eld ofview.SINFONI is installed at the UT4, at the VLT in Paranal Observatory. It is usedin ombination with an adaptive optis module and it overs the wavelength range from1.1µm to 2.45µm. The spetrograph operates with four gratings (J, H, K, H+K) providinga spetral resolution whih goes from 1500 in the H+K mode, 2000 in the J band, 3000 inthe H band and 4000 in the K band. It an be used in three di�erent spatial on�gurations,one with a spatial resolution of 0.25′′ and a FOV of 8′′×8′′, another with 0.1′′ spatialresolution and a FOV of 3′′×3′′ and the last with a spatial resolution of 0.025′′ and a FOVof 0.8′′×0.8′′. The data analyzed in Ch. 6 were taken in the seond spatial on�gurationin the H and K bands (Tab. 4.2).
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Figure 4.4: Shemati funtioning for the instrument SINFONI.4.3 Data redution in IFSThe general redution steps are summarized in Fig. 4.5. Generally speaking the same dataredution arried out in long slit spetrosopy is applied in integral �eld spetrosopy butwith some partiularities that we have to take into aount. Some of these partiularitiesare ommon to all the IFS tehniques and some are spei� to eah one.For the data analyzed in this thesis the orresponding pipelines were used in eah ase.For the optial data from OASIS, the XOasis software1 was used. For the SINFONI datathe orresponding version of the pipeline2 was used. The details of eah dataset redutionare explained in the orresponding setions in Ch. 5 and Ch. 6 respetively.One important orretion that we an make a posteriori is the atmospheri di�erentialrefration orretion. In traditional spetrosopy this orretion has to be taken into1http://www.fht.hawaii.edu/Instruments/Spetrosopy/OASIS/Redu/2http://www.eso.org/si/failities/paranal/instruments/sinfoni/
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Sensitivity functionFigure 4.5: General steps for a data redution of IFS.aount during the observation run making it di�ult to aomplish. The spetrumextration and the �at-�eld orretion are two important steps whih have to be donearefully. These spei� steps just as the stray-light and ross-talk orretion will beexplained in detail in Se. 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.6 and 4.3.7.4.3.1 Bias and Dark CorretionThe �rst step to be arried out in any data redution is the bias subtration. This biaslevel is introdued in the CCD to ensure that the measured data are always positive. A biasimage is taken with an exposure time of 0s and it shows the eletroni noise of the amera.



64 Integral Field Spetrosopy 4.3On the other hand, the dark urrent is a measure of the number of eletrons with ahigh enough energy to end up in pixels without the need of an 'ativating' photon. It isgenerated beause the CCD has a non-zero temperature, although the urrent amerasare well ooled and this ontribution is very small. To orret for this e�et, some darkframes are taken during the observing run. Theses frames are taken with the same expo-sure time as the sienti� data and then ombined to redue the noise introdued by thisorretion. The dark frames also ontain the bias urrent.In the ase of SINFONI the �nal master dark is used to orret from the bias urrentbut also to determine a hot pixels maps. Non-linear response pixels are obtained by eval-uating the pixel response of a set of �at exposures of inreasing intensity. In addition, areferene bad pixel map is already measured as the detetor is known to have onstrutiondefets. Other bad pixels are determined on a set of �at �elds.In the ase of OASIS a master bias image is also reated by the ombination of somebias frames taken during the observation run. To hek the smoothness of the ount leveland be sure that any strange struture is added when the data are reading (orrespondingto the dark urrent), a hek is arried out in the oversan region of the CCD.4.3.2 Stray-light and ross-talkThese two e�ets are spei� for instruments whih use �bers. Thus, they are not applia-ble to the data analyzed here but I explain them brie�y for ompleteness. The stray-lightis a bakground level reorded by the CCD whih omes from several soures. One ofthe ontributions for this bakground is the dispersion due to dust in the optial surfaes.Other ontributions ome from optial aberrations and defets in the dispersion net, theollimator or the spetrograph amera. In general, this stray-light bakground hangessmoothly in both diretions, spatial and spetral (Motta, 2003).On the other hand, the ross-talk in one �ber is the amount of light oming fromthe neighboring �bers. This e�et is important when the distane between �bers is smallrelated to their size. This e�et depends on the aperture pro�le, distane between aper-tures and the relative intensity distribution (Motta, 2003).The best way to orret them is to �t both the spatial and the spetral diretion atthe same time and for eah individual image before ombining them. This �t gives asurfae funtion whih an be subtrated from the image.4.3.3 Spetrum extrationThe spetra are reorded onto the detetor in di�erent ways depending on the IFS teh-nique used but in general, depending on the instrument. To be able to reover thephysial information, it is neessary to identify eah spetrum with its position on the



4.3 Data redution in IFS 65sky. In addition, beause of optial distortions on the system, the spetra an not beompletely aligned in the dispersion diretion. Hene, the basi idea in this step is thesame as in the standard extration proedure in long slit spetrosopy, but we have toarry out a spatial alibration to assoiate eah spetrum with a spatial position in the sky.In the ase of OASIS an image of the mirolenses is taken during the observationrun. This image onsists in illuminating the instrument with a soure of uniform light,a ontinuum �at-�eld image, but without dispersing the light to identify the lens enterpositions on the CCD by means of a gaussian �t. A ross-dispersion pro�le is evaluatedfor eah spetrum and then �tted using a speial algorithm whih omputes an optialmodel of the instrument dispersion on the detetor. The positions of the spetra ridgesare obtained from these ross-dispersion pro�les. For every lens and every wavelength,the weighted sum of �ve pixels width entered on eah partiular spetrum ridge andwavelength is alulated. The weights are omputed as 1 over the total signal varianeover the pixel, using the photon noise of the fration of the signal on the pixel and theknown CCD readout noise. Finally, a extration mask is reated and the data are arrangedin a data ube with the two spatial dimensions and a �rst estimation of the wavelengthvetor whih will later be more �nely alibrated.In the ase of SINFONI some raw frames are taken to be able to orret the imagefrom the distortion e�et and to alulate the slitlet distanes. Some on/o� lamp �ats,ar lamp and �ber frames are required. These �ber frames are obtained by plaing a �berat di�erent positions so that only the �rst olumn of eah slitlet is illuminated through�bers. A fake slitlets-on and a slitlets-o� frame are determined from the �ber frames.A wavelength alibration solution is determined from the undistorted ar lamp frames.The distortions parameters are alulated on the fake on-o� frame and then the slitletdistanes are also determined on this fake on-o� frame. For that, a Gaussian �t alongthe spatial diretion at eah row is applied for eah slit spetra. A position for eah rowis obtained and then they are averaged for eah slitlet and omputed regarding to one ofreferene.4.3.4 Cosmi ray orretionCosmi rays are in general removed diretly in the CCD image. The standard proeduresare more di�ult to apply in the ase of bidimensional spetrosopy. The median betweenneighboring pixels on the CCD an be determined only in the wavelength diretion beausein the spatial diretion they orrespond to di�erent positions in the sky. In addition tothis, some spetral unresolved lines oming from spatial unresolved regions an be mixedup with a osmi ray and be awry orreted.In the ase of SINFONI, osmi rays are orreted in the �rst step of the data redutionthrough the bad pixel master mask. In the ontrary XOasis has a dediate routine whih isrun before the sky subtration, after the spetrum extration, the wavelength alibrationand the �at �eld orretion. The integrals of the spetrum to be heked and of the



66 Integral Field Spetrosopy 4.3neighbors inside a region where we an assume spetral similarity, are omputed. Theneighbors spetra are normalized to the entral one and the median of the spetra isalulated. The di�erene between the entral spetrum and the median spetrum isomputed (median-�ltered di�erene) and ompared with the un-�ltered di�erene. Asigma-lipping is then performed on this spetrum. The pixels above N times sigma arereplaed, in the entral spetrum, by the median value.4.3.5 Wavelength CalibrationA very important step in any spetrosopi data redution is the wavelength alibration.The standard proedure in the optial domain uses images of alibration lamps to obtainthe transformation funtion from pixels in the detetor to wavelength units, for example ◦A.The OASIS data are already alibrated to a good approximation (from a fration of an ◦Ato 2 ◦A, aording to the on�guration), in the extration step. In this step, the residualsare �tted by a seond-order polynomial to re�ne the alibration.In the infrared domain is more ommon to uses the OH telluri lines exhibited in thesky images whose wavelength values are very well known, however the use of alibrationlamps is also possible. The SINFONI pipeline uses by default the images of alibrationlamps. In our partiular ase the wavelength alibration using lamps were not aurateenough to our purposes and a orretion alulated from OH lines were arried out. Allthe details are explained in the orresponding setion, Se. 6.2.2, in the Ch. 6.4.3.6 Flat �eldThe �at �eld orretion is one of the most deliate step in IFS data redution beause ofthe 3D nature of data. Some e�ets present only in long-slit or only in photometry dataare ombined here and all of them must be orreted. The �rst orretion is about thehigh spatial frequeny variations beause of the di�erent pixel sensitivity of the detetor,that is the traditional spatial �at-�eld. However, in spetrosopy we also have to areabout the spetral uniformity response in the dispersion diretion (spetral �at-�eld), notonly about the spatial one. In addition to these two orretions, a low frequeny spatialorretion due to the di�erent response in �bers or lenses, depending on the instrument,has to be onsidered.In the ase of OASIS the high spatial frequeny variations seem to be not very impor-tant. Nevertheless, a orretion an be arried out if enough ontinuum frames (about50) are obtained. The low frequeny both spatial and spetral �at e�ets are orretedin the same step. A ontinuum lamp exposure, wavelength alibrated and osmi rayorreted, is normalized to the median integrated value of the entral spetra. To removeany non-uniformity from the ontinuum lamp exposure, eah sky spetrum is summedover the wavelength range and the resulting value is used to normalized the orrespond-ing ontinuum lamp spetrum. A spline funtion is �tted to eliminate the high frequeny



4.3 Data redution in IFS 67residuals and obtain then the low frequeny spetrum of referene. This spetrum ofreferene is ompared to eah ontinuum spetrum to obtain the orretion by spetralpixel related to the low spatial frequeny variations.In the ase of SINFONI some di�erent types of �at �eld are taken. Standard �at�elds with uniform light are used to determine the variation pixel to pixel and to detetbad pixel on the detetor. This �at �eld orretion is applied after the bad pixel removal.Other kind of �at �elds are taken to test the detetor's linearity and �nd highly non-linearpixels. They are taken by inreasing the intensity of the uniform light. The last kindof �ats are obtained together with �ber frames to ompute the detetor's distortion as Iexplain in the spetrum extration setion.
4.3.7 Atmospheri Di�erential Refration (ADR)The atmospheri di�erential refration (ADR) e�et onsists on the hange of the dire-tion of light with wavelength when it passes through the earth atmosphere. It dependson the physial atmosphere onditions at the moment of the observation, the altitude ofthe observatory and on the wavelength at whih we observe.In long slit spetrosopy, the slit must be orientated in the diretion given by theparallax angle if the relative �uxes in the spetra are preserved. If the slit is plaed in adi�erent angle, some spetral range will be a�eted by light loss. Nevertheless, one ofthe advantage of bidimiensional spetrosopy is the possibility of orreting ADR e�ets aposteriori. Without ADR, objet images at any wavelength are oinident and the spetraare basially the same. However, when ADR is not orreted the objet images at di�erentwavelength are not in positional agreement. Di�erenes inrease quikly for higher zenithangle, and derease with wavelength. In this ase, eah spetrum is di�erent and �uxesat di�erent wavelengths in a single spetrum are not omparable (Arribas et al., 1999).To orret this e�et, we �t the ontinuum displaement in the entroid for the twospatial diretions at eah wavelength related to one of referene and then we re-enteredthe images for eah wavelength. For point soures this is easy to alulate from thereonstruted imaged at eah wavelength. In the ase of extended objets it is moreompliated and a ontinuum image is used. Figure 4.6 shows an example of this e�etin the ase of OASIS data. On the left panel I show the ADR orretion to apply inthe X diretion of the detetor and on the right panel I show the orretion for the Ydiretion. In blak we plot the spatial displaement produed by this e�et as a funtionof the wavelength, in this example we observed up to 0.016′′ over 300 ◦A. A linear �t isarried out over all the displaements and then it is used to orret from this e�et. Thedisplaements orreted are over-plotted in blue.
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Figure 4.6: Example of the ADR e�et from OASIS data (in the X diretion of the detetor on the left and inthe Y diretion on the right). The measured displaement as a funtion of the wavelength are plotted in blak.In blue we show the same entroid displaement one the ADR e�et has been orreted. The red line is thelinear �t used to orret from this e�et.4.3.8 Sky subtration and Flux CalibrationThe two last steps in the data redution, whih are ommon to any kind of data redution,are the sky subtration and the �ux alibration. For the �rst of them, in the ase of SIN-FONI, some sky images are taken during the observing run and then ombined to removethe sky bakground from the objet images. The night sky emission lines are very brightand both spatially and timely variable in infrared. In order to ompletely eliminate theOH lines in the �nal data ube, the nearest (spatially and timely) sky frame must be used.In the ase of OASIS data, the sky is determined from the frame. A region assumedempty and onsequently representative of the sky emission, is hosen from a reonstrutedimage from the spetrosopi data. The mean spetrum of this region is omputed foreah frame and subtrated from every spetrum of the data ube.The �ux alibration onsists in onvert the numerial intensity values on the detetorto physial �ux units. To ahieve this alibration, some standard stars are observed duringthe night. The observed �ux has to be integrated spatially within a ertain radius, largerthan the seeing dis radius, to obtain a total spetrum of the star and then it is omparedwith the total known �ux of the star for eah wavelength. This step was arried outduring the data redution with XOasis for our optial data. In the ase of SINFONI, thisstep is not implemented in the pipeline and we arried it out by ourselves (detailed inSe. 6.2.2 in the Ch. 6).



4.4 Integral Field Spetrosopy ombined with adaptive optis 694.3.9 Combination of data ubes and re-sampling of dataDuring an observational run some exposures are taken and then ombined to inrease thesignal to noise in the �nal image. Merging IFS data ubes has to be arried out arefully.In the ase of OASIS, the spatial shift between the di�erent exposures must be knownto avoid the �eld distortion in the �nal image. For that, for eah exposure, a reon-struted image is reated integrating in the whole wavelength range. On these images,some eye-athing detail (a star or a morphologial detail), presented in all the images,is hosen. This point will beame the zero point in the merged image. A speial routineomputes the parameters to ahieve the merging proess. It alulates the normalizationfator to apply to the exposures to orret for the �ux di�erenes. It also obtains theoptimal weights to be used during the merging proess to maximize the resultant S/N.Finally, the data ube are merged and then re-sampling to a square spatial sampling grid,instead of the original hexagonal grid.In the ase of SINFONI, raw data are re-sampled using a wavelength map to removethe brik-wall pattern. Thus, a given image is re-sampled at disrete wavelength intervalsusing a polynomial interpolation so that eah frame row is assoiated with a de�nedwavelength. The slitlets are then staked into a ube taking into aount the slitletsdistanes and the edge positions determined in the previous steps. At the end, eahplane of the ube is a monohromati image of the �eld of view. Reading some keywordsand the exposure time, orresponding to eah target, from the FITS header, the pipelineomputes the spatial o�sets to apply to eah ube plane to properly merge them. Theintensity of the �nal oadded ube is alulated, at eah pixel, as the weighed mean ofthe orresponding overlapping pixel intensities. The weight is given by the exposure timeof eah target.4.4 Integral Field Spetrosopy ombined with adaptive optisPreviously, I disussed the importane of the integral �eld spetrosopy for the studyof miro-jets in the losest regions to the star. I also mentioned that one of the maindi�ulties in these kind of studies is to separate the line emission oming from the jetand the bright stellar ontinuum. The emission line ontrast an be inreased eitherwith a smaller PSF or with a better spetral resolution (ideally a ombination of both).The required angular resolution for our study is 0.1′′ whih an be ahieved from spae.However, in ground-based observations we are limited by the atmospheri turbulene at
∼1′′. Using adaptive optis in telesopes with diameter higher than 4m this requiredangular resolution an be ahieved. The data analyzed in this thesis were obtained usingintegral �eld spetrosopy ombined with adaptive optis. The ombination of these twotehniques allowed us to pro�t from the advantages that both of them provide. Thus,the data obtained had a good angular resolution, a good spetral resolution and a goodspatial overage, simultaneously.



70 Integral Field Spetrosopy 4.44.4.1 Adaptive optis (AO)The adaptive optis (AO) tehnique is one of the most powerful tehnique developed tobe able to reah the di�ration limit of the telesope in ground-based observations. Anadaptive optis system measures the wavefront perturbation due to refration index �u-tuations of the atmosphere to orret it quikly to follow the turbulene evolution duringthe observations. Nowadays, these systems are fundamental instruments in any 8-10 mlass telesope. In this setion, I am going to give a brief summary of this tehniqueapplied to our partiular study, for a more detailed disussion of AO tehnique see forexample Esposito & Pinna (2008).

Figure 4.7: Diagram of an adaptive opti system. The main elements are represented: the wavefront sensor, theontrol system and the wavefront orretor (deformable mirror). The �gure also shows the di�erent optial pathsof the light from the referene star and the sienti� target.Figure 4.7 shows the basi sheme of an adaptive opti system. Three are the mainelements of this kind of systems. Firstly, the wavefront sensor measures the instantaneouswavefront aberration, whih is omputed by the ontrol system (or wavefront omputer)and then this last one gives the neessary instrutions to the wavefront orretor (usuallya deformable mirror) whih orrets the phase �utuation introduing di�erent optialpaths for di�erent rays. The wavefront aberration are measured using a referene starwhih needs to be quite bright and not very far from the sienti� target in order to besure that the measured wavefront is representative of that present in the sienti� tar-get. The fundamental parameters whih haraterize the level of atmospheri turbuleneare the Freid parameter, r0, the size sale of turbulent ells and the orrelation time t0.These parameters depend on the wavelength and most of the AO systems are optimizedto provide di�ration limit in the near-infrared domain. In fat� urrent AO instrumentsin the 8-10 m lass telesope an reah an angular resolution in the near-infrared similar



4.4 Integral Field Spetrosopy ombined with adaptive optis 71to that of HST in the optial domain. However, beause of the strong dependene withwavelength, the orretion ahieved in the optial is muh worse.

Figure 4.8: Pro�le of a point soure image in an adaptively orreted telesope.The quality of the AO orretion is measured with the strehl ratio. This parameteris de�ned as the ratio between the peak intensity of a PSF image divided by the peakintensity of a di�ration-limited image with the same total �ux. A PSF (point spreadfuntion) image is the image of a point soure and in an adaptively orreted telesope,this image is the sum of the AO-orreted ore (di�ration limited) and the unorreted(seeing-limited) halo (see Fig. 4.8 for an example). Current AO systems provide typialstrehl ratios of 50% in the near-infrared and a few % in the optial domain.To analyze the wavefront perturbations indued by the atmosphere, a referene staris observed. In the natural guide star mode, this star has to be arefully hosen. Itmust be at an angular distane less than the isoplaneti angle (∼30′′ at 2µm) of thesienti� objet in order to ensure that the turbulent wavefront analyzed is orrelated tothat of the sienti� target. The referene star must also be bright enough to have agood signal to noise ratio on the wavefront sensor. In general, the limiting magnitudedepends on the number of atuators whih analyze the wavefront, but urrent AO systemsin 8 m lass telesopes need a 11-12th mag referene star to provides strehl ratios of 50%.In the Laser Guide Star mode the requirement are similar but the limiting magnitudeis less stringent, stars with 11-18th mag are good enough to have a good orretion.However, this mode still needs a natural star for the tip-tilt orretion.



72 Integral Field Spetrosopy 4.44.4.2 Spetrosopy ombined with AOAO orretions an be also applied to spetrosopi observations. The improvement inangular resolution given by the AO allows to use smaller long slit widths inreasing alsothe spetral resolution. However, due to the variations of the atmospheri turbulenewith wavelength, the PSF hanges aross the spetrum and some spurious e�ets anbe introdued if the slit width is lose to or larger than the PSF. Beause of this de-pendene of the PSF, arti�ial ontinuum slopes and wavelength shifts (the slit e�et)an be observed. Moreover, if the adaptive optis orretion is di�erent in the telluristandard from the sienti� objet, the telluri orretion beomes very di�ult. Finally,the spatial pro�le of the PSF is omposed by two omponents: a di�ration limited oreand a seeing size halo whih an have di�erent spetral resolutions.The use of integral �eld spetrosopy ombined with adaptive optis minimizes theimportane of these spurious e�ets. In partiular, lenslet IFS tehnique does not su�erfrom the slit e�et. Moreover, IFS ombined with AO provides an instantaneous estimateof the 2D spatial PSF during the observations, but also its dependene with wavelength.This PSF estimate an be used in the deonvolution of reonstruted hannels maps.Deonvolution of mapsOne an image reonstruted (explained in Se. 4.5.1) we an ahieve a deonvolutionof the PSF in the image as in traditional photometry. The deonvolution dereases theontribution of the PSF halo, i. e., it obtains a better Strehl ratio. Between the di�er-ent available algorithms LUCY in IRAF gives good results for a ombination of a brightpoint soure and an extended soure, whih is the ase of jets in young stars. In IFSit is, in theory, possible to arry out a 3D deonvolution. As it has been done in radioastrophysis, it is possible to do a global spatial deonvolution if we impose a spetralregularity ondition. However, this tehnique has not yet developed in IFS.The LUCY task restores a given image using an estimate of the PSF using the algo-rithm developed independently by Luy (1974) and Rihardson (1972). Using an iterativemethod, this algorithm generates a restored image using the maximum likelihood ex-pression for data with a Poisson noise distribution. The method, in aordane withphoton-ounting statistis, fores the restored image to be positive. Moreover, the re-stored image will be properly normalized and the integrated �ux in the image is onserved.The priniple of the iteration is that the (n+1)th estimate of the restored image is givenby the nth estimate multiplied by a orretion image (asterisks represent onvolutionoperators):
imagen+1 = imagen

original data

imagen ∗ PSF
∗ PSF (−x,−y)In order to ahieve a good deonvolution it is important to have a good estimation ofthe PSF and a good onvergene riteria. The task allows the user to speify a number



4.4 Integral Field Spetrosopy ombined with adaptive optis 73of iterations to be run and a limiting redued hi-squared. From our experiene, the χ2riteria is not very good, a riteria based in the �nal resolution is more robust. However,the di�ulty is to �nd the appropriate number of iterations. If this number is too big,some artifats an be formed in the restored frame. In theory the �nal resolution has tobe two times the spatial initial sampling and it depends on the signal to noise and it willbe di�erent from one kind of soure to another. We usually iterate so that jet widthsmeasured from the onvolved images does not evolve. Figure 4.9 shows, for the DG Taumiro-jet, the measured jet width as a funtion of the distane to the star for di�erentnumber of iterations. As example, I show the results obtained for the deonvolved imagesfrom the hannel maps shown in top panels of Fig. 6.12 in Ch. 6. The bottom panels inFig. 6.12 were obtained for a number of iterations of 40. Here, the top left graphi showsthe HVC observed in the atomi ([FeII℄λ1.64µm) blue jet, the top right shows the redounterpart and the bottom one shows the ase of the moleular (H2λ2.12µm) emission.

Figure 4.9: Deonvolved DG Tau jet widths measurements as a funtion of the distane to the star for di�erentnumber of interations. The original maps are that shows in top panels of Fig. 6.12 in Ch. 6. The �nal numberof iterations taken to obtain the restored images shown in bottom panels of Fig. 6.12 is 40. The two top graphisorrespond to the atomi jet (blue side in the left and red side on the right). The bottom graphis orrespondsto the moleular emission.



74 Integral Field Spetrosopy 4.5Ahieving the best results requires some preparation of the data. The result is betterif the bakground data values are lose to zero. In addition, bad pixels must be �aggedor repaired to avoid the prodution of artifats around the �awed pixels. The LUCY taskautomatially detets bad negative pixels that exeed the nominal distribution assoiatedwith the given read-out noise. The last thing is that the PSF estimation given to thealgorithm, if it is extrated from observed data, must be orreted for any pixel defetand bakground removed. The PSF should be properly normalized and entered for theomputation. 4.5 IFS visualization toolsThe �nal information in a IFS data ube is given in a 3D or even 4D struture. Thesame data ube provides the two spatial dimensions, the spetral information and theintensity. Analyze and see all this information in 2D graphis is not easy, one or twoof the dimensions must be eliminated or averaged. Two partiularly useful visualizationtools are the hannel maps where the spetral diretion is eliminated by integrating theemission over a given wavelength range, and the position-veloity diagrams where one ofthe spatial diretions is averaged.4.5.1 Channel mapsBidimensional spetrosopy allows us to reonstrut a monohromati image of the objetin two dimensions from the spetra. However, it is also possible to integrate in a bandwidth or in a veloity interval (hannel map) to obtain the morphology of the objet at agiven veloity omponent.For both set of data, OASIS and SINFONI, we developed routines in IDL to obtainthese hannel maps. For a given emission line eah spetrum is integrated in a hosenveloity interval (see Fig. 4.10). Thus we obtain a value of intensity for eah spatial pointin a similar manner as traditional image from photometri observations. The advantagebeyond the traditional photometry is that we an hoose a posteriori the width of theband in whih we want to integrate and we are limited by the spetral resolution of theinstrument. Hene, it is possible to separate di�erent veloity omponents for a singleemission line.The image reonstrution is arried out using the TRIANGULATE proedure whihonstruts a Delaunay triangulation of a planar set of points. After the data points havebeen triangulated, the funtion TRIGRID is invoked to interpolate surfae values to aregular grid.4.5.2 Position-veloity diagramsAnother visualization tool used in the data analysis of this kind of observations is toreprodue the same position-veloity diagrams whih are used in long slit spetrosopy.
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Figure 4.10: For a given emission line, one an hoose the veloity intervals where the emission will be integratedto reonstrut eah hannel map. This is the example of the three veloity omponents (three hannel maps)observed for the RY Tau jet (Ch. 5).The advantage in the ase of IFS is that we an reate a PV diagram for whih we hoosenot only the slit width in whih integrate the emission, but also where we plae the sim-ulated slit and the orientation. To illustrate this, Fig. 4.1 shows one possible orientationof the simulated long slit, the spetra inside the slit width would be summed to obtaina spetrum for eah spatial point along the long slit. It is also possible to hoose thesampling in the preserved spatial diretion. This kind of diagrams allows us to study thejet kinematis not only along the jet diretion but also in the transverse diretion.Hene to reprodue this kind of diagrams, we developed a routine in IDL whih es-timate, for a given emission spetral line, the average �ux from the spetra inside thesimulated slit width and for eah sampling element in the preserved diretion. Thus, weobtain as a funtion of the veloity (or wavelength) an averaged spetrum for eah spatialelement along the jet diretion or transverse to the jet axis.4.5.3 Noise estimationAn estimation of the noise is arried out for eah individual spetrum. This noise isobtained on the ontinuum subtrated spetra as the standard deviation at eah side of thespetral line of interest. In the ase of the hannel maps, the signal to noise is alulatedfor eah spetral pixel using this noise estimation. When several spetral hannels areombined, the �nal noise is estimated by ombining in quadrature the individual noise
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Figure 4.11: Example of the noise estimation in a spetrum of the PV diagram of DG Tau in the blue side of thejet, at a distane of 1′′ from the star. The intervals in green are the regions where the standard deviation wasomputed.(σtot =
√

∑

i σ
2
i ). In the position-veloity, this error is alulated in the same way onthe resulting averaged spetra. Figure 4.11 shows an example of a spetrum for thereonstruted position veloity for the blue jet in DG Tau in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line at adistane of 1′′ from the star. The regions where the standard deviation was omputed aremarked in green.



5RY TauIn this hapter I present the analysis of optial spetro-imaging observations of the T Tauristar RY Tau whih resulted in a publiation in the Astronomy & Astrophysis journal(Agra-Amboage et al., 2009). All the analysis and results are given in detail in the artilethat I join to this hapter, but I will star with a brief summary of the aims and mainsresults obtained.Following some of the main aims of this thesis, RY Tau was observed on one side,beause this star is one of the most massive T Tauri stars studied so far with a massof 2 M⊙ (Mora et al., 2001) (intermediate between lassial T Tauri stars and the Her-big Ae/Be ounterpart). And on the other side, beause this star has been lassi�ed asa binary from Hypparos observations. These two partiular properties allow to probethe in�uene of the star properties and the multipliity in the properties of the resultingjet. In addition, it is important to inrease the number of soures studied in detail, witha good ombination of angular and spetral resolution. The previous works ombiningkinematial and imaging studies gave important advanes in the �eld and showed theimportane of extending this kind of works to other soures (e.g. Lavalley et al., 1997;Lavalley-Fouquet et al., 2000; Baiotti et al., 2000).RY Tau is a F8-G1 star loated in the Taurus-Auriga loud, at 140 p. It has a massof 2 M⊙ (Mora et al., 2001) and stellar radius of 3 R⊙ (Calvet et al., 2004). It is alsoan ative aretor, with a veiling of ∼0.1 in the optial (Hartigan et al., 1995; Basriet al., 1991) and 0.8 in the UV (Calvet et al., 2004). The suspeted binary is plaed ata position angle of 304◦ ± 34◦ from the Hipparos observations, and with a minimumseparation of 3.27 AU (Bertout et al., 1999). In addition, it is a rapid rotator with a
v sin i of 52 ± 2 km/s (Petrov et al., 1999).RY Tau was studied using observations in the optial [OI℄λ6300 ◦A line taken usingthe integral �eld spetrograph OASIS ombined with the adaptive optis system PUE'Oat the Canada Frane Hawaii Telesope (CFHT), on January 15th 2002. The angular



78 RY Tau 5resolution ahieved, after AO orretion is 0.4′′ and the veloity resolution is 135 km/s.

Figure 5.1: Left: Figure adapted from St-Onge & Bastien (2008) showing the RY Tau jet deteted in Hα emission,out to several arminutes. Right: The deteted high veloity blue omponent deteted in [OI℄ (this work) atspatial sales of several arses for omparison.Previous works have already suggested the existene of a jet (Cabrit et al., 1990; Har-tigan et al., 1995) and St-Onge & Bastien (2008) on�rmed this with the detetion of aollimated Hα emission out to several arminutes of the star (Fig. 5.1). In addition, Har-tigan et al. (1995) and Hirth et al. (1997) arried out kinematial studies at high spetralresolution and identi�ed a high-veloity omponent with radial veloities at -70,-80 km/sand a low-veloity omponent with veloities at -4km/s. The red ounter jet has notbeen deteted at the small-sales of some arseonds.Our IFS observations allowed to detet and map the blueshifted mirojet assoiatedto RY Tau within 2′′ from the star and determine its position angle and its ollimationdegree. The good spatial resolution of the observations allows us to remove the PSF andderive the jet position and widths with better auray. A detailed morphologial analysiswas arried out, but also a kinematial one. The properties of the IFS tehnique allow toonstrut the traditional position-veloity diagrams, usually used in long-slit spetrosopy,but also to onstrut veloity maps by �tting eah spetrum at eah spatial position toan one-omponent Gaussian. In addition, a kinematial study of the transverse struture



5 79of the jet was arried out in order to look for the jet rotation. To �nish a determinationof the mass �ux ould be obtained as a funtion to the distane to the star.In summary, the blueshifted mirojet in RY Tau is deteted with a position angle of294◦ ± 1◦ and a full opening angle of 5◦ on spatial sales of 20-280AU. An emissionknot at 1.35′′ is shown, oinident with a peak in veloity. A high veloity omponentwith average radial veloities of -70 km/s is identi�ed in good agreement with previousstudies. The red ounter-jet is marginally deteted and it is quite faint.The transverse study reveals asymmetries in veloity with respet to the jet axis butthe angular resolution of the data are not good enough to distinguish between jet rotationand asymmetries due to a bow-shok in the jet whih will be plaed at the knot position.The mass loss rate estimate is 4 times higher than the previous estimation by (Hartiganet al., 1995) and reveals the importane of obtaining resolved spetro-imaging observa-tions to derive more aurately this parameter, so important to probe the models.Finally, the observed jet PA is omparable to the expeted PA for the suspeted binarysystem from the photoenter variations in the Hipparos observations. This agreementalls into a question this interpretation. A possible alternative to explain this variationsis that they ould be aused by UXOr-like oultation events and/or sattering avityrelative to the oulted photo-sphere.The main onlusions of this work are, on one hand, that the jet properties relatedto ollimation, terminal veloity and ejetion rate do not hange ompared to lower massT Tauri stars. This onlusion support the ommon idea that the jet launhing mehanismis universal over a large range of stellar masses. On the other hand, the in�uene of thebinary status on the jet properties ould not really be tested. The agreement betweenthe position angle in the blue jet and the position angle derived from the photoentervariation deteted by Hypparos alls into a question the interpretation of binary madefor this soure. A deeper study to look for the possible ompanion should be performed.
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ABSTRACT

Context. High-resolution studies of microjets in T Tauri stars (cTTs) reveal key information on the jet collimation and launching
mechanism, but only a handful of systems have been mapped so far.
Aims. We wish to perform a detailed study of the microjet from the 2 M⊙ young star RY Tau, to investigate the influence of its higher
stellar mass and claimed close binarity on jet properties.
Methods. Spectro-imaging observations of RY Tau were obtained in [O ]λ6300 with resolutions of 0.′′4 and 135 km s−1, using the
integral field spectrograph OASIS at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. Deconvolved images reach a resolution of 0.′′2.
Results. The blueshifted jet is detected within 2′′ of the central star. We determine its PA, collimation, 2D kinematics, mass-flux rate,
ejection to accretion ratio, and transverse velocity shifts taking accurately into account errors due to finite signal to noise ratio. The
RY Tau system is shown to provide important constraints to several models of steady MHD ejection.
Conclusions. The remarkably similar properties of the RY Tau microjet compared to jets from lower mass cTTs gives support to the
common belief that the jet launching mechanism is universal over a broad range of stellar masses. The proximity between the jet PA
and the PA of the photocenter variations observed by Hipparcos calls into question the interpretation of the latter in terms of binarity
of RY Tau. Partial occultation events of the photosphere may offer an alternative explanation.

Key words. ISM: jets and outflows – ISM: individual objects: HH 938 – stars: formation – stars: individual: RY Tau –
stars: winds, outflows

1. Introduction

One of the main open problems in star formation is to under-
stand the physical mechanism by which mass in young stars is
ejected from the accreting system and then collimated into jets.
Magneto-hydrodynamic accretion-driven wind models best ex-
plain the efficient collimation and the large mass ejection ef-
ficiencies observed. However, different scenarios are proposed
for the origin of the outflow, depending on whether it origi-
nates from the stellar surface (Sauty & Tsinganos 1994; Matt
& Pudritz 2008), from the inner edge of the accretion disk (Shu
et al. 1995), an extended range of disk radii (Pudritz & Norman
1986; Casse & Ferreira 2000), or from reconnexion sites in the
stellar magnetosphere (Goodson et al. 1997; Ferreira et al. 2000).

Microjets from T Tauri stars offer a unique opportunity to
probe the inner 100 AUs of the outflow where the acceleration
and collimation processes occur, and therefore to place strong
observational constraints on the ejection mechanism in young

⋆ Based on observations obtained at the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT) which is operated by the National Research Council
of Canada, the Institut National des Sciences de l’Univers of the Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique of France, and University of
Hawaii.

stars. Combined kinematic/imaging studies of microjets at sub-
arcsecond resolution have allowed major advances in this field in
recent years (Lavalley et al. 1997; Lavalley-Fouquet et al. 2000;
Bacciotti et al. 2000; Ray et al. 2007, and refs. therein). That
the jet phenomenon is very robust over orders of magnitude of
central stellar mass is testified by the fact that both brown dwarfs
and Herbig Ae/Be stars are known to drive collimated outflows
(Whelan et al. 2005; Corcoran & Ray 1997). However, variation
of jet properties (collimation, kinematics, mass-loss rates) with
mass of the driving source has not yet been investigated in detail.
It is thus important to extend the sample of microjets studied at
high angular resolution to central sources of differing mass and
binary status.

We concentrate here on the intermediate-mass classical
T Tauri star RY Tau, located in the nearby Taurus-Auriga cloud
(d = 140 pc). With spectral type F8-G1 and M⋆ ∼ 2 M⊙ (Mora
et al. 2001; Calvet et al. 2004), RY Tau is of significantly higher
mass than other nearby atomic jet sources previously spectro-
imaged at high resolution, the most massive so far being RWAur
with 1.4 M⊙ (Woitas et al. 2001). It thus allows us to probe jet
formation in a mass range intermediate between standard clas-
sical T Tauri stars and Herbig Ae/Be stars (of mass >2 M⊙).
The presence of a jet in RY Tau was indirectly suggested by

Article published by EDP Sciences
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[O ] emission blueshifted by −70 km s−1 in its spectrum (Cabrit
et al. 1990; Hartigan et al. 1995). It has been recently confirmed
by St-Onge & Bastien (2008) who detected a collimated string
of Hα emission knots (HH 938) extending from 1.5′′ out to sev-
eral arcminutes on both sides of the star. RY Tau is also an ac-
tive accretor, with veiling values of ∼0.1 in the optical (Hartigan
et al. 1995; Basri et al. 1991) and 0.8 in the UV (Calvet et al.
2004). The latter corresponds to an updated accretion rate of
6.4−9.1 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1, 4 times higher than the previous de-
termination by Hartigan et al. (1995).

Another important peculiarity of RY Tau besides its mass
is a suspected close binary status from Hipparcos observations.
The variability of the astrometric solution, indicating motion of
the photocentre, is interpreted as indicative of a binary of PA =
304◦ ± 34◦ and minimum separation of 3.27 AU (Bertout et al.
1999). Such a close binary companion might have a strong im-
pact on the ability of the inner disc regions to drive a collimated
outflow, possibly leading to observable differences to microjets
from single stars.

In addition to these specific properties, RY Tau shows a re-
markably flat spectral energy distribution in the far-infrared, and
a rather large degree of linear polarisation of a few percent in
the optical, indicating a substantial amount of circumstellar ma-
terial (Bastien 1982). RY Tau also shows a peculiar photometric
variability with large variations of brightness accompanied by a
near constancy of colour. Two abrupt brightnening events were
recorded in 1983/1984 and 1996/1997 reminiscent of UX Ori
events (Herbst & Stine 1984; Petrov et al. 1999). It is also a
rapid rotator with a v sin i of 52 ± 2 km s−1 (Petrov et al. 1999).
Petrov et al. (1999) argue that the photometric behavior can be
interpreted as variable obscuration of the central star by a disc
seen at high inclination. The large values of v sin i and polarisa-
tion further support this conclusion.

We present in this paper sub-arcsecond optical spectro-
imaging observations of the RY Tau microjet in [O ] obtained
with the OASIS integral field spectrograph coupled with adap-
tive optics correction at the Canada France Hawaii telescope.
The combination of high angular resolution and intermediate
spectral resolution allows for accurate subtraction of the strong
central continuum emission, critical to study the inner regions of
the jet. Details on the observations and data reduction are given
in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we discuss the main results regarding the jet
morphology, the jet kinematics both along and transverse to the
jet axis, the search for rotation signatures and the derivation of
mass-loss rates. We analyze these results in the context of pre-
vious studies of microjets and discuss their implication for jet
launching models and binarity of RY Tau in Sect. 4. We con-
clude in Sect. 5.

2. Observations and data reduction

Observations of the RY Tau microjet were conducted on
January 15th 2002 at the Canada France Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT), using the integral field spectrograph OASIS combined
with the adaptive optics system PUE’O. The configuration used
for the RY Tau observations provides a spectral resolution of
R ∼ 3000 (velocity resolution FWHM = 135 km s−1 estimated
from the width of the [O ] telluric emission line) and a veloc-
ity sampling of 41 km s−1 over a spectral range from 6209 Å
to 6549 Å, including the [O ]6300 Å line. The field of view is
6.2′′ × 5.0′′ with a spatial sampling of 0.16′′ per lenslet. After
AO correction, the effective spatial resolution achieved is 0.′′4
(Gaussian core FWHM). One exposure with an on-source inte-
gration time of 1800 s was obtained.

Fig. 1. Comparison between the EXPORT RY Tau spectrum (thick line,
from Mora et al. 2001) and rotationally broadened EXPORT spectra
of four reference stars (thin lines). The reduced χ2, computed over our
6210−6550 Å wavelength domain (excluding the [O ] line region) is
indicated in each panel. The reference star that best fits the photospheric
spectrum of RY Tau is HR 4451.

The data reduction was carried out following the standard
OASIS procedure (Bacon et al. 2001), using the XOasis soft-
ware. A dedicated spectral extraction procedure was developed
for the OASIS January 2002 run, to correct for a slight rotation of
the lenslet array. Spectro-photometric calibration was performed
using the standard star HD 93521. Final spectra are calibrated
in units of 10−19 W m−2 Å−1(′′)−2. Atmospheric refraction cor-
rection was performed a-posteriori by recentering each spectral
image on the continuum centroid, following Garcia et al. (1999).
Subsequent analysis of the data (continuum subtraction, removal
of [O ] sky emission, construction of images and PV diagrams)
was performed under IDL.

As Fig. 1 illustrates, the red wing of the [O ] line in RY Tau
is strongly distorted by an underlying photospheric absorption
line. Therefore, the photospheric spectrum of RY Tau has to be
carefully subtracted in order to retrieve the intrinsic jet kinemat-
ics and flux close to the source.

Since we did not observe a standard star of similar spectral
type as RY Tau with OASIS, we retrieved from the litterature
medium resolution (R = 6600) optical spectra of both RY Tau
and standard stars obtained in the context of the EXPORT
project, published in Mora et al. (2001). We investigated four
different reference stars: HD 126053 (G1V), HD 89449 (F6IV),
HR 4451 (F8/G0Ib/II) and HR 72 (G0V) to find the best fit
to the continuum. Figure 1 shows the comparison between the
EXPORT spectrum of RY Tau and the photospheric contribution
predicted by the four stars, after rotational broadening by v sin i
= 52 kms−1. In accordance with Mora et al. (2001), we find that
the best fit is obtained for HR 4451, of spectral type F8/G0.

We then developed a dedicated continuum subtraction pro-
cedure under IDL in order to remove the photospheric contribu-
tion from our OASIS [O ]λ6300 Å spectra at distances d < 1′′

from the star. The EXPORT spectrum of HR 4451 is first rota-
tionally broadened to the v sin i of RY Tau and smoothed to the
OASIS spectral resolution. At each lenslet position, this standard
spectrum is scaled to the continuum level in the current OASIS
spectrum, as illustrated in the top-left panel of Fig. 2. It is then
subtracted out, leaving a residual [O ]λ6300 Å line profile es-
sentially free of photospheric features, shown by the solid curve
in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The good photospheric subtraction
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Fig. 2. Top panels: solid curves show the observed OASIS [O ]λ6300 Å
spectra (thick lines) and the fitted continuum (thin lines) towards the
blueshifted jet, offset by 0.′′2 (top-left) and 1.′′4 (top-right) from the star.
Profiles before subtraction of the [O ] atmospheric line are shown with
a dotted line (same as solid thick curve at 0.′′2). Bottom panel: residual
continuum-subtracted [O ] line profiles at 0.′′2 and 1.′′4 from the star.
The subtracted [O ] atmospheric line is shown as a dotted curve. The
profile at 0.′′2 is divided by 25 for clarity. Velocity intervals contributing
to the HVB, LV and HVR channel maps of Fig. 3 are shaded.

indicates no detectable veiling in our OASIS spectra, consistent
with the low veiling ≃0.1 in previous high-resolution optical
spectra of RY Tau (Hartigan et al. 1995; Basri et al. 1991). At
larger distances d ≥ 1′′, photospheric absorption lines no longer
contribute significantly, and a simple linear baseline fit to the lo-
cal continuum over two intervals on either side of the [O ] line
is used, as illustrated in the top-right panel of Fig. 2. In each
residual, continuum-subtracted spectrum, we also estimate the
spectral noise σ equal to the standard deviation computed over
two wavelength intervals bracketting the [O ] line. This noise
estimate thus takes into account both the original data noise and
the uncertainty in the photospheric continuum subtraction.

The residual [O ] line emission, especially in the red wing
and close to the source, will depend strongly on the estimate
of the photospheric line lying underneath. The depth of this ab-
sorption feature is seen to vary with the spectral type and/or the
luminosity class. However, from the higher resolution spectra
obtained by Mora et al. (2001), we see that the depth of the
absorption line is well matched by the photospheric spectrum
of HR 4451 (Fig. 1). We thus feel confident that our photo-
spheric fitting procedure does not overestimate the red wing of
the [O ] line emission close to the source.

[O ] atmospheric line emission is estimated from the aver-
age of 13 spectra located at the periphery of the field of view
(αc = 2′′, δc = −1′′). It is then subtracted from each spec-
trum. This average sky profile is shown with the dotted line in
the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The average peak radial velocity is
−41 km s−1 with respect to RY Tau and the average peak surface
brightness is 9.6 × 10−19 W m−2 Å−1(′′)−2. We derive a velocity
resolution of 135 km s−1 from the FWHM of the sky [O ] line
profile. From the lens-to-lens dispersion in the [O ] sky line cen-
troid velocities (estimated through Gaussian fitting), we derive a
random uncertainty in the velocity calibration of 5 km s−1 (rms).
The wavelength scale is converted to a radial velocity scale with
respect to the central source, using a heliocentric radial velocity
for RY Tau of Vhelio = 18 km s−1 (Petrov et al. 1999).

3. Results

3.1. Morphology

3.1.1. Raw [O I] channel maps

Line emission maps in various velocity intervals are recon-
structed by reprojecting the hexagonal OASIS lenslet array
onto a square grid with 0.′′1 sampling. In the top row of
Fig. 3, we display continuum-subtracted line emission maps
in three velocity intervals, each covering two individual
spectral channels of width 41 km s−1: high-velocity blue
(HVB): [−137.5: −55.5] km s−1, low-velocity (LV): [−15.5:
+66.5] km s−1, high-velocity red (HVR): [+66.5:
+148.5] km s−1. These intervals are shaded in grey over
the profiles in Fig. 2. The channel centered at −35 km s−1 shows
a behavior intermediate between the HVB and LV intervals. It is
thus left out from the channel maps, in order to better reveal the
distinct morphologies between the high and low velocity ranges.

The continuum map, computed by integration of the es-
timated photospheric contribution over the velocity interval
[−2400,−500 km s−1], is also shown in the last top panel. Fitting
the brightness radial distribution of the continuum map with
a Moffat function, representative of a partially corrected AO
point-spread function (PSF), gives a Gaussian core width of
FWHM = 0.′′4. We determine the centroid continuum position
with an accuracy (1σ) of 0.′′015 from 2D Gaussian fitting. In
all figures, spatial offsets are plotted relative to this continuum
centroid.

In the HVB map, tracing high blueshifted velocities, the
[O ] jet emission is clearly detected out to distances of 2′′ to-
wards the north-west. The line emission peak is slightly dis-
placed along the jet from the continuum centroid position (∆α =
−0.′′05, ∆δ = 0.′′035) and the emission is resolved (FWHM =

0.′′5). In the LV map, tracing low flow velocities, the emission
is marginally resolved (FWHM = 0.′′45) and centered closer to
the continuum position (∆α = −0.′′032, ∆δ = 0.′′018). At high
redshifted velocities (HVR map), the emission is dominated by
an unresolved component (FWHM = 0.′′4) centered on the con-
tinuum position within positional uncertainties (∆α = −0.′′025,
∆δ = −0.′′016). Some low level extended emission also appears
towards the east. This extension is also faintly present in the
LV map, although its relative contribution is much less impor-
tant. We checked that this residual redshifted emission remains
when using another reference star for the photospheric emission
subtraction. This extended component shows a position angle
significantly different from the one of the blueshifted jet emis-
sion andmight trace strong brightness asymmetry in the counter-
jet emission. However this feature has a low signal to noise ratio
(between 3 and 5, see Fig. 3), thus preventing us from a detailed
analysis of its possible origin.

3.1.2. Deconvolved channel maps

In order to remove the non Gaussian wings of the partially cor-
rected AO PSF and derive accurate estimates of jet position
angle and jet emission widths, we have deconvolved the ob-
served channel maps, using the continuum map as an estimate
of the corresponding point spread function. We use the LUCY
restoration routine as implemented in the STSDAS/IRAF pack-
age. We limit ourselves to 20−25 iterations (standard acceler-
ation method) which yield χ2 values of 1.4, 1.1, 2.0 for the
3 channels respectively and final resolution of FWHM = 0.′′2
(estimated by fitting a Gaussian profile to the central com-
pact component in the HVR map). The maximum number of
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Fig. 3. Continuum-subtracted [O ]λ6300 Å emission maps of the RY Tau microjet, both raw (top panels) and deconvolved (bottom panels).
Emission is integrated over three velocity intervals, with the centers of the corresponding velocity channels (each 41 km s−1 wide) indicated on
top. The derived blueshifted jet position angle is plotted as a solid line. The continuum map is displayed in the top-right panel. In the top row,
contours start at 2% of the maximum and increase by factors of

√
2. In the bottom row they start at 0.1% of the maximum and increase by factors

of 2. Dotted contours correspond to a signal to noise ratio of 5 for the HVB and LV maps, 3 for the HVR map. The dashed line shows the OASIS
field of view. Spatial offsets are relative to the continuum centroid (located with a cross). The spatial sampling used is 0.′′1.

iterations was determined by ensuring that the derived image
characteristics (such as intrinsic jet FWHM) did not change
significantly with further iterations. The deconvolved maps are
shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.

As already noticed in the rawmaps, the line emission is dom-
inated in all channels by a compact component very close to the
star. It is unresolved and centered at the continuum position in
the HVR map, and shows increasing FWHM and spatial offset
towards more blueshifted velocities. The extended jet emission
stands out more clearly in the deconvolved HVB map, with the
low-level emission in the raw map sharpening into an emission
knot located at ∆α = −1.′′23, ∆δ = 0.′′55, ie at a distance of 1.′′35
(190 AU) from the star. In the HVR map, the low level extension
towards the east stands out clearly (at a level of 0.2% of the peak
emission).

From the HVB deconvolved map, we derive a position angle
(PA) for the blueshifted jet of 294◦ ± 1◦. This orientation agrees
with the mean of the PA values of 292◦−297◦ derived on larger
scales for Hα knots by St-Onge & Bastien (2008). Our derived
blueshifted jet PA is perpendicular to the direction of the veloc-
ity gradient in interferometric millimetric CO maps or RY Tau,
PA ≃ 21◦ (Koerner & Sargent 1995), indicating that the jet is
parallel to the spin axis of the disk. It is also perpendicular to the
average direction of the optical linear polarization vector derived
by Bastien (1982) of 20◦. Interestingly, the derived jet PA is also
compatible with the direction of the photocenter variation seen
by Hipparcos (PA = 304◦±34◦), interpreted as the direction to a
possible binary companion (Bertout et al. 1999). We will return
to this issue in the discussion section.

3.1.3. Jet widths

We show in Fig. 4 the variation of the intrinsic jet width as a
function of the distance to the star. We estimate the intrinsic jet

Fig. 4. Large filled circles: PSF-corrected width (FWHM) of the RY Tau
jet forbidden line emission versus projected distance from the star, as
derived from the [O ] HVB deconvolved map (see text). Measurements
available on the same spatial scales for other TTS microjets are also
plotted with various symbols, after correction for the corresponding
PSF. The object-symbol correspondance and references are given at
the top left corner of the plot. The position of the knot located at
1.′′35 = 190 AU in the RY Tau microjet is denoted by the vertical line.

width as: FWHM0 =
√

FWHM2 − (0.′′2)2, where FWHM is mea-
sured from Gaussian fits to the 1D transverse jet emission pro-
files in the deconvolved HVB map, of effective resolution 0.′′2.
The RY Tau jet width increases slowly from 0.′′2 (28 AU) at pro-
jected distances 0.′′15 < d < 0.′′6 (20−84 AU) to 0.′′3 (42 AU) at
d = 2′′ (280 AU) with a full opening angle of ∼5◦. This behavior
is remarkably similar to that of other T Tauri microjets observed
at sub-arcsecond resolution (see Fig. 4 and discussion section).
We do not see any clear change of jet width at the location of
the knot (projected distance along the jet of 190 AU), within our
angular resolution.
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Fig. 5. Maps of the centroid radial velocity (top) and velocity width

(bottom) of a one-component Gaussian fit to the [OI]λ6300 Å line pro-
files. Contours show the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the line peak
(from 5 to 35 by step of 5). Only lenslets with SNR > 5 are shown. The
cross shows the continuum position, the asterisk denotes the HVB knot,
and the straight line the blue jet PA. The two white boxes indicate the
two regions that contribute to the transverse velocity shift detected at
1.′′2 from the star and 0.′′6 to the jet axis in Fig. 8.

3.2. Kinematics

3.2.1. Centroid velocity and line width maps

High spectral resolution integrated line profiles of [O ] in
RY Tau show two distinct kinematical components, a
high-velocity component (HVC) with peak radial velocities
of −70,−80 km s−1 and a low-velocity component (LVC) peaked
at −4 km s−1 (Hartigan et al. 1995; Hirth et al. 1997). Since both
components contribute close to the star, we first tried to perform
two-component Gaussian fits to each individual OASIS line pro-
file. However, because of insufficient spectral resolution, the two
velocity components cannot be well separated in our data (see
bottom panel of Fig. 2) and a globally consistent fit could not be
found over the whole field of view.

To obtain an overall view of the 2D kinematics of the RY Tau
jet, we thus performed a single-component Gaussian fit to our
spectra. We show in Fig. 5 the resulting maps of centroid ve-
locity and profile FWHM. We overlay on these maps the con-
tours of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the line peak. Note
that due to combined strong photon noise and strong residu-
als of photospheric subtraction close to the central source, the
maximum peak SNR is not reached at the star position but to-
wards the blueshifted jet. In photon noise statistics, and for an
infinite sampling, the standard deviation of the centroid estimate

Fig. 6. Position-velocity map along the RY Tau jet in [O ]λ6300 Å af-
ter continuum subtraction, for a 1′′ wide pseudo-slit sampled every 0.′′2
along the jet. Centroid velocities derived from a single Gaussian fit
are also plotted (blue crosses). Intensity contours start at 3 σ (1.32 ×
10−19 W m−2 Å−1 (′′)−2) and increase by factors of

√
2. Negative con-

tours are shown with dashed lines. The dotted line shows the 5σ level,
based on the spectral noise in each spectrum. Close to the star, the far
wings of the line (|v| ≥ 250 km s−1) are affected by continuum subtrac-
tion residuals. The location of the jet knot identified in the deconvolved
HVB map is indicated by a filled triangle.

for a Gaussian distribution of rms standard deviation σline and
peak signal-to-noise SNR is given by: σcent =

σline
SNR

(Porter et al.
2004). Uncertainties in line centroid velocities derived from our
Gaussian fitting procedure are thus typically: σV =

FWHM/2.35
SNR

,
i.e. ≤11−16 km s−1 for a line peak SNR ≥ 5 and a line FWHM
ranging from 135 to 200 km s−1 typical of our observations.

The centroid map shows that the extended blueshifted jet
emission at PA = 294◦ has centroid velocities of average value
−70 km s−1, consistent with the HVC in previous high-spectral
resolution observations. The jet shows a local peak in centroid
velocity (−90 km s−1) at (∆α,∆δ) ∼ (−1.′′2,+0.′′6), coincident
with the emission knot identified in the deconvolved HVB chan-
nel map (denoted with an asterisk in Fig. 5). The profile width is
narrow, and essentially unresolved beyond 1.′′3 from the star.

Closer to the star, centroid velocities progressively decrease
to values of ≃−30,−10 km s−1 while the line FWHM signifi-
cantly increases. The available velocity information combined
with the channel maps from Fig. 3 suggests that, towards the
central source, emission from the spatially unresolved LVC com-
ponent at −4 km s−1 centered at the continuum position strongly
contributes to the line profile, resulting in intermediate centroid
velocities and increased line widths.

In a small zone on the redshifted side, at (∆α,∆δ) ∼
(+0.′′8,−0.′′3), peak velocities appear slightly redshifted and line
profiles become significantly broader with a fitted FWHM ≥
200 km s−1, corresponding to an intrinsic FWHM > 140 km s−1,
suggesting a contribution from a third kinematical component.
This region spatially coincides with the red extension identified
in the reconstructed HVR channel map from Fig. 3.

3.2.2. Kinematics along the jet axis

Figure 6 shows a position-velocity map along the jet in [O ],
reconstructed by averaging the lenslets transversally across a
1′′ wide pseudo-slit, and sampling every 0.′′2 along the jet.
Centroid velocities derived from one-component Gaussian fits
to the line profiles are also plotted. Beyond 0.′′5, we clearly
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Fig. 7. Transverse position-velocity diagrams across the blue jet at dis-
tances of 0.′′4 (top) and 1.′′2 (bottom) from the star. Centroid veloci-
ties (crosses) derived from one-component Gaussian fits are also plot-
ted with their estimated 1σ error bars (see text). The pseudo-slits are
0.′′2 wide and are binned every 0.′′2 in the transverse direction. Contours

start at 5σ and increase by factors of
√

2.

detect the high-velocity blue jet (HVC) with an average cen-
troid radial velocity of ∼−70 km s−1. The profiles are essen-
tially unresolved spectrally in the jet (FWHM = 140 km s−1).
Average variations in radial velocities along the blue jet do
not exceed 10% (7 km s−1) beyond 0.′′6 over the central 2.′′5.
Closer to the star, centroid radial velocities progressively de-
crease and converge to ∼−10 km s−1 on the redshifted side, con-
sistent with the LVC. The lines become asymmetric and wider
with an intrinsic FWHM (deconvolved from the instrumental
FWHM = 135 km s−1) of ≃130 km s−1 (see profile in bottom
panel of Fig. 2).

3.2.3. Transverse position-velocity diagrams

We show in Fig. 7 transverse position-velocity maps recon-
structed by integrating spectra within a 0.′′2 wide pseudo slit po-
sitioned perpendicular to the jet axis at two different distances
from the star along the jet axis. These two position-velocity di-
agrams illustrate the transverse structure of the jet. Close to the
source (at d = 0.′′4), where the LVC component still marginally
contributes, the emission on the jet axis peaks at intermediate
velocities (−60 km s−1) and is marginally resolved transversally.
At d = 1.′′2, the emission is more resolved transversally and the
radial velocities peak at −80 km s−1 towards the jet axis, con-
sistent with the HVC component. In both cases, radial velocities
decrease by 20 km s−1 in the external parts of the jet at transverse
distances +/−0.′′6.

3.2.4. Search for transverse velocity shifts

Transverse velocity gradients, indicative of possible rotation
within the jet body, have been previously reported for 5 TTS
microjets (Bacciotti et al. 2002; Woitas et al. 2005; Coffey et al.
2004, 2007).

The principle of the measurement of rotation is to search for
radial velocity differences between pairs of spectra emitted at
two symmetrical transverse offsets ±d⊥ on either side of the jet
axis. In an axisymmetric flow, these velocity differences ∆V =
V(+d⊥) − V(−d⊥) would be related to the rotation velocity by
Vφ(d⊥) = ∆V/(2 sin i), where i is the inclination of the jet axis to
the line of sight, provided d⊥ is larger than the telescope PSF and
on the order of the jet emission radius, to minimize convolution
and projection effects (Pesenti et al. 2004).

The RY Tau transverse position-velocity diagrams presented
in Fig. 7 do show a skewness in the outer contours indicative of
transverse velocity gradients. Velocity shifts between two spec-
tra can be measured either by the difference of the centroid ve-
locities (determined by fitting a Gaussian profile to each line)
or directly by cross-correlating the two profiles. We apply both
methods to compute transverse velocity shifts at various trans-
verse distances to the jet axis (d⊥) and distances from the central
source along the jet axis (d//). We first averaged lenslets over
boxes of width 0.′′4 along the jet and 0.′′2 across the jet, in order
to increase the signal to noise ratio and to decrease the random
wavelength calibration uncertainty (typically with 3−4 lenslets
per box, the latter is down to 1σ ∼ 2.5 km s−1). The results are
shown in Fig. 8 for d⊥ = 0.′′2 and d⊥ = 0.′′6. Computed velocity
shifts range between −10 km s−1 and +10 km s−1 for d⊥ = 0.′′2,
and between −35 km s−1 and +15 km s−1 for d⊥ = 0.′′6, and
show no clear trend with distance along the jet axis.

The random errors due to noise associated with our trans-
verse velocity shift measurements are assessed through a Monte-
Carlo study detailed in Appendix A. We show that the Gaussian
fitting method is more accurate, and that the uncertainties associ-
ated with our velocity shifts measurements are well represented
by the empirical formula σ∆V = 90/SNR km s−1, as expected
theoretically for our typical line width (Porter et al. 2004). Based
on the above formula, we thus expect a 1σ uncertainty in ve-
locity shifts derived from Gaussian fits of ≤4 km s−1 for peak
SNR ≥ 20, and ≤8.5 km s−1 for peak SNR ≥ 10 (significantly
larger than wavelength calibration errors). Of course these es-
timates are only valid as long as the observed profiles do not
depart too much from a Gaussian profile, which is our case in
the blueshifted jet of RY Tau. Otherwise, the cross-correlation
technique should be preferred for measuring velocity shifts and
the corresponding uncertainties will be larger (see Appendix A).
For completeness, both the Gaussian centroid and the correlation
method are shown here, and they give identical results.

The 3σ error-bars derived from the profile SNR using the
above empirical formula from our Monte-Carlo study are plot-
ted in Fig. 8, for each transverse velocity difference. The de-
tected velocity shifts at d⊥ = ±0.′′2 are all compatible with
zero (at the 3σ level), as expected from beam-convolution ef-
fects. Indeed, for transverse distances significantly smaller than
the spatial PSF, contributions to rotation signatures from reced-
ing and approaching flow lines should cancel out in the beam
(Pesenti et al. 2004).

For transverse distances of the order of the jet width and
larger than our spatial resolution (d⊥ = 0.′′6) where rotation sig-
natures should be optimized (Pesenti et al. 2004), the detected
velocity shifts are also compatible everywhere with zero except
marginally at two distances along the jet axis: d// = 0.′′4 and
d// = 1.′′2 where we detect at a 2.5−3σ level transverse ve-
locity shifts of ∆V = V(dNE) − V(dSW) of +15.4 ± 5.9 km s−1

and −19.6 ± 4.6 km s−1 respectively. These transverse asym-
metries in velocities are clearly visible on the two transverse
position-velocity diagrams shown in Fig. 7, which correspond
to these same two distances from the source. We discuss in
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Fig. 8. Top and middle panels: velocity shifts between symmetric spec-
tra taken at ±0.′′2 (top panel) and ±0.′′6 (middle panel) on either side of
the jet axis, as a function of distance along the blue jet. Velocity shifts
are measured by one-component Gaussian fitting (triangles) and cross-
correlation (crosses). The 3σ error-bar deduced from the profile peak
SNR is plotted. Bottom panel: centroid velocities (from Gaussian fits)
measured on both sides of the jet axis at transverse offsets d⊥ = ±0.′′6,
as a function of distance to the star. Positive transverse offsets (filled
triangles) correspond to the north-east side of the blueshifted jet. In all
panels, lenslets are averaged inside boxes of width 0.′′4 along the jet and
0.′′2 across the jet.

Sect. 4.3 whether or not these two marginally detected velocity
shifts could trace signatures of rotation within the jet body.

3.3. Mass-loss rate

We estimate the mass-loss rate in the blueshifted jet from the
[O ] line luminosities using two different methods described in
detail by Hartigan et al. (1995), hereafter HEG95, and Cabrit
(2002). The first method assumes volume emission over the en-
tire elementary aperture under uniform plasma conditions (ne,
Te,xe = ne/nH). The mass-loss rate is then expressed as:

ṀJ = MTOTV⊥/l⊥ (1)

where V⊥ is the tangential flow velocity, l⊥ is the projected size
of the aperture on the plane of the sky along the jet axis, and
MTOT is the total gas mass inside the aperture given by:

MTOT = 9.61 × 10−6

(

1

1 − xe

) (

1 +
ncr

ne

) (

L[OI] 6300

L⊙

)

M⊙ (2)

assuming Te = 8200 K, with a corresponding line critical density
ncr = 1.97 × 106 cm−3 (HEG95). The term (1−xe) is added here
to account for ionised oxygen, assuming that O+/O = xe due to
resonant charge exchange with hydrogen (Cabrit 2002).

The second method assumes that [O ] line emission within
each elementary aperture arises from shock fronts. The mass-
loss rate is then expressed as a function of the shock velocity as:

ṀJ = 6.616 × 10−4

(

Vjet

Vshock

) (

L[O I]6300

L⊙

) (

cos θ

Nshock

)

M⊙ yr−1 (3)

where Vjet and Vshock are the jet speed and shock speed respec-
tively, Nshock is the number of shocks within the elementary aper-
ture and θ is the angle between the normal to the shock front and
the jet axis. These last two parameters are not present in the orig-
inal equation of HEG95, and are added to account for multiple

shocks in the beam and for the fact that an oblique shock in-
tercepts a surface of 1/ cos θ times the jet cross-section (Cabrit
2002).

By comparing the above two methods applied to stellar jets
observed with both small and large apertures, Cabrit (2002) con-
cluded that on average cos θ/Nshock ≃ 1 per 100 AU of jet length.
We will thus assume a value of 1 here for this ratio (our flux aper-
tures have l⊥ = 0.4′′ = 60 AU along the jet, see below). We will
adopt a jet speed of Vjet = 165 km s−1, and a tangential velocity

V⊥ = 150 km s−1, corresponding to a blue jet inclination to the
line of sight of 65◦ (see Sect. 4.1 for estimates of the RY Tau jet
inclination).

Since our present dataset of RY Tau only includes the
[O ] line, values of xe, ne, and Vshock cannot be inferred directly
from [S ] and [N ] line ratios, as done previously in our OASIS
study of the DG Tau microjet (Lavalley-Fouquet et al. 2000) and
we have to rely on estimates. We note that low shock velocities
are expected from the non-detection of [N ] emission in RY Tau
(Hartigan et al. 1995; Hirth et al. 1997). Indeed, planar shock
models predict a sharp decrease of emissivity for this line for
shock velocities below 30 km s−1 (Hartigan et al. 1994). We may
thus assume in Eq. (3) that Vshock is in the range 20 to 50 km s−1.
For ne and xe in Eq. (2), we will adopt typical parameters in-
ferred from high-angular resolution observations of the inner
regions of the DG Tau, RW Aur, Th 28 and HH 30 microjets
(Lavalley-Fouquet et al. 2000; Dougados et al. 2002; Bacciotti
& Eislöffel 1999; Hartigan & Morse 2007). We thus assume an
ionisation fraction xe = 10 % and an electronic density decreas-
ing with distance to the central source as ne= 5×103(1′′/r) cm−3

for d ≥ 60 AU, and flattening to a constant value of 3×104 cm−3

inside 60 AU (Hartigan & Morse 2007).
We estimate the blueshifted HVC jet [O ] luminosities at

different distances along the jet axis by integrating observed sur-
face brightnesses over the 3 velocity channels centered at −117,
−76 and −35 km s−1 (i.e. a total velocity range from −137.5
to −14.5 km s−1 taking into account the channel width). We now
include the spectral channel centered at −35 km s−1 since it al-
ways contains a significant fraction of the total HVC flux, due
to our moderate spectral resolution (see Fig. 2). The emission
is summed in the raw maps over rectangular apertures of full
longitudinal and transverse widths of 0.′′4 = l⊥ and 1.′′6 = d⊥
respectively. The chosen longitudinal width provides a sampling
along the jet axis similar to our spatial PSF, while the full trans-
verse width ensures that we include all of the jet emission over
our field of view (measured transverse FWHM ≤ 0.′′8 in our raw
maps for distances along the jet axis ≤2.′′). The derived HVC
[O ] luminosities as a function of projected distance along the
jet axis are plotted in Fig. 9. We observe a steep decrease in
brightness with distance from the source, reaching two orders of
magnitude at 2.5′′. However, within 0.′′6 from the central source,
the measured [O ] luminosities are strongly contaminated by the
strong low-velocity component, as indicated by centroid veloci-
ties lower than −70 km s−1 (see Fig. 6). Beyond distances of 2′′,
part of the transverse aperture falls outside the OASIS observa-
tions field of view. Distances between 0.′′6 and 1.′′8 from the star
(hereafter denoted as the HVC-dominated region) thus give the
best estimate of the HVC jet luminosity.

We also plot in Fig. 9 our estimates of mass-loss rates us-
ing the methods of volume (Eq. (2)) and shock (Eq. (3)) emis-
sion. Since we assume for simplicity a constant value of shock
speed and cos θ/Nshock = 1, and since Vjet also remains constant
within 10% along the jet, the mass-flux rate we derive from the
shock method is exactly proportional to the [O ] luminosity (see
Eq. (3)) and thus follows the same steep decrease with distance
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Fig. 9. Mass-loss rate in the RY Tau blueshifted jet as a function of pro-
jected distance, derived from the [O ] line luminosity with two different
assumptions (see text): volume emission (dot-dashed line) and shock
layer with shock speed 20 km s−1 (red long-dashed line) or 50 km s−1

(blue short-dashed line). The two methods are in good agreement in
the region dominated by the HV component. The [O ] line luminos-
ity, integrated over apertures of 0.′′4 × 1.′′6 and velocity interval −137
to −15 km s−1 is plotted as a full line.

to the central star. In particular, it drops by a factor of 5 from the
d = 0.8′′ to the d = 1.6′′ apertures covering the HVC-dominated
region. Although a real variation in ṀJ of this magnitude can-
not be completely ruled out a priori over a time span of 4 yrs
(crossing time of the HVC-dominated region), we suspect that
this drop is mainly an artefact of our simplifying assumptions in
the shock method. Our argument is that all TTS microjets im-
ages at sub-arcsecond resolution so far show a strongly decreas-
ing [O ] jet luminosity over their inner 200 AU; If this decrease
were proportional to a jet mass-flux variation, one would expect
to also encounter stars with rising jet brightness over the same
distance scales, whereas none have been seen. Therefore, the jet
mass-flux is probably not strictly proportional to the jet luminos-
ity over the jet length, and the factor 5 decline obtained by the
shock method for a constant Vshock and Nshock is an upper limit to
the true variation in ṀJ (e.g., Vshock and Nshock could easily de-
crease with distance from the star in a time-variable jet, causing
a luminosity decline even for a constant mass-flux; see Eq. (3)).

In support of this conclusion, we note that the volume
method gives values that are much more uniform along the jet,
because the decline in [O ] luminosity is now compensated for
by the drop of ne (see Eq. (2)). Across the HVC-dominated
region, values of the mass-loss rate derived by this method
change by only a factor 2, and are well bracketed by the shock
method for low to intermediate shock speeds (20−50 km s−1).
We thus take the average volume method mass-loss rate over
distances of 0.′′6−1.′′8 from the star of 6.6 × 10−9 M⊙ yr−1 as
our best estimate of the mean HVC mass-loss rate. The uncer-
tainty on the jet velocity (see below), and on the typical elec-
tronic densities at projected distances 100−150 AU, suggests
an uncertainty of at most a factor of 4 either way, consistent
with the good agreement with the shock methods noted above.
The mass-loss rate in the RY Tau blueshifted jet therefore is be-
tween 0.16 and 2.6×10−8 M⊙ yr−1. Combining with the range of
disc mass accretion rates determined by Calvet et al. (2004) of
6.4−9.1 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1, we derive an ejection to accretion rate
ratio (one sided) of ṀJ/Ṁacc between 0.02 and 0.4, with a most
probable value of 0.085.

Our best mass-flux estimate for the RY Tau blueshifted jet
is 4 times higher than the value of 1.6 × 10−9 M⊙ yr−1 previ-
ously derived by HEG95 from long-slit spectroscopy, despite
using the same volume method (Eq. (2)) and same transverse
jet speed (150 km s−1). The main origin of this difference lies
in the fact that our observations are spatially resolved while the
ones of HEG95 were not. First, HEG95 assumed that their in-
tegrated [O ] HVC luminosity uniformly filled a large region
of length l⊥ = 1.′′25 originating at the star position. However,
our [O ] maps show that most of the [O ] luminosity originates
from a compact component located much closer to the source.
Indeed, in our central aperture at d = 0′′ we measure a simi-
lar HVC [O ] luminosity as HEG95 did (2.85 × 10−5 L⊙ here
vs. 3.4 × 10−5 L⊙ in HEG95), but with a diaphragm 3 times
smaller (l⊥ = 0.′′4 here versus 1.′′25 in HEG95). Furthermore,
we noted above that our HVC luminosity is overestimated in
the central regions, due to contamination by the compact LVC,
so that the best estimate of the RY Tau jet HVC mass-loss rate
is in fact not obtained at the source, but at projected distances
along the jet between 0.′′6 to 1.′′8. Although we observe at these
distances an order of magnitude lower [O ] luminosities than
that derived by HEG95, we now have 16 times lower ne values
(adopting the representative ne observed on these spatial scales
in other resolved microjets) and again 3 times lower l⊥, resulting
in our best estimate mass-loss rate being, in the end, higher by
a factor 4 than the value derived by HEG95. This example illus-
trates the key importance of spatially resolved spectro-imaging
observations to derive more accurate mass-flux rates in T Tauri
microjets.

4. Discussion

4.1. Jet inclination angle and flow kinematics

The RY Tau system inclination to the line of sight is currently
poorly constrained. Kitamura et al. (2002) derive a best fit disc
axis inclination angle of 43.5◦ ± 5 from simultaneously fitting
marginally resolved 2 mm dust continuum emission maps and
the spectral energy distribution. On the other hand, Muzerolle
et al. (2003) derive an inner disc rim inclination to the line of
sight of 86◦ ± 10◦ from modelling of the near-infrared spectral
energy distribution (from 2 to 5 µm). Recently, Schegerer et al.
(2008) constrained the disc inclination axis to the line of sight to
be less than 70◦ from fitting both the spectral energy distribution
and N band visibilities obtained with MIDI at the VLTI. Here we
reexamine constraints on the system inclination in an attempt to
better estimate the true deprojected jet speed.

The observed variation of line-of-sight velocities with posi-
tion along the RY Tau jet, ∆Vrad ≃ 10%Vrad, implies a typical
shock speed ≃10%Vjet. Shock velocities in excess of 30 km s−1

at distances ≤1′′ from the source appear unlikely, since strong
[N ] has never been observed in RY Tau (Hirth et al. 1997;
Hartigan et al. 1995), while planar shock J-type models pre-

dict a sharp increase of [N ]6584 Å emission above Vs =
30 km s−1. Hence the constraint derived above on shock veloc-
ities implies a true jet flow velocity lower than 300 km−1. With
Vrad ≃ 70 km s−1, this would correspond to a maximum incli-
nation to the line of sight of 76.5◦. This maximum inclination
is compatible with the fact that no dark lane is clearly visible in
optical/near-IR images of the system (St-Onge & Bastien 2008).

We now derive an additional constraint on the minimum sys-
tem inclination required to reproduce the photo-polarimetric be-
haviour of RY Tau reported by Petrov et al. (1999). As pointed
out by these authors, the behaviour of RY Tau is reminiscent of
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that observed in UX Ori type stars, in particular the increase of
linear degree of polarization when the system is fainter. Natta &
Whitney (2000) model the optical photometric and polarimetric
variability of UX Ors with partial occultation of the photosphere
by circumstellar dust clouds, resulting in a relative increase of
(polarised) scattered radiation from the surrounding circumstel-
lar disc. In particular, these authors compute the degree of linear
polarisation expected at minimum light as a function of the op-
tical depth of the occulting screens and of the inclination of the
disc to the line of sight. In RY Tau, the intrinsic linear polari-
sation in the V band increased from 0.7% at high brightness to
1.7% ± 0.1% at minimum brightness (∆mag = 1 mag; Petrov
et al. 1999). According to the models computed by Natta &
Whitney (2000) this behaviour indicates an inclination of the
disc axis to the line of sight ≥45◦. The models are computed
for a 2 M⊙ central star with effective temperature Teff = 9000 K
and luminosity L⋆ = 50 L⊙, i.e. of similar mass as RY Tau, but of
higher effective temperature and luminosity (Teff = 5945 K and
L⋆ = 9.6±1.5 L⊙ is estimated for RY Tau by Calvet et al. 2004).
The model predictions are mostly sensitive to the disc flaring
parameter h/r, ranging between 0.01 and 0.03. For a passive ir-

radiated thin disc, T ∝ L
1/4
⋆ so that h/r ∝ L

1/8
⋆ M

−1/2
⋆ and the

difference of a factor 5 in stellar luminosities amounts to a 20%
difference in h/r only. The conclusion on the minimum RY Tau
inclination angle of 45◦ therefore appears quite robust.

Our conservative lower and upper limits to the jet inclina-
tion of 45◦ and 76.5◦ are compatible, within the errors, with
the determinations of both Kitamura et al. (2002) and Muzerolle
et al. (2003) but do not allow us to discriminate between the two.
Within best available constraints, we will therefore assume a jet
inclination angle to the line of sight within this range, implying
a deprojected flow velocity between 100 and 300 km s−1 with
a most probable value of 165 km s−1 (taking into account a ran-
dom orientation of the jet axis in 3D space). This latter value was
adopted to estimate the jet mass-flux rate.

We note that St-Onge & Bastien (2008) estimate a similar
proper motion of 165 km s−1 for their brightest Hα knot (Ha2),
from comparison to archival HST data. If we identify our HVB
[O ] knot at 1.′′35 with one of their inner Hα knots, we would in-
fer proper motions of 140 km s−1 (HaB knot) to 247 km s−1 (HaC
knot), again consistent with a moderate jet speed <300 km s−1.

4.2. Origin of the Hipparcos photocenter variation

The jet position angle (294◦±1◦) is compatible with the position
angle of the photocenter variation derived by Hipparcos obser-
vations (304◦ ± 34◦), calling into question the proposed inter-
pretation in terms of a close binary system (Bertout et al. 1999).
One would expect close binaries to have their orbits coplanar
with the disk and perpendicular to the jet. In an inclined sys-
tem like RY Tau, the probability of catching the binary when it
appears projected along the blueshifted jet axis would then be
quite small. Furthermore, recent infrared interferometric mea-
surements have failed to detect a close companion in RY Tau
(Schegerer et al. 2008).

We investigate below whether the displacement of the pho-
tocenter seen by Hipparcos could be produced instead by line
emission associated with the jet itself. A displacement of the
photocenter in the direction of the blueshifted jet axis would re-
sult if the contrast between the extended jet and unresolved con-
tinuum photosphere varied during the Hipparcos observations
(2.5 years between January 1990 and June 1992). Such a vari-
ation could be produced either by intrinsic jet variability due for

example to knot ejections, or by variability in the photospheric
continuum emission itself. The latter case seems to be favored
in the RY Tau system, where the RY Tau photo-polarimetric be-
havior can be understood in terms of partial occultation episodes
of the photosphere (Petrov et al. 1999).

We evaluate the total jet line flux expected in the Hipparcos

photometric filter, covering the spectral range between 4000 Å
and 6500 Å, by considering the predictions from the planar
shock models of Hartigan et al. (1994) and HEG95 with pre-
shock densities ranging between 106 and 102 cm−3, pre-shock
magnetic fields between 30 and 300 µG and shock veloci-
ties ranging between 20 and 100 km s−1. The lines which
could contribute significantly are: Hβ λ4861 Å, [N ]λ5200 Å,
[O ]λλ6300, 6363 Å, [N ]λλ6548, 6583 Å, Hα λ6563 Å, and
[S ]λλ6716, 6731 Å. We consider first a single shock front of
shock velocity Vs, located at distance z from the source, and in-
tercepting the total cross-section of the jet. The line emission can
be expressed as:

F(z) =
πR(z)2

2πD2
× f (Vs(z), nH(z)) (4)

where D is the distance from the source to the earth, R(z) and
nH(z) respectively the jet transverse radius and pre-shock den-
sity at distance z along the jet. The function f gives the emitted
flux per unit surface out of one face of the shock, and is taken
fromHartigan et al. (1994) and HEG95. The function f increases
strongly with shock velocity and is proportional to nH, the pre-
shock density. Its dependence on the pre-shock magnetic field is
weak in the conditions considered. If we further assume a con-
stant mass-loss rate along the jet, equal to πR2µnHVjet, the line
flux becomes independent of z and reduces to (for D = 140 pc):

F = 2.1 × 10−12 ×
(

ṀJ

10−8 M⊙ yr−1

)

×
(

165 km s−1

Vjet

)

× f
(

Vs, nH = 10
4 cm−3

)

erg s−1 cm
−2
.

The function f (Vs, nH = 104 cm−3) increases from 10−2 for
shock velocities Vs = 30 km s−1 to 0.2 for Vs = 100 km s−1.
Hence, the total optical line flux emitted by one single shock
front is expected to be ≤ 2.1 × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 for shock
velocities ≤30 km s−1, ≤4.2 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 for shock ve-
locities ≤100 km s−1.

The maximum photocenter displacement will occur at min-
imum photospheric brightness. During Hipparcos observations
RY Tau V band magnitudes varied between 9.7 and 11.05. We
thus estimate the continuum flux at minimum brightness in the
Hipparcos photometric filter (FWHM ≃ 2000 Å) to be Fcont ≃
3 × 10−10 erg s−1 cm−2. The maximum contrast between line
emission from a single shock front and photospheric continuum
emission is therefore expected to be 6.7×10−5 for Vs ≤ 30 km s−1
and 1.4 × 10−3 for Vs ≤ 100 km s−1.

To produce the maximum displacement of the photocenter
of 19.5 mas observed by Hipparcos would thus require a shock
front located at a distance from the star ≥300′′ for shock ve-
locities ≤30 km s−1 and 14′′ for shock velocities ≤100 km s−1.
But this is well outside the primary beam of Hipparcos (of di-
ameter 30′′ but with a strong attenuation starting at 5′′ from
center). Alternatively, more than one shock front may contribute
within the beam of Hipparcos observations. The photocenter dis-
placement produced by n shock fronts equally spaced along the
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jet within a radius R, i.e. with separations ∆x = R/n, can be
written as:

xphot = R × n + 1

2
× F

Fcont

· (5)

To produce a photocenter displacement of 19.5 mas would then
require ≃5 shock fronts located within 5′′ of the central source
for shock velocities ≃100 km s−1, and an unrealistically large
number of shock fronts (≥100) for shock velocities ≤30 km s−1.

Knot separations ≃1′′ are compatible with previous ob-
servations of the inner regions of TTS microjets (Dougados
et al. 2000; Bacciotti et al. 2000; López-Martín et al. 2003;
Woitas et al. 2005). Thus predictions of jet line emission from
multiple shocks could marginally account for the observed
Hipparcos photocenter displacement provided shock velocities
are ≃100 km s−1. This however seems inconsistent with the non-
detection of [N ] emission in RY Tau. Progress on this issue
will require more accurate determinations of shock velocities
through line ratio observations in the RY Tau microjet.

Another possible source of photocenter displacement along
the jet axis is bright scattered optical light from the surface of the
circumstellar disc. At intermediate inclinations for the RY Tau
system, the image of the disc in scattered light will be domi-
nated by the blue lobe (see Natta & Whitney 2000 for an exam-
ple). Occultation of the photosphere will enhance the contrast
between scattered and direct stellar light, resulting in a displace-
ment of the photocenter perpendicular to the disc plane, towards
the blueshifted jet axis. The maximum degree of linear polarisa-
tion of 1.7% at minimum photospheric brightness (Petrov et al.
1999) gives a lower limit to the ratio of scattered to direct light
during occultation. Indeed due to polarisation cancelling in a
centro-symmetric scattering pattern, the true ratio of scattered to
direct light can be much higher than the integrated polarisation.
This interpretation should be checked with detailed disc image
modelling.

From the fact that the photocenter displacement seen by
Hipparcos lies along the jet axis, we thus conclude that a binary
companion may not be the most relevant explanation. Our anal-
ysis above shows however that line emission from shocks in the
jet is probably not bright enough to produce the observed pho-
tocenter displacement in the Hipparcos broad photometric filter.
The most likely origin thus appears to be scattering off the sur-
face of the disc seen at intermediate inclinations, combined with
variable partial occultation of the central photosphere. This in-
terpretation should however be checked with a detailed study of
the observed variation of the Hipparcos photocenter with time.
In particular, we predict a clear anti-correlation between system
brightness and photocenter displacement.

4.3. Transverse structure and rotation signatures

We discuss below whether the transverse velocity shifts
marginally detected at distances along the jet of d// = 0.′′4
and 1.′′2 from the star and transverse distances d⊥ = ±0.′′6 from
the jet axis could be due to rotation within the jet body. The 2.5σ
detection at d//=0.

′′4 is doubtful, since the inferred sense of ro-
tation would be opposite to the disc rotation sense inferred from
the velocity gradient observed in the millimetric CO observa-
tions of Koerner& Sargent (1995): from blueshifted in the north-
east to redshifted in the south-west along PA ≃ 21◦. In contrast,
the 3σ detection at d// = 1.′′2 would indicate a sense of rotation
in the jet in agreement with the disc rotation sense. The detection
of jet rotation at this position and not at others could reflect the
fact that both the SNR and the HVC contribution are maximized

there: closer in, photospheric subtraction residuals are important
and the low-velocity component contributes significantly, while
further out, the signal to noise ratio rapidly decreases. However,
interpretation as a rotation signature remains questionable due to
the marginal 3σ level and to the fact that the detection happens
to be very close to the jet knot detected in the HVBmap.We plot
in Fig. 5 as white boxes the two regions of the jet whose summed
line profiles produce the detected transverse velocity shift at 1.′′2.
The detected velocity asymmetry could also be caused by asym-
metries in the wings of a bow-shock peaked at the position of
the HVB knot, at 1.′′35 from the star (asterisk symbol in the fig-
ure). Higher angular resolution observations that better resolve
the jet transverse structure are required to settle the origin of this
velocity asymmetry.

4.4. Comparison with cTTS microjets

We analyze here the derived properties of the RY Tau microjet
in the light of previous studies of T Tauri small scale jets. We
compare in Fig. 4 the RY Tau blueshifted jet widths as a function
of projected distance to the central source with previous studies
of TTS microjets. Both the jet widths and opening angle appear
similar to those derived on similar spatial scales for the other TTs
microjets, suggesting similar collimation scale and properties.

The full range of centroid flow velocities observed on spa-
tial scales of a few 100 AUs for the DG Tau (Pyo et al. 2003;
Lavalley et al. 1997), RW Aur (Pyo et al. 2006), HL Tau (Pyo
et al. 2006), HH 30 (Hartigan & Morse 2007) and CW Tau
(Hartigan et al. 2004) microjets, where inclination angles are
well constrained, is 130−300 km s−1 with an average value of
225±55 km s−1. Our possible interval of 100−300 km s−1 for the
deprojected terminal velocity in the RY Tau microjet (Sect. 4.1)
thus falls in the same range as previously investigated microjets
from lower mass central sources.

Finally, our estimate for the (one-sided) ejection to accre-
tion rate ṀJ/Ṁacc ratio, between 0.02 and 0.4 with a best value
of 0.085, is also compatible with the average ratio ≃0.1 for lower
mass cTTS sources found by Cabrit (2007) using jet mass-fluxes
from HEG95 and revised accretion rates from Gullbring et al.
(1998).

The overall properties (collimation, terminal centroid veloci-
ties, ejection to accretion rate ratio) of the RY Taumicrojet there-
fore appear quantitatively similar to those of the microjets from
lower mass cTTS investigated so far.

4.5. Implications for jet launching models

The remarkably similar collimation, terminal speed, and ejec-
tion efficiency of the RY Tau microjet compared to lower mass
cTTs gives for the first time a firm support to the common be-
lief that the jet launching mechanism is probably universal over
a broad range of stellar masses. We examine below the implica-
tions of the derived RY Tau jet parameters for the three classes of
steady state jet launching magneto-centrifugal models currently
discussed in the context of cTTS microjets and for which de-
tailed observational predictions are available (see Ferreira et al.
2006; Cabrit 2007, for detailed reviews).

Magnetized stellar wind models have been developped to ac-
count for the origin of collimated mass-loss in young stars, and
to explain their spin-equilibrium despite active accretion (Sauty
& Tsinganos 1994; Matt & Pudritz 2008). Since CTTS rotate at
a small fraction of their break-up velocity (e.g. 15% in RY Tau),
centrifugal acceleration from the stellar surface is insufficient
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to overcome the gravitational pull of the star, and a significant
amount of energy must be deposited by pressure gradients at the
base of the flow. This additional source of energy would pre-
sumably originate from the accretion process, e.g. in the form of
enthalpy (hot wind) or Alfven-wave pressure (cool wind).

A recent analysis of UV emission lines in RY Tau by
Gómez de Castro & Verdugo (2007) does indicate the presence
of a hot stellar wind at ≃6 × 104 K in this star. However, with
the parameters derived by these authors for the UV line emitting
region (emitting volume (0.35 R⊙)

3, total density ≃1010 cm−3

and flow velocity ≃150 km s−1), we estimate a mass-loss rate
for the high-temperature UV emitting wind of ≃10−11 M⊙ yr−1.
This is 2−3 orders of magnitude lower than the mass-loss rate
in the optical jet. Thus, the hot stellar wind component does
not contribute significantly to the bulk of the jet mass-loss seen
at optical wavelengths, and enthalpy is not the main jet driving
mechanism.

Pressure gradients from Alfvén waves allow one to drive
cooler stellar winds (Decampli 1981), but the wave energy
needed to power the observed jet mass flux is unrealistically
large. Neglecting centrifugal acceleration, the fraction of ac-
cretion luminosity that needs to be transferred to the flow is
ǫ∞ ≃ βṀ j/Ṁa where Ṁ j is the mass-flux in one jet and
β = 2 + V2

jet/V
2
K,⋆ parametrizes the amount of specific energy

transferred to the flow by pressure gradients (Ferreira et al.
2006). In RY Tau, the estimated range of jet terminal speed is
100−300 km s−1 and the Keplerian speed at the stellar surface
VK,⋆ = 350 km s−1(using M∗ = 2 M⊙ and R∗ = 3 R⊙; Calvet
et al. 2004), yielding β ≃ 2−3 and ǫ∞ ≃ 20%−30% for the one-
sided ejection/accretion ratio of 0.1. Full MHD stellar wind so-
lutions including magnetocentrifugal effects yield a similar re-
sult, with ǫ∞ ≃ 20%−40% for a two-sided ejection/accretion
ratio of 0.15−0.2 (Matt & Pudritz 2008). If only 20% of the
Alfvén wave power is actually transferred to the flow, as the cal-
culations of Decampli (1981) suggest, the total power in waves
would have to be comparable to the accretion luminosity, which
seems unrealistic.

We now examine the possibility that the jet originates from
the inner regions of the circumstellar disc (X-wind or extended
disc wind). The expression of the terminal poloidal flow velocity
for a given streamline originating from a launching radius r0 in
the disc is given by (Blandford & Payne 1982):

V∞
p = (GM∗/r0)

1/2
√
2λ − 3 (6)

where λ = (rA/r0)2 is the magnetic lever arm parameter.
In the framework of the X-windmodel developed by Shu and

collaborators, all the streamlines originate from the co-rotation
radius in the disc with λ values ranging between 3 and 6 (Shang
et al. 1998), with most of the mass flux having λ ≃ 3. With the
RY Tau stellar parameters M∗ = 2 M⊙, R∗ = 3 R⊙, and v sin i =
52 km s−1, we estimate a co-rotation radius of 0.05 sin i2/3 AU.
Thus, the range of terminal poloidal velocities predicted by the
X-wind model in the case of the RY Tau microjet would be
≃310−540(sin i)−1/3 km s−1, with the jet line emission sharply
peaked at the lower value (see predicted PV diagrams in Shang
et al. 1998). The [O ] velocity centroid of 70 km s−1 in the
RY Tau jet would then imply an inclination of the jet axis to the
line of sight of 77◦, at the upper limit of current observational
constraints (see Sect. 4.1).

In the radially self-similar disc wind solutions first intro-
duced by Blandford & Payne (1982), mass-loss originates from
an extended range of radii in the disc, and the magnetic lever arm

parameter λ is constant over all streamlines. Self-consistent cal-
culations including the accretion disk dynamics show that super-
Alfvénic solutions exist for λ between 2 and 100, depending on
the toroidal field and heating at the disk surface (Ferreira 1997;
Casse & Ferreira 2000). The two-sided ejection to accretion rate
ratio is tightly related to λ and is given by 1

2(λ−1) ln (rout/rin)
where rout and rin are the inner and outer radii of the region in the
disc where the jet originates. As shown in Ferreira et al. (2006),
these solutions reproduce the global properties (collimation, ter-
minal poloidal velocities, rotation signatures, ejection to accre-
tion rate ratio) of previously studied cTTs microjets for λ values
in the range 2−15 and rout ≤ a few AUs. The global derived
RY Tau jet parameters, being in the same range as previously
investigated cTTS microjets, will therefore be compatible with
similar disc wind solutions. We note in particular that the trans-
verse kinematical structure of the blueshifted jet, illustrated in
Fig. 7, is reminiscent of the kinematical behavior of magneto-
centrifugal disc winds where outer streamlines originating from
larger launching radii are predicted to flow at lower velocities
than inner streamlines.

Our current best estimates of the RY Taumicrojet parameters
thus appear more compatible with an origin from the inner re-
gions of the disc than with a stellar wind. Obviously, an accurate
determination of the jet parameters (inclination and densities) is
required to constrain more precisely the wind kinematics and the
ejection to accretion ratio, allowing a detailed comparison with
model predictions.

5. Conclusions

Using the OASIS spectroimager at CFHT, we have studied
with 0.2′′−0.4′′ resolution the 2D morphology and kinematics
of the inner 2′′ of the RY Tau microjet in the [O ]λ6300 Å line.
Our main conclusions are the following:

– The [O ] emission exhibits a bright compact low-velocity
peak within 30 mas = 4 AU of the star, and an extended high-
velocity blueshifted jet at PA = 294◦ ± 1◦, with an emission
knot at 1.′′35. The PA is consistent with the Hα jet imaged on
larger scales by St-Onge & Bastien (2008). The redshifted
jet is faint and only marginally detected.

– We derive PSF-corrected jet widths of 30−40 AU and full
opening angle of 5◦ on spatial scales 20−280 AU. These col-
limation properties are similar to those of lower mass cTTS
microjets previously imaged at subarcsecond resolution.

– The mean jet centroid radial velocity is −70± 5 km s−1. Best
current constraints indicate an intermediate jet inclination to
the line of sight (between 45◦ and 77◦) and true flow veloc-
ities between 100 and 300 km s−1, in the same range as mi-
crojets from lower mass cTTS. The most probable jet speed
of 165 km s−1 agrees well with preliminary proper motion
estimates.

– The transverse jet kinematic structure was studied in detail.
A decrease of centroid velocity towards the jet edges is ob-
served at all positions along the jet axis, as expected from
MHD disk wind models. Asymmetries in velocity with re-
spect to the jet axis, and their statistical errors, were also
examined. A 3σ transverse velocity shift is found near the
emission knot at 1.′′35 from the source, but our angular res-
olution is insufficient to distinguish between jet rotation and
bowshock asymmetries.

– From the measured spatially resolved [O ] luminosity along
the jet, we derive for the HVC an ejection rate 4 times higher
than the previous determination by Hartigan et al. (1995).
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The one-sided ejection to accretion rate ratio is ≃0.1 (within
a factor of 4), similar to its average value in lower mass cTTS
(Cabrit 2007).

– The remarkably similar collimation, terminal speed, and
ejection efficiency of the RY Tau microjet compared to lower
mass cTTS gives firm support to the common belief that
the jet launching mechanism may be universal over a broad
range of stellar masses.

– The [O ] jet mass-flux exceeds by 2−3 orders of magnitude
the mass-flux in the hot stellar wind component discovered
in UV lines by Gómez de Castro & Verdugo (2007). This
does not support thermal pressure as the main driving agent
for the atomic jet. An Alfvén-wave driven, cool stellar wind
is possible but energetically challenging.

– The PA we measure for the blueshifted jet is comparable to
the PA of the photocenter variation detected by Hipparcos
in RY Tau, calling into question its interpretation in terms
of a binary system. We propose that the photocenter dis-
placements may instead arise during UXOr-like occultation
events, which enhance emission from the blueshifted jet
and/or scattering cavity relative to the occulted photosphere.
This would predict a clear anti-correlation between photo-
center displacement and source brightness.
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Appendix A: Random errors on transverse velocity

shift measurements

In order to accurately estimate the uncertainties due to noise
in our transverse velocity shift measurements, we perform a
Monte-Carlo study adapted to our OASIS observational param-
eters. We simulate pairs of identical Gaussian spectra with total
FWHM 135 km s−1 or 175 km s−1, typical of our observations,
and shift them by ∆V = 10 km s−1 (comparable to the expected
transverse velocity shifts due to rotation), using the same veloc-
ity sampling as in our data. We checked that the results shown
below are in fact independent of the shift for ∆V ≥ 10 km s−1.
We then introduce random Gaussian noise typical of our observ-
ing parameters, i.e. a peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) varying
between 5 and 40. For each Monte-Carlo realisation of the noise
statistics, we “measure” velocity shifts between the two spectra
with the two different methods: difference between the veloc-
ity centroids derived from single component Gaussian fits, and
cross-correlation between the pair of spectra. We perform 300
such Monte-Carlo realisations at a given SNR, and then compute
the rms standard deviation of the 300 measured velocity shifts.

The result is shown in Fig. A.1 where we plot the standard
deviation of the measured velocity shift as a function of ini-
tial peak signal to noise ratio for the 2 methods, and for the
two values of input FWHM. This study demonstrates that the
Gaussian fitting procedure gives the best accuracy compared to
cross-correlation, and that the error increases steeply with de-
creasing peak SNR.

The theoretical accuracy on the centroid of a single com-
ponent Gaussian profile of dispersion σline dominated by pho-
ton noise and with infinite sampling is given by σline/SNR
(Porter et al. 2004) where the SNR is the signal over noise ra-
tio at the line emission peak. Since we compute the difference

Fig. A.1. 1σ error on the velocity shift between two spectra as a func-
tion of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the line peak, as modelled
from Monte-Carlo simulations. Two measurement methods are pre-
sented: cross-correlation of spectra (short-dashed curves) and centroid
difference of Gaussian fits (solid curves). The input velocity shift is
10 km s−1, and the input profile FWHM is 135 km s−1 (black curves)
and 175 km s−1 (blue curves). The long dashed curve plots σ∆V =

90/SNR km s−1, the expected theoretical error for infinite sampling (see
text).

of two centroids, each affected by the same error, we would
thus expect a 1σ dispersion in the velocity shifts of σ∆V ≃√
2(FWHM/2.35)/SNR ranging between 82/SNR km s−1 (for

FWHM = 135 km s−1) and 104/SNR km s−1 (for FWHM =

175 km s−1). Our Monte-Carlo results in Fig. A.1 for the
Gaussian method are well fitted by an empirical formula σ∆V =

90/SNR km s−1, fully consistent with the theoretical expecta-
tions from Porter et al. (2004). We use this formula to compute
3σ error bars for the transverse velocity shifts plotted in Fig. 8.
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6DG TauIn this hapter I present a detailed analysis of the near infrared emission of the DG Taumirojet in the inner regions, ∼200 AU from the star. I analyze both the atomi andmoleular omponents of the out�ow from SINFONI observations in the H and K bands.Observing in the near-IR allows to reah higher angular resolution than in the optialbeause of a better performane of OA systems in the near-IR versus the optial regime(0.15′′ for SINFONI observations while 0.3′′-0.4′′ for similar instruments in the optial).On the other side, these observations will allow to probe simultaneously atomi and mole-ular traers and study their relationship.Firstly, this study extends to NIR high angular resolution spetro-imaging tehniques,the studies arried out in the NIR by Pyo et al. (2003) using long-slit tehniques and inthe optial using long-slit tehniques (e.g Baiotti, 2002; Co�ey et al., 2008) but alsousing IFS tehniques (Lavalley-Fouquet et al., 2000). In partiular, the iron atomi linesobserved in the H band trae densities higher than the optial [SII℄ doublet ommon traerand they an be used to obtain the ollimation and aeleration sales and the mass-lossrates so important to test dis wind models. In addition, an estimate of the iron depletionat the jet base is also possible whih gives indiators of the jet origin. If the jet originatesfrom dis regions, some depletion is expeted but in ontrary, if the jet has a stellar origin,no depletion will be observed.Seondly, the H2 emission observed in the K band allow to probe the struture of the�ow in a broad range of exitation onditions and to study its relation with the atomiomponent. Moleular hydrogen is a primary onstituent of ool gas in the irumstellarenvironments of young stars. A number of moleular studies were arried out in sourespresenting out�ows. However, these studies were entered in lass 0/I objets and inthe ooler omponent observed at millimeter wavelengths. To date, the spatial struture,exitation and variability of near IR moleular hydrogen emission in the inner 200 AU en-vironment of most T Tauri stars remains unknown. Investigating the morphology, veloitystruture in the H2 transitions observed in the NIR and the relationship with the atomi



94 DG Tau 6.1jet ould distinguish between exitation mehanisms and larify the nature of the emissionin these regions.The most reent and detailed studies of the inner regions of warm H2 out�ows inT Tauri stars are those of Takami et al. (2004) using long-slit observations of DG Tauor those of Gustafsson et al. (2008) and Bek et al. (2008) using IFS observations.Gustafsson et al. (2008) analyzed SINFONI observations, similar to those shown here,for the T Tau ase and Bek et al. (2008) arried out a study of 6 CTTs, inludingDG Tau, using the NIFS spetrograph on the Gemini North Telesope. Exitation by UV�uoresene pumped by FUV or Lyα photons, by stellar UV and/or X-ray and by shoksin the out�ows are onsidered and disussed in depth in the three papers. In addition,the origin of the emission is disussed, does this emission ome from the material on thedis, from an out�ow or from material in the envelope? if it is an out�ow, is it a diswind or a X-wind? This previous works seem to indiate that gas is exited by shoksin a wide-angle wind omponent, but none of the possibilities is really exluded. I willsummarize all the arguments presented in these studies and deeply disuss them withinthe new results present during the hapter in order to onstrain as muh as possible theorigin of this moleular omponent.6.1 Previous worksDG Tau is a prototypial T Tauri jet soure, in transition between Class II and ClassI objets and with the highest aretion rate among the TTs. Athough it is one of themost studied CTTs, a big unertainty exists in its properties. Starting by the spetral typelassi�ation, Strom et al. (1989) lassi�ed DG Tau as K5, while Muzerolle et al. (1998b)gave K7-M0 and a more reent study lassi�es it as K3 ± 2 (White & Hillenbrand, 2004).Hartigan et al. (1995) give a stellar radius of 2.3 R⊙ and a stellar mass of 0.67 M⊙ frompre-main sequene traks by D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994), but White & Hillenbrand(2004) give a stellar mass of 2M⊙ using traks given by Siess et al. (2000). This lastvalue results from a higher e�etive temperature and stellar luminosity determinations byWhite & Hillenbrand (2004). I will assume the �rst estimate beause it is that generallyaepted to date. The visual extintion, Av, is a parameter very di�ult to obtain andestimates between 0.8 and 3.3 are given in the literature. Di�erent values for the Ṁaccand Ṁej are found through the di�erent authors, but I will disuss them in detail in theorresponding setion of Ch. 6.In the NIR the most reent studies of this objet, that I will ompare with the re-sults of the work arried out in this thesis, are those of Pyo et al. (2003), Takami et al.(2004) and Bek et al. (2008). The �rst one studied the [FeII℄ atomi omponent us-ing long-slit spetrosopy (slit width=0.3′′ with the Infrared Camera and Spetrograph,IRCS) ombined with the adaptive optis system of Subaru Telesope in Mauna Kea,Hawaii. Observations were taken on Otober 2001 using a on�guration providing anangular resolution of 0.16′′ and a veloity resolution of 30 km/s. They identi�ed two lear



6.2 Observations and Data Redution 95veloity omponents, one named low veloity omponent (LVC) with a enter veloity of
∼-100 km/s and a high veloity omponent (HVC) at ∼-220 km/s. They also identi�eda red-shifted omponent showing a gap due to a dis of 140 AU in radius. The authorsgive some interpretations to the origin of the two omponents and they onlude thatthe well-ollimated HVC jet emanates from a region lose to the star while the LVC is awide dis wind omponent. They say that the LVC an be due to entrainment of materialby the HVC or maybe two di�erent mehanisms explain the two omponents. The HVCwould be driven by reonnetion of dipolar stellar magneti �elds anhored to an aretiondis and the LVC would be the result of the interation of the inner part of the dis withopen magneti �eld lines.Takami et al. (2004) and Bek et al. (2008) entered their e�orts in understandingthe moleular emission. Takami et al. (2004) was the �rst detetion of a warm moleularwind in DG Tau in the near-IR H2 lines. They used the same on�guration of the IRCSon Subaru Telesope but in the K band to observe DG Tau in November 2002. The mainonlusion of this work is the detetion of the H2 emission in DG Tau with a radial veloityof ∼-15 km/s. The authors disuss the origin of this emission and they onlude that theH2 and the forbidden lines emission are originated in di�erent regions of the �ow: 1) fromfast, well-ollimated and partially ionized streamlines and 2) from slow, poorly-ollimatedand moleular streamlines. This interpretation is in good agreement with preditions frommagneto-entrifugal dis wind models or by entrainment of the material by the fast jet,although the authors think this possibility unlikely. They also noted that the gas, observedat a temperature of ∼2000 K an be heated by shoks or ambipolar di�usion.Bek et al. (2008) observed 6 stars, inluding DG Tau, with the Near IR Integral FieldSpetrograph (NIFS) at the Gemini North Telesope in Mauna Kea, Hawaii. DG Tau wasobserved on Otober 2005 with a spatial resolution of ≤ 0.1′′ and a spetral resolutionof ∼5300 at 2.2µm. The authors deteted H2 emission in the six CCTs observed andthey derived exitation temperatures in the range 1800-2300 K. Observed line ratios areonsistent with shok exitation while models of UV or X ray heating predit insu�ientexitation temperature for the spatial extents of the observed H2 emission. However, theauthors do not exlude the possibility sine models are developed for ISM environmentwhih are quite di�erent from the onditions surrounding CCTs. Finally, the authorsonlude then that the bulk of the emission omes from shok exitations assoiated withthe HH out�ows rather than from a quiesent dis irradiated by the entral star.6.2 Observations and Data Redution6.2.1 ObservationsObservations of the DG Tau mirojet in H and K bands were onduted on Otober 15th2005 at the Very Large Telesope (VLT), using the integral �eld spetrograph SINFONIombined with an adaptive optis (AO) module. The on�guration used for the DG Tauobservations, summarized in Table 6.1, provides a spetral resolution of R ∼3000 (velo-



96 DG Tau 6.2Band Spatial sale R Spetral range Spetral dispersion texp(OBJ) texp(SKY)H 0.05′′×0.1′′ 3000 1.45-1.85µm 0.20 nm/px 540 s 270 sK 0.05′′×0.1′′ 4000 1.95-2.45µm 0.25 nm/px 500 s 250 sTable 6.1: Summary of the SINFONI observations of DG Tau.ity resolution ∼ 100 km/s) over a spetral range from 1.45µm to 1.85µm and spetraldispersion of 0.20 nm/px (equivalent to ∼ 35 km/s) in the H band, and a spetral res-olution of R ∼4000 (veloity resolution ∼ 75 km/s) over a spetral range from 1.95µmto 2.45µm, with spetral dispersion of 0.25 nm/px in the K band. The �eld of view is3′′ × 3′′ with a spatial sale of 0.05′′ ×0.1′′. After AO orretion, the e�etive spatialresolution ahieved is ∼0.15′′ in both bands (FWHM estimated from a Gaussian �t onthe two spatial diretions). One ombined �nal dataube with total integration time of540s for the objet and 270s for the sky was obtained in the H band and of 500s and250s in the K band for the objet and the sky respetively.

Figure 6.1: Average spetra, both in the H and K band, from a region with strong emission from the DG Taujet. I label the strongest emission lines identi�ed, most of them iron and moleular hydrogen lines, but also theBrγ line at 2.16µm.Figure 6.1 shows two spetra, one in the H band and the other in the K band,spatially averaged in a region with strong emission oming from the DG Tau jet. I markthe position for the main lines deteted. In partiular, the analysis will be entered onthe [FeII℄λ1.53µm and [FeII℄λ1.64µm, but also on the moleular H2λ2.12µm and the Brγemission lines.6.2.2 Data RedutionData redution was arried out using the SINFONI pipeline (see brief desription in Ch. 4,setion 4.3). Final provided ubes are orreted for bad pixels, dark, �at �eld, geometridistortions on the detetor, sky bakground and alibrated in wavelength. Data werespatially re-saled to a square grid of 0.05′′ ×0.05′′ dupliating the pixels on the longer



6.2 Observations and Data Redution 97dimension. In addition to the redution provided by the pipeline, dediated proedureswere developed under IDL to perform �ux alibration and the stellar ontinuum subtra-tion. Also, though the wavelength alibration was arried out by the redution pipeline,using alibration lamp images, a more aurate alibration was aomplished using thesky OH lines from the sky images. I explain these steps in detail in the following setions.Wavelength alibrationIn order to arry out the best kinematial study, the best spetral resolution possible isrequired. SINFONI harateristis, in the on�guration used in our observations, o�era very good spetral resolution (100 km/s in H band and 75 km/s in K band) with aveloity dispersion of ∼ 35 km/s. However, the wavelength alibration provided by thepipeline proved not to be aurate enough.

Figure 6.2: Veloity alibration problem: line pro�les for λ1.53µm (green) and λ1.64µm (blak) lines at adistanes of 0.4′′ from the star in the blue jet. Two lines show a shift of almost 50 km/s. Left: pro�les afterontinuum subtration. Right: same pro�les but the λ1.53µm pro�le was multiplied by 6 and shifted of 40 km/sto show the similarity between the two pro�les.During the study of the iron lines at 1.53µm and 1.64µm we realized the existeneof suspiious shifts between the two lines of ∼50 km/s keeping the same pro�le shapes.Figure 6.2 shows the two line pro�les at an example distane of 0.4′′ from the star in theblue side of the jet. I mark the line peaks with dashed lines to show this shift betweenthe two lines. On the right panel of Fig. 6.2 the pro�le of the λ1.53µm line is shiftedand the �ux is multiplied by 6 to show the similarity with the λ1.64µm pro�le. This isan important problem for the kinematial analysis. In order to understand the origin ofthese signi�ant and not physial shifts, several possibilities in the data redution proess,using the proposed SINFONI pipeline, were tested. We realized that the origin was in thewavelength alibration step.The standard pipeline redution uses alibration lamps to arry out the wavelengthalibration, instead of using sky OH lines as it is usual in IR spetrosopy. Some quality



98 DG Tau 6.2ontrol �les are produed in this step in order to be able to test the wavelength alibrationauray. These �les have information about the line �ts ahieved for the di�erent spetrallines of the lamp plaed along the wavelength interval, for eah band and in the di�erentpositions on the detetor. Figure 6.3 shows, for the two bands and for a entral regionon the detetor the di�erene between the measured wavelength (or veloity) and thetheoretial values, for all the measured lamp lines. Surprisingly, some expeted brilliantlines were not measured ausing, in some ases, holes in the wavelength interval overageand reduing the auray in these regions. Moreover, variations up to ± 50 km/s aroundthe theoretial value were found. I note that in Fig. 6.3, in the K band, all the shifts arepositives but it is only a position example, in other detetor positions both negative andpositive shifts were found.

Figure 6.3: Veloity di�erenes between the measured values and the theoretial value for the deteted lamp linesin a entral position on the detetor. The H Band on the right and K Band on the left.An error of ± 50 km/s is too big for the aims of the kinematial study and to deter-mine the jet veloity with a reasonable auray sine typial veloities in T Tauri jets are200 or 300 km/s. With an insu�ient auray in the alibration, we lose the advantageof the SINFONI quality and the power of this kind of observations.To obtain a better alibration loally in the wavelength intervals where we are inter-ested in, and better exploit our data, a more aurate veloity alibration using the OHlines plaed near the lines of interest, on the sky ubes, was arried out in ollaborationwith Dr. Juha Reunanen. These sky images were redued using the standard pipelineroutine, therefore they are alibrated in wavelength with the lamp emission lines in thesame manner of the siene data. The di�erene between the theoretial value and themeasured wavelength entroid on the OH lines, after pipeline redution, gives the veloityorretion to apply to our siene data. We detet two bright OH sky lines on either side ofthe line of interest [FeII℄λ1.64µm, one at λ1.6128µm and the seond one at λ1.6692µm.The �rst line is more noisy than the seond and it is also farther in wavelength from theiron line of interest, thus only the line at λ1.6692µm was used to improve the wavelengthalibration in the orresponding spetral region. The left panel of Fig. 6.4 shows the
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Figure 6.4: Upper-Left: Veloity orretion to the previous wavelength alibration to the sky λ1.6692µm lineat eah spatial position on the detetor. Upper-Right: Veloity orretion (∆v) in km/s derived as a linear �tarried out on the X diretion of the detetor on the previous image. Lower: Example of the �t ahieve in oneof the entral slit.

Figure 6.5: Veloity orretion to apply in the region of the [FeII℄λ1.533µm line, measured from the OH sky lineat λ1.53327µm. The wavelength alibration in this spetral region was not �nally orreted beause it wouldintrodue more noise to the orreted image.



100 DG Tau 6.2veloity orretion to apply to the OH line observed at λ1.6692µm. This �gure learlyshows how the orretion varies in all the detetor positions, with orretions overinga large range, from 35 to 100 km/s. In average this orretion is of 60-70 km/s. TheOH lines deteted in the region of the 1.533µm iron line are also quite noisy and thealibration was not improved in this region. Figure 6.5 shows the veloity shift measuredin the losest OH line to the [FeII℄λ1.533µm line, at λ1.53327µm. Other OH sky line, at
λ1.52411µm is as noisy as this.This orretion depends on the position on the detetor and the wavelength inter-val. Hene, it is applied loally to the spetral interval lose to [FeII℄λ1.64µm line inthe H band. In the X diretion on the detetor the variation is smooth and a linear �tis arried out in this diretion. The Y diretion on the detetor, eah horizontal line inthe �gure, orresponds to the di�erent sliers whih in the original raw ube were notspatially lose together on the detetor. For this reason, the variation from one slierto its neighbor is not ontinuous. Right panel in Fig 6.4 shows the �t applied to themeasured veloity orretions.

Figure 6.6: Di�erene between the veloity orretions derived from a linear �t, �nally applied to the data, andthe veloity orretions measured for eah point on the detetor. The standard deviation gives a lower limit tothe error on the wavelength alibration. It is alulated inside the box beause the outer parts of the detetorare more noisy.Figure 6.6 shows, for the H Band, the di�erene between the veloity orretionsderived from the linear �t and the veloity orretions measured for eah point on thedetetor. It gives us an idea of the error of the �t applied and the standard deviation givesa lower limit to the new wavelength alibration error, whih is of ± 5 km/s (alulated onthe region box plotted on Fig. 6.6). In addition to that, the standard deviation, measuredin the same box, of the di�erene between the veloity orretions derived from the twoOH lines braketing the [FeII℄ line, gives an upper limit to the error in the new alibrationof ± 10 km/s.
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Figure 6.7: Left: Veloity orretion, for eah slit, measured from a Gaussian �t on a ombination of the fourOH lines deteted around the H2λ2.12µm line. Right: A ut in the Y diretion of the detetor. An average valuewas used to orret the wavelength alibration in this spetral region.In the K band, we are interested in the region around the H2λ2.12µm line. Theorresponding sky image in the K band was used to detet OH line in this region. However,the signal to noise of this image was very poor. Four OH lines (two on either side ofthe H2 line) were ombined together, the resulting pro�les were binned within the wholeslitlet and a single veloity shift was measured by �tting a Gaussian to the �nal ombinedOH line pro�le. This �t is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.7. The right panel showsa ut in the Y diretion of the detetor. Sine the variation is not very important, anaverage value of 5.9 ± 2.7 km/s, averaged in the region where there is H2 emission inour DG Tau observations, was used to improve the alibration at all the positions of thedetetor.Telluri orretionThe analysis will be entered on the strongest emission lines traing the jet emission, thatmeans the [FeII℄ lines at 1.64µm and 1.533µm, and the H2 line at 2.12µm. The dataredution at these wavelengths is arefully veri�ed to assure that the measured intensitiesare only due to jet emission. Figure 6.8 shows, for example, the raw spetrum at theposition α ∼ 0′′ and δ ∼ 0.5′′, for the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line. Over-plotted, in dashed line,there is the spetrum of the telluri standard star at the same wavelength interval, bothspetra normalized to the ontinuum. This spetrum shows some telluri absorption linesbut also a strong hydrogen reombination line, Br12−4, formed at the star atmosphere.This Br line must be orreted from the standard spetrum before applying a telluriorretion to the sienti� spetra. However, the telluri ontributions is less than 7%in the regions we are interested in and for eah line of interest. Carrying out the telluriorretion on the sienti� data will introdue more noise than improvement to the data.Hene, this orretion has not been performed. Nevertheless, a partial and loal orretionis aomplished at the same time as the photospheri stellar subtration whih is explainin Se. 6.2.2.



102 DG Tau 6.2

Figure 6.8: Spetrum at α ∼ 0
′′ and δ ∼ 0.5′′ showing lear jet emission in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line. The telluristandard star spetrum is over-plotted, in dashed line, and in red solid line the �t to the Brakett Hydrogen lineat 1.6412 µm is also inluded. Both spetra are normalized to the ontinuum. Telluri absorption lines ontributeless than 7% to the emission.Flux alibration

Figure 6.9: Measured �ux normalized to the maximum in the telluri standards as a funtion of the aperturetaken for integrating the �ux. The H band on the left and the K band on the right.
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Figure 6.10: Interpolation between the �ux alulated from the magnitudes in H, K and J bands from the 2MASSatalogue, for the star HIP 26686 (observed in the H band). Two methods were tested, a spline �t (green) and alinear �t (blue). Finally, the linear �t (in logarithmi sale), expeted for a blak body emission at this wavelengthdomain in the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, was kept.The �ux alibration was arried out following the standard proedure. Given an aper-ture, the sum of the standard star spetra inside the aperture is alulate. The apertureis hosen big enough to take all the ounts oming from the star but trying to introduethe less noise as possible. The required aperture for taking all the �ux is 0.8′′, Fig. 6.9,but an smaller aperture of 0.4′′ is used to minimize the noise and then a fator orretionis applied. One the observed �ux is measured, it has to be alibrated in physial units.In this ase, this value was obtained from the star known magnitudes in the H, K and Jbands of the 2MASS atalogue. The �ux is obtained using the following expression:
Fcalib(STD) = F0(Band) x 10−m(Band)/2.5 (6.1)where F0(Band) is the �ux for a zero-magnitude star taken from 2MASS atalogue(Table 6.2), m(Band) is the known magnitude in the band, taken from the literature,and Fcalib(STD) is the �ux in the orresponding band. The orresponding values for thetwo observed standard stars are listed in the Table 6.3. The three �uxes derived for thestar HIP 26686, for an example, are plotted in Fig. 6.10 (star symbols). Plank's lawgives the energy law for a blak body. It depends, expressed as a funtion of λ for a



104 DG Tau 6.2Band F0(Wcm−2µm−1)J 3.129×10−13± 5.464×10−15H 1.133×10−13± 2.212×10−15K 4.283×10−14± 8.053×10−16Table 6.2: Flux for a zero-magnitude star from the 2MASS atalogue.Star name Band m F1.53 F1.64 F2.12HIP 26686 J 9.385 ± 0.027(H Band) H 9.227 ± 0.024 2.8×10−17 2.2×10−17 1.0×10−17K 9.136 ± 0.019HD 28107 J 7.557 ± 0.027(K Band) H 7.622 ± 0.046 1.3×10−16 1.0×10−16 4.0×10−17K 7.625 ± 0.024Table 6.3: Names of the standard stars observed in the H and K band and the magnitude value for eah bandused in Eq. 6.1 to perform the �ux alibration, obtained from the 2MASS atalogue. The last three olumnsgive the extrapolated �ux (in W m−2µm−1) at eah of the wavelengths of interest for the linear �t shown inFig. 6.10.given temperature, as ∝ λ−5(ehc/λkT − 1)−1. If hc/λkT < 1 then the Rayleigh-Jeans'approximation ould be applied and the intensity depends with λ as λ−4 (linear relationin log-log diagrams). At small wavelengths, Wien's approximation gives the intensityproportional to λ−5e−(hc/λkT ). The standard star, HIP 26686, is a A2 spetral type star,thus with a temperature between 7500 and 10000K. For a wavelength of 1.6µm, the ratio
hc/λkT ∼ 1, plaing us between the two previous approximations. Hene, the threevalues are interpolated using two methods, a spline �t (in green in Fig. 6.10) and a linear�t (in blue). The spline �t is less reliable sine it goes up for wavelengths at the end ofthe interval, whih is not expeted. Therefore, the linear interpolation (Rayleigh-Jeansapproximation) was kept to obtain the orresponding theoretial �ux at the wavelengthsof interest (last olumns in Table 6.3). It an be expressed as:

log10F = −15.9 − 3.14log10λThe same is made for the standard observed in the K band. One the alibration fator,
calib_cte, derived, the �ux alibration of the sienti� data is immediate. Howeverwe have to take into aount the di�erent exposure time between the standard star,
texp(STD), and the objet, texp(OBJ):

Speccalib(OBJ) = Specobs(OBJ) x calib_cte x texp(STD)

texp(OBJ)
= Specobs(OBJ) x f(6.2)For the H band, at 1.64µm, we found a fator f of 2.73209×10−15 W m−2µ m−1arse−2 and 5.13088×10−15 W m−2µ m−1 arse−2 for the K band, at 2.12µm.



6.2 Observations and Data Redution 105Some soures of unertainty in the �ux alibration proedure are identi�ed. The �rstand more obvious omes from the unertainty in the 2MASS magnitudes, given in table 6.3whih translates in errors on the �ux of 3%. But this is not the only soure, others suh asthe unertainty in the determination of the aperture ontaining the maximum �ux mustbe kept in mind. Its importane an be estimated as the dispersion of the observed valuesfrom the maximum value in the last part of Fig. 6.9. I did this estimation for aperturesgreater than 0.6′′, and I obtained an error of 0.5% in the H Band and 0.6% in the K band.Finally, I note that, �rstly, the star is assumed to be a perfet blak body emitter whenthe linear �t is adopted (Rayleigh-Jeans approximation) and seondly, the sienti� dataand the standard star were not taken at exatly the same airmass introduing also anerror when the �ux alibration is applied. This last error an also be one of the mostimportant, it depends on both the airmass di�erene between the standard and the objetand also on the auray of the extintion oe�ients and in the atmospheri onditionsduring the observation whih an be translate in a higher extintion oe�ient. For thedi�erenes in the airmass between the standard and the objet of 0.4 both in the H andK bands, and for typial values of the extintion oe�ients, the error in the �ux an be of2 or 3%. Taken into aount all these error soures, the �nal error in the �ux alibrationwill be of 4-5%.Stellar ontinuum subtrationThe star photospheri ontinuum is very important in the whole �eld of view and it isespeially strong very lose to the star. Hene, in order to better analyze the jet in thenearest regions to the soure, a areful ontinuum subtration was developed in a similarway as for RY Tau (Ch. 5).In the ase of DG Tau a spetrum in the data-ube itself, without detetable spatialjet emission, was taken as representative of the photospheri stellar spetrum for eahband. In the ase of the H Band, the spetrum hosen is at α=0.054′′ and δ=-0.003′′ andfor the K Band the referene spetrum omes from α=0.07′′ and δ=0.04′′. These spetrashow the photospheri absorption lines oming from the star but also the telluri featuresoming from the earth atmosphere whih were not orreted (Se. 6.2.2). At eah spatialposition, this referene spetrum is saled to the ontinuum level in the urrent spetrum,alulated loally on the ontinuum region on the both sides of the line of interest, andsubtrated from the urrent spetrum. The residual pro�le is not only free of photo-spheri absorption lines but loally, at the position of the line of interest, also partially oftelluri features sine these telluri lines are presented in the same way in all the ube.Hene, even if the whole spetrum is not orreted from telluri lines, a partial and loalorretion is arried out in the interval hosen. The telluri features are well orretedwhen the spetrum is dominated by the ontinuum emission, lose to the star, and lesswell orreted when line to ontinuum ratio is large.I apply this method at distanes d<1.5′′ from the star in the H band and d<0.5′′ inthe K band, where the stellar ontinuum ontributes signi�antly. At larger distanes a
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Figure 6.11: Observed spetra in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line in H band and in the H2λ2.12µm line in K band (thiklines) and �tted ontinuum (thin lines) at two positions along the blueshifted jet. In the H band we used areferene spetrum for distanes to the star lower than 1.5′′ and a linear �t in the rest. In the K band the limitwas �xed at a distane of 0.5′′ from the star (see text for more details).simple linear baseline �t to the loal ontinuum is used. Figure 6.11 shows for the twobands, two harateristi regions for these two di�erent kinds of ontinuum subtration.The importane of a good photospheri subtration in evident in the lower panels showingthe regions lose to the star, espeially in the ase of the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line region, wherethere is an important absorption lose the line. Upper panels show that a linear �t is agood estimation of the loal ontinuum for the more external regions.Atmospheri refration orretionA partial atmospheri refration orretion was performed when data are read. For eahemission line of interest, data are read separately and spatially re-entering to the loalontinuum. The entroid of the ontinuum is measured in a reonstruted image, builtfrom the ontinuum wavelength region whih is near the emission line we are interestedin. It is assumed that the atmospheri refration is not varying over the small wavelengthinterval of interest.



6.3 Results 1076.3 Results6.3.1 Morphology of atomi and moleular jetRaw hannel maps

Figure 6.12: Continuum-subtrated maps for [FeII℄λ1.64µm and H2λ2.12µm lines. Atomi emission is enteredon -233 km/s for the blue side of the HVC map and on +186 km/s for the red side of the same omponent,on -111 km/s for the blue MVC and on 29 km/s for the red part. The moleular emission is entered on -0.61km/s. The ross gives the entroid position of the ontinuum emission and the dotted ontour limits the regionwith SNR=5. Top panels are the raw data and bottom panels shows the same hannel maps deonvolvoved.The opening angles for eah blue veloity omponent are also represented. The notation ∆α and ∆δ are usedto mark the spatial oordinates (X,Y) on the detetor, the real orientation is given in the last panel. I keep thisnotation in the following �gures. Inserts, in the HVC and H2 maps, show ontinuum images derived from loal�ts. Top panels in Fig. 6.12 shows raw ontinuum-subtrated line emission maps in bothatomi [FeII℄λ1.64µm and moleular H2λ2.12µm lines. The emission is integrated in ahigh veloity omponent (HVC) and medium veloity omponent (MVC) in both sides ofthe atomi jet and in only one veloity interval for the moleular emission. The veloity



108 DG Tau 6.3intervals were hosen following the values of the two veloity omponents found by Pyoet al. (2003). The veloity intervals for the iron emission are as follows:
• The blue HVC (HVB, on the bottom of the image) is entered on -233.38 ± 70 km/s,whih inludes the following individual veloity hannels: -181.38, -216.38, -251.38and -286.38 km/s.
• The red HVC (HVR, on the top of the image) is entered on 186.11 ± 70 km/s,inluding the hannels 133.61, 168.61, 203.61 and 238.61 km/s.
• The blue MVC (MVB), entered on -111.38 ± 52.50 km/s with individual hannels-76.38, -111.38 and -146.38.
• The red MVC (MVR), entered on 28.61 ± 87.50 km/s inludes the -41.38, -6.38,28.61, 63.61 and 98.61 km/s individual veloity hannels.
• Moleular emission is entered on -0.61 ± 52.50 km/s involving the -35.61, -0.61and 34.38 km/s individual veloity hannels.The ontinuum position is alulated loally for eah of the lines by a Gaussian �tin the two spatial diretions. Sine the images are referened to the orresponding loalontinuum, they are atually orreted from the di�erential atmospheri refration (DAR).The atomi emission in the iron line does not show the very high veloity omponentat veloities higher than 300 or 350 km/s that is shown in the optial atomi emission ofO, S+ or N+ in previous studies suh those of Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) or Baiottiet al. (2000). However, the previous work in the same iron line, by Pyo et al. (2003), didnot show a so high veloity omponent neither. In the optial, Lavalley-Fouquet et al.(2000) used the notation of LVB (Low Veloity Blue) for a omponent between -100km/s and 10 km/s, IVB (Intermediate Veloity Blue) for a omponent in the range -250to -100 km/s and HVB (High Veloity Blue) for a high veloity omponent at -400 to-250 km/s. However, Baiotti et al. (2000) identify four di�erent omponents in the[OI℄ emission: a LV for +73 to -57 km/s, MV between -58 to -188 km/s, HV from -189to -319 km/s and a VHV (Very High Veloity) from -320 to -450 km/s. The omponentsobserved in the iron line would orrespond more with the LVB and IVB of Lavalley-Fouquetet al. (2000) or the MV and HV of Baiotti et al. (2000). Sine our low omponentorrespond to a hannel entered at -100 km/s, we think that is more suitable to namethem as medium and high veloity omponents, MVC and HVC.Deonvolved hannel mapsThe upper maps in Fig. 6.12 were deonvolved with the ontinuum maps used as anestimate of the ontemporary point spread funtion (PSF). Cuts through the peak of theontinuum map assoiated to the [FeII℄ emission, in both diretions of the detetor, isshown in Fig. 6.13 and over-plotted there is a Gaussian �t. The ontinuum used to deon-volve the H2 hannel map shows similar pro�les with FWHM equal to 0.16′′ and 0.14′′for
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Figure 6.13: Cut, in both spatial diretions, of the ontinuum image used as an estimate of the PSF to deonvolvethe [FeII℄ veloity hannel maps. In the α diretion the FWHM=0.18′′ and FWHM=0.15′′ in the δ diretion.the α and δ diretion, respetively. We use the LUCY restoration routine as implementedin the STSDAS/IRAF pakage, as it was done in the ase of RY Tau (Ch. 5). We limitedourselves to 50 interations (standard aeleration method). The �nal deonvolved imagewas obtained for a number of iterations of 40 and was determined by ensuring that thederive image FWHM did not hange signi�antly with further iterations as shows Fig. 6.14in the partiular ase of the [FeII℄ HVB. The �nal deonvolved maps are shown in thebottom panels of Fig. 6.12. The �nal resolution estimate is of 0.08′′ in the ase of [FeII℄and ≤ 0.15′′ in the H2 deonvolved hannel map. Although the FWHM did not improve,the advantage of the deonvolution is to suppress the extended wings of the PSF due topartial AO orretion.
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Figure 6.14: Measured FWHM of the jet on the di�erent HVB [FeII℄ images resulting from di�erent numbers ofiterations in the deonvolution proess. The maximum number was �xed at 40 iterations in the following.In both raw and deonvolved images, some important properties of the atomi �oware observed. The atomi mirojet is observed until the �eld limit in both sides of the jet,the emission extends outside the 3′′ × 3′′ FOV provided in these observations. The bluejet is more ollimated at high veloities than medium veloities, with the HVB emissionnested inside the MVB emission. This behavior has been previously noted in optial linesusing OASIS at resolution of 0.4′′ (Lavalley-Fouquet et al., 2000) and with HST/STISobservations over a FOV of ±0.2′′ aross the jet (Baiotti et al., 2000) but the uniqueombination of the full overage of the jet provided by SINFONI and the high angularresolution of 0.15′′ reveal it even more learly. The blueshifted emission shows at highveloities three distint knots, at 0.1-0.2′′, 0.35′′ and 1.2′′. On the ontrary, the redounter-jet is only deteted for distanes larger than 0.5′′, probably beause the loseremission is hidden by the irumstellar dis, and it is wider than the blueshifted jet. Ithas a knot at 1.1-1.2′′.The moleular emission is on�ned to a small region (about 0.5′′). In the blue side ofthe deteted emission, the limb-brightened ontours suggest a �hollow avity� geometryas has seen already by Bek et al. (2008). The brightness drops steeply beyond 0.4′′. Themoleular H2 emission is muh broader than the atomi [FeII℄ with a onstant full openingangle of ≃45◦. A strong emission peak slightly shifted from the ontinuum position isobserved at 0.1′′ along the jet axis.



6.3 Results 111The red lobe of the H2λ2.12µm emission is very faint at it is restrited to a fragmentedar at 0.7-0.8′′ from the star, emerging from the region without emission, whih more orless enompasses the base of the bowshok seen in [FeII℄.

Figure 6.15: Superposition of the deonvolved images of [FeII℄λ1.64µm (HVC (HVB+HVR) in the bakgroundimage and MVC (MVB+MVR) in red ontours) and H2λ2.12µm (yellow ontours).For omparison of the atomi and moleular morphology, Fig. 6.15 shows the red andblue jet emission in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line (bakground image and red ontours) andsuperimposed in yellow ontours there is the H2λ2.12µm �ow. The moleular emissionseems to be stopped at the atomi knot at -0.4′′ and it seems to enlose the atomi knot.This nested struture between the two omponents, more evident in this image, favorsthe dis wind models.Jet widths and ollimation propertiesFigure 6.16 shows jet width for both the [FeII℄ and H2 emission, derived from deonvolvedhannels maps of Fig. 6.12, as a funtion of the projeted distane from the star. For theatomi jet, both sides of the emission are plotted with the red ounter jet width in red,and for the two kinematial omponents identi�ed.As it has been already noted from Fig. 6.12, the HVB is more ollimated than MVBbeing nested inside this MVB omponent. The MVB emission has a onial shape witha onstant full opening angle of 23◦. On the ontrary, the HVB keeps a partiular highollimation with a full opening angle of ∼6◦-7◦ until 0.9′′ from the star. Beyond this pointits width expands by a fator 2 showing an emission knot at 1.2′′. The opening angle ismeasured by �tting the observed FWHM in Fig. 6.16 using a linear �t.



112 DG Tau 6.3The red jet, at high veloities, is wider than the blue one, with FWHM ≃ 0.4′′, buttheir widths beome similar at ∼1.15′′ whih orresponds with the position of the mainknot at both sides of the jet. The medium veloity omponent has a similar behavior.Closer to the star, the red emission is wider but at the position of knots plaed at∼1′′ fromthe star in the red and blue sides, both jets have the same FWHM. Beyond this position,the MVR beomes narrower than the MVB, due to the bowshok morphology shown inFig. 6.12.Baiotti et al. (2000) measure, from optial observations in [OI℄ taken with HST, awidth of ∼0.18′′ at a distane of 0.2′′ for the low veloity omponent. The high veloityis hardly resolved with a width less than 0.1′′ at the same distane. At this distane fromthe star, the atomi iron emission has similar widths in both the high and medium veloityomponents, ∼0.1′′. Dougados et al. (2000) measure a FWHM of 0.21′′ at 0.4′′ from thestar for [OI℄ observations, higher than our estimations at the same distane for the star.I note that this omparison must be onsidered only qualitatively sine the values givenin Dougados et al. (2000) and those shown here, are not subtrated by the PSF FWHM.However, the high veloity omponent has widths and opening angles omparable to thoseshown in Fig. 3 of Dougados et al. (2000) for RW Aur (OA of 3.9◦) and CW Tau (OAof 3.3◦) within the �rst 100 AU. In ontrary, the iron medium veloity omponent is lessollimated, with an opening angle of 23◦, muh higher. RY Tau widths, shown in Ch. 5,are also more omparable to those of the high veloity omponent in the iron emissionthan the medium veloity. In partiular, the opening angle of 5◦ derived for the RY Taumirojet is also more similar to the OA measured in the �rst 0.8′′ (112 AU) from the starfor the HVB.In the assumption of a dis wind and that the magneti streamlines are opening withthe distane to the soure, these measurements give some onstraints on the launhingradius of the �ow. The observed FWHM of 0.2′′ at a distane to the star of 0.1′′ inthe H2λ2.12µm indiates that the moleular �ow, if traing a wind, originates from adis radius <0.1′′=14AU. The onstraint on the launhing radius is more stringent on[FeII℄ emission for whih the FHWM is less than 0.08′′ (∼10AU) for the same distane tothe star, imposing then a launhing radius less than 5 or 6 AU whih is ompatible withthe limit already imposed by rotation studies in the optial of ≤ 3AU (Baiotti, 2002;Anderson et al., 2003; Pesenti et al., 2004).Jet wigglingAt high veloities, in the blue side of the atomi jet (HVB), variations of jet entroidposition derived from Gaussian �ts to the transverse intensity pro�le in the HVB mapare observed, suggesting jet wiggling indiative of possible small sale jet axis osillation.Left panel in Fig. 6.17 shows a zoom in the respetive hannel map (before and afterdeonvolution), the stars mark the entroid position at eah distane to the star in themore ollimated region. Right panel shows in detail these entroid measurements as afuntion of the distane to the star. Taking this region as the limits of a sinusoidal vari-
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Figure 6.16: Jet width for both the [FeII℄ and the H2 emission, respet to the projeted distane from the star,derived from deonvolved hannels maps of Fig. 6.12. Atomi HVC is in solid line and the MVC is in dashed line(blak for the blue jet and red for the red one). H2 width is in dashed double-dotted line.ation, a wavelength of 1.2′′ is derived. Assuming a jet veloity of 300 km/s at Taurusloud distane (140 p), a orrespondent timesale of 3 yrs is derived. See the disussionsetion below for a disussion of a possible origin for this variation.6.3.2 KinematisCentroid veloity mapsIn order to have a 2D overall view of the kinematis of the emission, both atomi andmoleular one, a one-omponent Gaussian �t was performed in eah spetra, at eahspatial position. Atually, two kinematial omponents are identi�ed in the atomi jetwith di�erent properties and morphology, as was shown in the previous setion. However,a global two-omponent Gaussian �t was not performed beause the spetral resolution isnot enough to well separate both omponents oherently. The resulting maps of entroidveloity and FWHM are shown in Fig. 6.18 for the atomi jet and in Fig. 6.19 for themoleular emission. Only the spetra with SNR higher than 5 at the line peak are plotted.
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Figure 6.17: Left: HVB hannel map, before deonvolution in blak and after deonvolution in red. Stars markthe entroid position derived from a Gaussian �t to the transverse pro�les. Right: The entroid positions inarseonds as a funtion of the distane to the star, marked as stars in the left panel.

Figure 6.18: Maps of the entroid radial veloity (left) and veloity width (right) resulting of a one-omponentGaussian �t to the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line on eah individual spetra. Contours give SNR at the line peak from 5 to65 by step of 10. Only the spetra with SNR higher than 5 are shown. The ross marks the position of the star.Following the same kind of alulation, based on photon noise statistis, arried out in theanalysis of the RY Tau kinematis (Ch. 5), for a SNR ≥ 5 and FWHM between 170 and250 km/s, observed in the blue atomi emission, the unertainty in the entroid veloityderived from the Gaussian �t is ≤ 14-21 km/s. In the ase of the moleular emission, itis typially less than 3 km/s for the typial FWHM of 100 km/s observed over the wholeemission region and onsidering the unertainty in the veloity alibration.
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Figure 6.19: Same as Fig. 6.18 but for the H2λ2.12µm emission line.Despite the fat that the on-omponent �t gives an average value between the twokinematial omponents identi�ed, the entroid map for the blue [FeII℄ shows that thehigher veloities (∼ 200 km/s) are onentrated towards the axis of the jet, orrespondingto the HVB, and the external parts would orrespond to the MVB with lower veloities of
∼ 130 km/s. This behavior is ompatible with the fat that the high veloity omponentis more ollimated and likely nested by the lower veloity omponent, as shown by thehannel maps in previous setion (Fig. 6.12). A peak in veloity is seen at the sameposition of the emission knot observed in the HVB hannel map, at 1.2′′ from the star.The pro�le width is between 220 and 250 km/s at distanes further than 0.5′′ and itbeomes narrower at distanes loser to the star, about 170 km/s. The SINFONI spetralresolution in the H Band is 110 km/s, thus the [FeII℄ emission in the blueshifted emissionis spetrally resolved.The red ounter-jet shows a more uniform distribution with veloities of 125-150 km/s,being thus dominated by the HVR omponent. The pro�le is in general narrower thanthe blue jet and it reahes widths of 170-180 km/s at the position of the emission knotseen at 1.1-1.2′′ in the high veloity red omponent.The moleular emission shows a FWHM of ∼100 km/s over the whole emitting region,both in the blue and red sides of the emission, whih means that part of the emission isresolved (SINFONI average spetral resolution in the K Band is ∼70 km/s). However,the emission is a�eted by the partiular SINFONI spetral point spread funtion (PSF)shown in Fig. 6.20 whih hanges signi�antly for di�erent regions in the detetor. Ialso show an average H2 pro�le simulating the same long-slit harateristis of the pro�leshown in Takami et al. (2004). We found that the resulting pro�le is quite similar to thatof Takami et al. (2004) with similar entroid veloity. We are then on�dent in the en-troid estimation from a Gaussian �t, but with a better spetral resolution of ∼30 km/s,
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Figure 6.20: Left: Average pro�le of the H2 emission, simulating the long-slit observations by Takami et al.(2004). The Gaussian �t to the pro�le is over-plotted in red. The radial veloity of -15 km/s observed Takamiet al. (2004) and the entroid veloity from the Gaussian �t (-9 ± 3 km/s) are also shown. Right: SINFONIspetral PSF in the K band for the plate-sale used in our observations and for di�erent regions on the detetor.Takami et al. (2004) marginally resolved the line, preventing us to de�nitively a�rm thatthe moleular emission is resolved.The entroid veloity map shows higher blueshifted veloities lose to the star, of(-15)-(-20) km/s very lose to the star and of -4 km/s in the �avity� region. Further, theentroid veloities are ompatible with 0 km/s, the same as in the emission whih wouldorrespond to the red ounterpart. Bek et al. (2008), using NIFS at the Gemini Telesopeand with R∼5300, also show kinematial maps of the H2λ2.12µm line for DG Tau, butthey alulate the veloity baryenter and dispersion instead of performing a Gaussian �t.Their map shows a median veloity of -2.4 ± 18.4 km/s over the whole emitting region,ompatible with the median of -4.8 ± 7.5 km/s obtained from the Gaussian �t.Kinematis along the jet axisAtomi jet:Figure 6.21 shows a position-veloity (PV) diagram along the jet in the [FeII℄λ1.64µmline, assuming a 1′′ pseudo-slit and sampling every 0.1′′ along the jet. White ontours limitthe region with SNR higher than 3 and rosses mark the entroid veloity derived fromone-omponent Gaussian �ts to the line pro�les. At distanes to the star of ± 0.2′′ theresiduals from the stellar ontinuum subtration are very important and this region is alsodelimited by a dotted-dashed line.
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Figure 6.21: Left: Position-veloity map in the [FeII℄λ1.64µm line, after ontinuum subtration, for a 1′′ widepseudo-slit and sampled every 0.1′′. Contours start at 2.43×10−15 W m−2µm−1(′′)−2 and inrease by fatorsof √2. Negative ontours are shown with dashed lines. The white ontour shows the SNR=3 level alulatedon eah average pro�le and rosses show the entroid veloity derived from a Gaussian �t. At distanes ±0.2′′,the PV are very a�eted by ontinuum subtration residuals. Right: PV diagram shown by Pyo et al. (2003) foromparison, see text.The blue jet emission is dominated by the high veloity omponent. It shows an av-erage entroid veloity of ∼-190 km/s and two emission knots, one at -0.4′′ from thestar and the other at -1.2′′. These two knots were already identi�ed in the HVB hannelmap, Fig. 6.12. The knot at -1.2′′ is faster than that at -0.4′′, with a entroid veloity of-203 km/s, instead of -192 km/s for the seond one. It is also wider in veloity, probablydue to the ontribution of the two symmetri knots observed in the MVB at this positionin the orresponding deonvolved hannel map. The MVB would ontribute more at thePV diagram at distanes of ∼0.9-1.0′′.The red lobe is also dominated by the HV omponent with an average entroid veloityof 115.8 km/s. The entroid radial veloities progressively derease loser to the star. Itshows a peak in veloity at 1.2′′ from the star, symmetrially plaed to the faster knot inthe blue side, but with lower entroid veloity by a fator of 1.5, showing a veloity of130 km/s.Pyo et al. (2003) show a position-veloity diagram of the DG Tau mirojet, obtainedfrom long-slit IRCS observations (slit-width=0.3′′) at Subaru Telesope, with a similarspatial resolution of 0.16′′ but with a muh better spetral resolution (R∼10 000) (Rightpanel in Fig. 6.21). They learly detet two distint veloity omponents with similar peakintensities. Their low veloity omponent, deteted between ∼0.24′′ and ∼0.7′′ from thestar, shows an average veloity of -100 km/s, similar to the enter of the MVB intervalidenti�ed in Fig. 6.12. Their high veloity omponent shows a distint peak in the PV pro-�les between ∼0.4′′ and ∼1.2′′, with an average veloity of -220 km/s, whih orresponds



118 DG Tau 6.3well with the enter of our HVB interval. The average entroid veloity of -190 km/s,observed in Fig. 6.21, is in fat between the two veloity omponents deteted by Pyoet al. (2003).Pyo et al. (2003) also detet the red ounter-jet at 0.7′′ with veloities between 80and 240 km/s and a peak of 200 km/s at 0.9′′, but ten time weaker than the blueemission. The red peak emission in Fig. 6.21 ours at 1′′ from the star, but it showsa lower veloity of 125 km/s and an intensity only twie weaker than the blue peak at-0.4′′ in the blue jet. This is mainly beause we use a wide 1′′ slit and the red lobe is broad.I note that, even if similar knot veloities are observed between Pyo et al. (2003) andour observations, it is di�ult to relate the two PV diagrams beause the knots seen bythem should have moved out of our �eld sine the proper motion observed in the optialis 0.3′′ and in four years, the gas have moved 1.2′′.Moleular emission:

Figure 6.22: Position-veloity map for the H2λ2.12µm line for a pseudo-slit of 1′′ width and sampling every 0.1′′.Contours start at 1.72×10−15 W m−2µm−1(′′)−2 and inrease by fators of √2. White ontours and rosses arethe same as in Fig. 6.21.Figure 6.22 shows the position-veloity diagram for the H2λ2.12µm line. In the blue-side emission, the average radial veloity is -7 km/s, exluding the point at -0.1′′ fromthe star whih shows a radial entroid veloity of -19 km/s. At this position, a peak inintensity is also shown. The wings at high veloities, ± 100 km/s are not real, they arepart of the SINFONI spetral pro�le. The average pro�le width is of 88 km/s, at theresolution limit of 70 km/s.



6.3 Results 119The red-side of the diagram shows on average a radial veloity also very slightlyblueshifted, with an average of -1 ± 2 km/s. There is a intensity peak at the base ofthe bowshok seen in [FeII℄ shown in the hannel map (Fig. 6.12), at ∼0.7′′. At thissame position, a maximum in veloity is observed, but blueshifted, with a radial entroidveloity of -4.7 ± 2.7 km/s (the veloity alibration unertainty).However, the H2 2.12µm emission is ompatible with a zero veloity, as found by Beket al. (2008), exept for the bright H2 2.12µm peak of ∼-18 km/s at -0.1′′ into the bluejet. This peak is similar to that seen by Takami et al. (2004), using long-slit observations.They found a radial veloity of -15 ± 4 km/s integrating the out�ow emission within
± 1.2′′. Moreover, integrating in veloity, they found that the position of the emission isdisplaed 0.2′′ towards the blueshifted �ow.Transverse position-veloity diagramsIn order to study the jet kinematis in the diretion perpendiular to the jet axis, I show,in Fig. 6.23, transverse position-veloity diagrams of the [FeII℄λ1.64µm and H2λ2.12µmemission, and for several distanes along the blueshifted jet, from 0.2′′ to 0.5′′. Beyondthis distane, the H2 is too weak. The veloity entroid obtained from a single-omponentGaussian �t is indiated with asterisks and the SNR=3 limit is represented as a dottedontour.Following the behavior shown in the position-veloity diagrams along the jet, the aver-age entroid veloities for the iron emission are ∼-190 km/s, ∼-174 km/s through the fourgraphis. The average entroid veloities for the moleular hydrogen are ∼-5 to -7 km/s.In the ase of the iron emission, the intensity peak is well entered in the jet axis, butin the ase of the H2, the peak is shifted 0.05′′ from the jet axis for the four distanesexept for the plot at d//=0.3′′ where the shift is of 0.2′′ beause of the existene of theavity.The very di�erent width and entroid veloity of [FeII℄ ompared to H2λ2.12µm seemsto suggest no diret interation between the two �ow omponents as it was already notedby Takami et al. (2004) from their moleular observations in H2λ2.12µm and also ob-served in HL Tau (Takami et al., 2007).However, Fig. 6.24 shows the same plot as in Fig. 6.23 for a distane to the starof 0.3′′ but adding the position-veloity at the same distane for [OI℄λ6300 ◦A, shown inCo�ey et al. (2008) and kindly provided by Dr. Co�ey. The top panel shows iron emissionin blak, ompared to the H2 emission in blue and in the bottom panel I ompare [OI℄emission and H2. Blak asterisks orrespond to the entroid veloity obtained from aGaussian �t to the [FeII℄ and the [OI℄ PV, and the blue ones orrespond to the H2. TheGaussian �t was arried out taking into aount only one omponent when the [OI℄ showstwo distint omponents but it gives the value related to the dominant omponent.
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Figure 6.23: Transverse position-veloity diagram for distane to the star of 0.2′′, 0.3′′, 0.4′′ and 0.5′′. Iron isplotted in blak and H2 in blue. Centroids veloities from an one-omponent Gaussian �t are also plotted asgreen asterisks for the [FeII℄ and in red for the moleular emission. The dotted-line ontours mark the SNR=3limit. Emission up to ±100 km/s in H2 are artefats of spetral PSF of SINFONI.From Fig. 6.24, it is evident that the transverse struture between the two atomiemissions, [FeII℄ and [OI℄, are di�erent, being the iron emission more on�ned at highveloities. However, more remarkably is the fat that there is [OI℄ emission showingintermediate veloities �lling the spae between the [FeII℄ and the H2 emission, and alsothat there is another omponent at low veloities, oinident in position and veloity withthe H2 emission, relating kinematially the [FeII℄ and H2 omponents. Close to the jetaxis the two atomi omponents have similar veloities whereas beyond 0.2′′, the oxygenshows in fat the same veloities as the moleular omponent. Previous observationsof the DG Tau jet in [OI℄ and [SII℄ had already showed a low veloity omponent withradial veloities dropping from -60 km/s on-axis to -30 km/s at 0.25′′ (Baiotti, 2002;Co�ey et al., 2008). The veloity and transverse extent, intermediate between [FeII℄ andH2 2.12µm, suggest that it might trae a �wide-angle� atomi �ow surrounding the fastatomi jet and �lling the H2 2.12µm moleular �avity�. The [OI℄ at the same veloities asH2 ould be a di�erent omponent. In fat, Lavalley et al. (1997) revealed the existeneof a faint �halo� in [OI℄ with radial veloities of ∼-15 km/s whih ould be assoiatedwith the H2 emission.
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Figure 6.24: Top panel: Transverse PV diagram for the [FeII℄λ1.64µm in blak, H2λ2.12µm in green ontours.Bottom panel: [OI℄λ3600 (data from Co�ey et al. (2008), provided by Dr. Co�ey) in blak ontours andH2λ2.12µm in green ontours. Centroid veloities from an one-omponent Gaussian �t are shown with asterisks(blak for the iron and the [OI℄, green for the H2.6.3.3 Brγ extent and luminosity

Figure 6.25: Left: Brγ �ux integrated in di�erent aperture radius (solid line), ompared to its loal ontinuum(dashed line). Both urves are normalized to the maximum emission in Brγ and the ontinuum urve is normalizedto Brγ one at small apertures. Right: Brγ pro�le integrated in an aperture of 1.46′′. This pro�le is integrated toderive the line luminosity.



122 DG Tau 6.3Brγ luminosity will be used to determine the mass aretion rate (see Se. 6.4.4)and its ontemporaneous measure with the mass ejetion rate will allow a more reliableejetion-aretion ratio estimation than previous ones. Before obtaining the mass are-tion rate, I further investigate the spatial extension of the Brγ emission. Figure 6.25-leftshows the luminosity measured in the Brγ emission line for di�erent integrating apertureradius, omparing to its loal ontinuum. It shows the Brγ �ux in solid line and in dashedline the ontinuum emission multiplied by a fator of ∼5.6 to put it at the same levelas the line emission for the �rst apertures. Both urves are normalized to the Brγ �uxmeasured with an aperture of 1.46′′. The �gure indiates that less than 2% of the Brγemission is resolved, thus the emission is dominated by shok aretion emission justifyingits use in the aretion luminosity estimation.The Brγ luminosities were alulated by integrating over the whole line emission andover a irular aperture of radius 1.46′′ (Fig. 6.25-right) as it was done to alulate thetotal standard star �ux to arry out the �ux alibration. I derive a Brγ luminosity of2.2×10−4 L⊙ whih is a fator 3-4 lower than that derived by Muzerolle et al. (1998b).This disrepany omes diretly from the method they use to estimate the Brγ luminosity.Muzerolle et al. (1998b) obtained it from their measured equivalent widths and from thenon-simultaneous mean photometri magnitudes given by Kenyon & Hartmann (1995).Muzerolle et al. (1998b) measure an equivalent width of 14.1 ◦A, 2.5 times higher thanours of 5.6 ◦A. In addition, a fator a little higher than 1 in the photometri magnitude(6.74±0.19 used by Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) and 7.097 measured in our data) traduesin the �nal fator of 3.4 in the line luminosity.6.3.4 Jet eletron densityThe IFS allows a two dimensional study of the eletron density distribution from the[FeII℄λ1.53/1.64µm ratio, being possible to study it, not only as a funtion of the distaneto the star, as was done in traditional long slit spetrosopy, but also in the perpendiulardiretion to the jet axis. No signi�ant di�erene is observed between the wings of theiron lines and a single value of eletron density was alulated for the two kinematialomponents. For that, at eah spatial point, we integrated both [FeII℄ lines spetrally, overthe whole line. To onvert our measured ratios to density values, we used the alulationsarried out by Pesenti et al. (2003). They take into aount only the �rst 16 levels ofthe Fe+ atom, it is a simpli�ed model but that gives a very good approximation of thelevel population distribution for exitation temperatures below 2×104 K. Fig. 6.26 showsthe eletron density distribution in both sides of the jet. The red ounter-jet is moreuniform than the blue jet with a value of ∼ 104 m−3, even if there is a light asymmetryin the perpendiular diretion to the jet axis, the eletron density is higher for ∆α > 0′′.We found the same asymmetry in the blue jet but in fat the blue jet shows a moreomplex struture. Close to the star, for distanes less than 0.7′′, a striking di�erenein ne of about a fator 10 is observed between ∆α > 0′′ and ∆α < 0′′, one side beingabove the high density limit. On the ontrary, far from the star, at distanes higher than



6.3 Results 1231′′ the jet shows values similar to that on the red ounter-jet of ∼ 104 m−3 with also afaint asymmetry from West to East. If we now look along the jet axis, we observe thateletron density dereases with distane, as we expeted from previous studies in this starand other T Tauri stars (e.g. Lavalley-Fouquet et al., 2000; Baiotti, 2002; Hartigan &Morse, 2007). This behavior is even learer in the top panel of Fig. 6.31 shown in the nextsetion, where we integrated also spatially in the transverse diretion simulating a 1′′ widelong slit observation and with a sampling of 0.1′′. A deeper disussion of this �gure andthe eletron density behavior with distane will be presented in the next setion.

Figure 6.26: Eletron density distribution in both the blue and red jet, obtained from the [FeII℄ λ1.53µm/λ1.64µmratio and using the alulations of Pesenti et al. (2003). Close to the star, at the East we do not plot ontourshigher than 1 x 105 m−3 beause eletron density in this region reah the high density limit of 5 x 105 m−3.6.3.5 Column densities and mass of moleular emissionAs I have already mentioned in Se. 3.6.2 the �ux-alibrated images in H2λ2.12µm an beonverted into olumn densities in the upper level of the transition (V=1, J=3) through
N1,3 = F1−0S(1) × (4π)/(hνulAul) = 3.8 × 1019cm−2(F1−0S(1)/ergs−1cm−2sr−1). As-suming LTE at a temperature of 2000 K (as indiated by H2 line ratios in DG Tau, (Beket al., 2008)) the total olumn density of hot H2 gas is given by NH2

= N1,3/1.28× 10−2(Takami et al., 2004). Hene, for a H2λ2.12µm line brightness of 0.013 erg s−1m−2 sr−1at the peak of the image, plaed at 0.1′′ from the star, the orresponding total H2 olumndensity at 2000 K is 3.8×1019 m−2. A olumn density of 9×1018 m−2 for the brightnessaveraged over the deteted part of the blue lobe of 3×10−3 erg s−1m−2 sr−1.
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Figure 6.27: H2 luminosity integrated over a pseudo-slit width of 1′′ and sampled every 0.1′′, plotted errors areat 3σ. A peak is observed at 0.1′′ from the star and then it dereases with distane. The mass of H2 (Eq. 3.45)and the mass-loss rate, in the ase of volume emission, are proportional to the line luminosity.Figure 6.27 shows the H2 luminosity as a funtion of the distane to the star. Theemission shows a peak at 0.1′′ and then it dereases gradually with distane. The totalluminosity integrated in the whole 0.5′′ emitting region is 1.9×10−5 L⊙ in good agreementwith the value found by Takami et al. (2004). Therefore, using Eq. 3.45, the total massof hot H2 at 2000 K, assuming ELT, is 3×10−8 M⊙ .6.4 Interpretation6.4.1 Origin of jet wigglingWe investigate two possible senarii for the observed wiggling of the DG Tau jet axisfollowing the disussion onduted by Anglada et al. (2007) for the HH 30 jet: orbitalmotion of the jet soure in a binary system and jet axis preession indued by a ompanionin a non-oplanar orbit with the jet soure dis. We will assume irular orbits and usethe same terminology as Anglada et al. (2007). Let m1 be the mass of the jet soure,
m2 the mass of the ompanion and m = m1 + m2 the total mass of the system. Let µbe the mass of the ompanion relative to the total mass, so that:
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m1 = (1 − µ)m, m2 = µm. (6.3)Let a be the binary separation. The orbital radius r0 and orbital veloity V0 of the jetsoure with respet to the system's enter of mass are then given by: r0 = µa, V0 = 2πr0

τ0
,where τ0 is the orbital period. The total mass of the binary system an be expressed as:

m

M⊙

= µ−3(
r0

AU
)3(

τ0

yr
)−2 (6.4)6.4.2 Orbital motion of the Jet soure

Figure 6.28: Observed wiggling in blak, �t to an orbital motion in solid green line and to a jet axis preessionin dot-dashed green line.We �rst investigate the ase of jet wiggling produed by orbital motion of the jetsoure. Eq.(8) of Anglada et al. (2007) gives the shape of the jet in the plane of the skyas a funtion of the observable parameters α, half-opening angle of the jet in the planeof the sky, and λ, observed angular period of the wiggles in the plane of the sky. Theseparameters are related to the orbital parameters of the jet soure in the following way:
V0

Vj

= tanα × cosφ, r0 = λ × tanα × D/2π (6.5)



126 DG Tau 6.4where Vj is the jet �ow veloity, φ the inlination angle of the jet axis with respetto the plane of the sky and D the distane to the soure. Applying a chi2 minimisa-tion proedure, we derive the best �t of the observed shape of the DG Tau mirojet for
α = 1.35◦ (full opening angle of 2.7◦ and λ = 1.72′′, whih gives r0 = 0.9 AU (Fig. 6.28).Using a radial veloity of 200 km/s and a jet inlination angle of 45◦, we derive an orbitalveloity V0 = 4.7 km/s and an orbital period τ0= 5.75 yr.If we use an additional onstraint on the mass of the most massive omponent, wean further onstrain the mass and separation of the binary omponents. Hartigan et al.(1995) derive a mass estimate of 0.67 M⊙ from a spetral type K5V and a stellar luminos-ity of 1.7 L⊙ . The reent study by White & Hillenbrand (2004) has revised the DG Taumass estimate to 2.2 M⊙ from high-resolution optial spetrosopi observations. White& Hillenbrand (2004) derive a spetral type of K3V and a stellar luminosity of 3.6 L⊙leading to this higher mass estimate. The origin of the disrepany between these twomass estimates for DG Tau is not lear to us. Therefore, we take a onservative estimateof the primary mass between 0.5 and 2 M⊙ . If we use the additional onstraint that themass of the most massive omponent is in the range 0.5-2 M⊙ , we derive from Eq. 6.4and Eq. 6.4.1 that µ is in the range 0.2-0.3 and the binary separation, a=r0/µ=3-4.5 AU.The jet soure would then be the primary omponent of the binary system and the massof the ompanion is in the range 0.15-0.4 M⊙.A stellar ompanion with projeted separation in the range ∼20-30 mas ould haveesaped detetion sine these sales are below the best angular resolutions ahieved bysingle apertures in the optial and near-infrared domains (≃0.1′′). A ompanion within theFOV of the Kek interferometer (50 mas in the K band) ould aount for the low visibilityobserved (V2 = 0.37 ± 0.02) for DG Tau in the K band (Colavita et al., 2003). Lunaroultation observations onduted by (Leinert et al., 1991; Chen et al., 1992) detet anextended omponent at 2.2µm with FWHM=45 mas and �ux ontribution of 20.25%. Itis not lear how this extended omponent would be related to the inferred ompanion.The ompanion ould have esaped also lunar oultations sine these observations probedthree position angles spanning roughly 40◦.6.4.3 Jet axis preessionWe investigate below the ase where the observed jet wiggling is due to jet axis preessionindued by tidal interation between the dis and a ompanion in a non-oplanar orbit. Inthat senario, the jet is assumed to originate from the irumstellar dis. Equation 13 ofAnglada et al. (2007), derived from Masiadri & Raga (2002), gives the shape of the jetin the plane of the sky as a funtion of α and λ. The best �t of the observed DG Tau jetwiggling with this equation is obtained for α = 1.49◦ and λ = 1.52′′. These observableparameters are related to the preession angle β and the preession period τp with thefollowing relations:
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tanβ = tanαcosφ (6.6)

τp = λD
Vtcosβ

, (6.7)where Vt is the tangential jet veloity (= Vjcosφ). From the above solution we derivethe preession angle β = 1.046◦ and the preession period τp = 5.066 yr. With additionalassumptions, it is possible to further onstrain the orbital parameters of the ompanion.Assuming an outer dis trunation radius of rd ≃ 1/3a, equation (14) of Anglada et al.(2007) gives the orbital period of the jet soure τ0 as a funtion only of τp and µ, the ratioof the ompanion mass to the total mass of the system. Combining this with Eq. 6.4, thetotal mass of the system an be expressed as a funtion of V0, the orbital veloity of thejet soure, and µ only:
m = 2.910−6M⊙τp × cosβ × V 3

0 /(µ2 ×
√

1 − µ). (6.8)A maximum value for the orbital veloity of the jet soure, V0, is obtained from the re-quirement that the angular e�et produed by the orbital motion of the jet soure is smallerthan the derived preession angle, ie V0

Vj
< tan(β). In the DG Tau ase, we get V0 < 5.17km/s. It is possible to further onstraint µ and a by ombining this with a onstraint on themass of the primary. The jet soure mass is given by m1 = m×(1−µ) ∝ v3

0×
√

(1−µ)/µ2.If we assume that the jet originates from the primary omponent (ie µ < 0.5), the re-quirements that 0.5M⊙ < m1 ombined with V0 < 5 km/s imply µ < 0.06 and a binaryseparation a < 0.08 AU (a = r0/µ ∝ V0/
√

(1 − µ), tends towards a onstant value
∝ V0 at low µ values). In addition for suh low µ values, m2 ≃ µ×m1 so the additionalonstraint m1 < 2 M⊙ translates into m2 < 0.07 M⊙. The system would onsist of abrown dwarf/giant exoplanet orbiting the jet soure at very lose separations. However,this solution is not ompatible with the initial assumption rd/a = 1/3 sine it would implyan outer radius for the primary aretion dis, from whih the jet originates, rd < 0.03AU ! Nevertheless, if one assumes that the jet soure is the seondary, the requirement
m2 > 0.5 M⊙ implies that m1/m < 10−5, i.e. the mass of the jet soure would be unreal-istially low! So no satisfatory solution seems to be found for the jet axis preession ase.6.4.4 Aretion rateDi�erent methods exist to estimate the mass aretion rate. The most obvious is from theinfrared-exess ontinuum emission aused by visous dissipation in the dis, but this isnot the only possible soure of infrared exess and it is ompliated to distinguish betweenthem. A more reliable method onsist in measure the blue ontinuum exess emissionobserved in CTTs. Reent studies (Calvet & Hartmann, 1992; Edwards et al., 1994; Hart-mann et al., 1994; Muzerolle et al., 1998a; Calvet & Gullbring, 1998) support the idea



128 DG Tau 6.4that this blue exess is emitted by an aretion shok produed when dis material fol-lowing magneti �eld lines impats the stellar surfae, being therefore a diret measure ofthe aretion rate. Another more easily obtainable estimation is from U-band photometry.The problem with the measurements of the blue exess is that it is possible only inthe ase of low extintion. Hene, in order to study more reddened objets, an estimationfrom emission lines at longer wavelengths, therefore less dependent on the extintion mea-surements, are neessary. Muzerolle et al. (1998b) show that there is a tight orrelationbetween the aretion luminosity and the Brγ line luminosity. One the stellar parametersare known we an easily alulate the mass aretion rate. They also show the importaneof well estimate the extintion in Class I objets to orretly measure the Brγ luminosity.In objets less embedded like T Tauri stars, this orretion is less important. Moreover, inthe ase of DG Tau,Kravtsova (2003) found an upper limit for the extintion in the visibleof 0.8 magnitudes, that means an extintion in the K band of only ∼0.08 magnitudes(AK ∼ 0.1 AV (Beklin et al., 1978)). Hene, in the aretion luminosity estimation, Iwill neglet this fator.K band data allow a ontemporaneous estimation of the aretion rate, from Brγ lineluminosity, to ompare it with the mass loss rate measured from other emission lines.Using the relation given by Muzerolle et al. (1998b) (Eq. 6.9) to derive the aretionluminosity, the mass aretion rate, Ṁacc, is easily obtained from the formula for disaretion (Eq. 6.10) given by Gullbring et al. (1998).
log(Lacc/L⊙) = (1.26 ± 0.19)log(LBrγ/L⊙) + (4.43 ± 0.79) (6.9)

Ṁacc =
LaccR∗

GM∗

(

1 − R∗

Ri

)−1 (6.10)For Eq. 6.10 I adopt a stellar radius of R∗=2.3 R⊙ and stellar mass of M∗=0.7 M⊙(Hartigan et al., 1995). Ri is the inner radius of the aretion dis and as in Gullbringet al. (1998) a value of Ri=5 R∗ is assumed.Brγ luminosity derived in Se 6.3.3 is 2.2×10−4 L⊙ that, following Eq. 6.9, gives usLacc = 0.66L⊙, and therefore an inferred mass aretion rate of Ṁacc ∼ 8×10−8 M⊙/yrfrom Eq. 6.10. However, Hartigan et al. (1995) found a value of the mass aretion rateof 10−5.7 M⊙/yr=2×10−6 M⊙/yr that is a fator 25 higher than our estimation, takingthe same values for the stellar radius and mass. They estimate the mass aretion rateassuming that the hot exess emission is originated in a boundary layer between the a-reting dis and the stellar surfae. They derive the aretion luminosity assuming thatone-half of the emission is absorbed by the star, that the dis does not blok any of thephotospheri emission and that the boundary layer radiates like a blak-body. On theontrary, Gullbring et al. (1998) �t the blue/UV exess assuming a senario of magneto-spheri aretion (Calvet & Gullbring, 1998), more aepted nowadays, whih assumes



6.4 Interpretation 129that the exess emission is produed by the shok of the areting material freely fallingthrough the magneti �eld lines when it shoks the stellar surfae. They also assumeoptially thin slab of hydrogen to extrapolate the aretion luminosity from the veilingmeasurements and then they �nd less �ux than for a blakbody assumption. Gullbringet al. (1998) obtain aretion luminosities and mass aretion rates for 16 stars also stud-ied by Hartigan et al. (1995) and Valenti et al. (1993) and they aomplish a thoroughomparison with the values obtained by these two previous works. They �nd disrepan-ies in the mass aretion rate of one order of magnitude between Hartigan et al. (1995)and Valenti et al. (1993). The values derived by Gullbring et al. (1998) are loser tothose of Valenti et al. (1993) than Hartigan et al. (1995). The main di�erene is inthe aretion luminosity derived whih are higher by a fator of 5-6 in Hartigan et al.(1995) estimations. Besides, these disrepanies ome from the di�erent assumptionsmade in the two senarios but also in the di�erent extintions adopted whih an be upto 0.6-1.0 mag higher in Hartigan et al. (1995). Gullbring et al. (1998) onlude thattypial mass aretion ratios in T Tauri stars are between 10−9-10−7 M⊙/yr and that themagneto-spheri aretion model gives lower estimations than the boundary layer model.A more reent work by Gullbring et al. (2000), also assuming a shok model, gives forDG Tau a Ṁ=5×10−7 M⊙/yr for a M∗=0.5 M⊙ , R∗=2 R⊙ and a Av=1.6, thus moreoherent with our estimations than that of Hartigan et al. (1995).In the following, we adopt 10−7-5×10−7 M⊙/yr as the range of aretion rate inDG Tau.6.4.5 Tentative evidene for iron depletion in the jetIron is a refratory speie that in dense ool moleular louds is found to be depleted inthe gas phase due to ondensation onto dust grains, thus iron gas phase abundane is agood indiation of the dust ontent in the �ow. Several studies have shown that iron isstrongly depleted in the jets of young stellar objets (e.g. Nisini et al., 2005). In orderto estimate the iron depletion in the DG Tau mirojet, a omparison between [FeII℄ and[OI℄ luminosities was arried out, this method was �rst applied by Bek-Winhatz et al.(1994, 1996). Figure 6.29 shows the [FeII℄λ1.64µm/[OI℄λ6300 ◦A ratio whih will give anestimate of the iron depletion into the grains, against the [FeII℄λ1.53µm/[FeII℄λ1.64µmratio whih traes the eletron density in the jet. Asterisks mark the theoretial valuesfrom the planar atomi shoks by Hartigan et al. (2004) assuming no iron depletion intothe dust. Models predit a �ux ratio of ∼1 when the density traer is lose to the highdensity limit, ie., lose to the star. Triangles show the observational measurements withthe [OI℄ luminosities obtained from Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000).In order to minimize the e�et due to the time between [FeII℄ and the [OI℄ obser-vations, obtained in 2005 and 1998 respetively, I ompare the [OI℄ observations withthe [OI℄ luminosity obtained from the transverse PV diagram by Co�ey et al. (2008),observed in 2003. The transverse PV was obtained at a distane to the star of 0.3′′,
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Figure 6.29: [FeII℄λ1.64µm/[OI℄λ6300 ◦A ratio against the [FeII℄λ1.53µm/[FeII℄λ1.64µm ratio indiative of theeletron density. [OI℄ observational points are obtained from Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) and shoks modelsare those of Hartigan et al. (2004). Models with the same nH=104 are onneted.with a slit width of 0.1′′ and a spetral resolution similar to our data. The integrated[OI℄ line �ux is 3×10−14 erg/s/m2 whih orrespond to a luminosity of 1.8×105 L⊙ .The luminosity observed by Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000), for the same veloity range(-250 km/s to 0 km/s), integrated over the �rst 0.5′′is the same as Co�ey et al. (2008),about 2×10−5 L⊙ . Therefore, the [OI℄ luminosity has not hanged signi�antly between1998 and 2002 and we an be on�dent in the omparison of the [FeII℄ luminosity ob-served in 2005 with the [OI℄ observations in 1998.Hene, unless the [OI℄ �ux drop strongly between 2002 and 2005, whih seems un-likely, the disrepanies observed in Fig. 6.29 between the observed values and those fromshok models (non depleted), are due to the iron depletion into the grains. From theFigure, the omponent at lower veloities is more depleted than the high veloity ompo-nent. The MVB is 10 times lower than that predited by the models, while for the HVBis 4, indiating that at least 80% of the iron is depleted into the grains. Podio et al.(2009) also �nd a higher depletion at lower veloity in the HH 111 jet. Two senariosare possible, either part of the material in the jet omes from a region in the dis at



6.4 Interpretation 131inner distanes than the evaporation radius or dust grains are more e�iently destroyedat higher shok veloity, in agreement with the preditions of theoretial models (Joneset al., 1994; Draine, 2004; Guillet et al., 2009). In addition, both omponents are morea�eted by depletion at higher densities (higher [FeII℄λ1.53µm/[FeII℄λ1.64µm ratio).However, simultaneous observations in [OI℄ and in the [FeII℄ are required to betterdetermine the quantity of iron whih remains in the grains. We note that the observeddepletion is lower than the fator 100 observed in dense moleular louds, indiatingpartial destrution of dust grains (Savage & Sembah, 1996).6.4.6 Jet mass-�ux from [FeII℄

Figure 6.30: Derived ionization fration values for di�erent distanes from the star and for the high and mediumveloity omponents, from Baiotti (2002). We arried out two linear �ts for distanes lower and higher than1′′ separately.In the following, we onentrate the analysis on the blue-shifted jet. In order to havean estimation using the Cross setion and density method desribed in Ch. 3, Se. 3.6, ofthe mass-loss rate with distane along the jet we obtained all the parameters in Eq. 3.31as a funtion of the distane. We used a single value of Vj for all the distanes. Weused a typial radial veloity of -220 km/s for the HVC and -100 km/s for the IVC,



132 DG Tau 6.4taken from Pyo et al. (2003). To obtain Vj we orreted the radial veloity by theinlination angle of the jet: Vj = Vr/ cos(i) where i=42◦ to the line of sight (Laval-ley, 2000). As an estimate of the jet radius, we take the intrinsi jet width de�ned as
FWHM =

√

FWHM2
obs − FWHM2

0 where FWHMobs is measured in the deonvolvedmaps as a funtion of the distane to the star, and we take as the e�etive resolutionof the deonvolved images FWHM0 ∼ 0.08′′ at 0.1′′ along the jet in Fig. 6.16. We alsoestimated the di�erent values of ne and xe with distane along the jet. The eletrondensity was obtained from lines ratios following the method desribed in setion 6.3.4.Nevertheless, the lines needed to derive the ionization fration, [NII℄/[OI℄, were not mea-sured in our observations so we looked in the literature the estimations obtained at adate as lose as possible to our observations. Baiotti (2002) measured the ionizationfration as a funtion of the distane along the optial jet in DG Tau and separately forthe four veloity omponents that she identi�ed. Observations were taken in 1999 withSTIS (Spae Telesope Imaging Spetrograph) aboard HST (Hubble Spae Telesope) inhigh spatial resolution mode with a spatial sampling of 0.05′′. She identi�ed four veloityomponents labeled as LVC (low veloity omponent), MVC (medium veloity ompo-nent), HVC (high veloity omponent) and VHVC (very high veloity omponent). Weused her MVC (entered at -135 km/s) estimations for our intermediate veloity ompo-nent and her HVC (entered at -260 km/s) for our high veloity omponent. Therefore,we obtain a ionization fration as a funtion of the distane to the star for our two ve-loity omponents as a linear �t to the derived observational values given in Fig.5 ofBaiotti (2002). The ionization inreases with distane from the star, up to a maximumat 1′′ and then it dereases, so we onduted two di�erent linear �ts, one for distaneslower than 1′′ and the other for distanes higher. The result of the �ts, over-plottedto the observational values of Baiotti (2002) are shown in Fig. 6.30. For distaneslower than 0.3′′ Baiotti (2002) does not have estimations for our MVC and the �t inthe HVC gives very low values of xe so at 0.3′′ we took the values derived by Co�eyet al. (2008), xe=0.02 for the high veloity omponent and 0.05 for the medium velo-ity omponent. For distanes even lower than 0.3′′ we �xed it to a minimum value of 0.01.Figure 6.31 shows the eletron density, ionization fration and total hydrogen densityused in the alulations, and presented in Table 6.4 for both the HVC and MVC andas a funtion of distane, eletron density was assumed the same for both omponentsbeause no signi�ant di�erenes were observed in our data between the two wings ofthe iron line. I over-plot, with symbols, the estimations obtained by Lavalley-Fouquetet al. (2000), obtained from optial observations. Their values of xe in the HVC and IVCare quite onsistent with the values used here, but their LVC, omparable to our mediumveloity interval, shows lower values in fators of 5 or 6. In addition, similar studies of theionization fration with distane show similar values and variations, lose to the star theionization fration is very low and inreases with distanes reahing some times a plateauand then it delines again. Hene, we are on�dent about the validity of the use of valuesby Baiotti (2002) in our estimations.
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Figure 6.31: Eletron density, ionization fration and hydrogen density against distane to the star used in thealulations of the mass loss rate, for the HVC in solid line and for the MVC in dashed line. The eletron densityis same for both veloity omponents. Symbols show the values obtained by Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) forthe three veloity omponents deteted in their optial observations.For the uniform slab method, we used the same values of ne as a funtion of thedistane to the star as in the �rst method. We also use the same typial radial veloityvalues for eah veloity omponent to obtain Vt (Vt = Vr ∗ tg(i) with i the inlinationangle to the line of sight). The length of the beam projeted on the sky where we al-ulated the luminosity (integrated in a pseudo-slit of width=1′′) for di�erent distanes tothe star is lt=0.1′′=2×1014 m (at 140p) that is the spatial sampling on the detetoralong the jet. But this method is independent of lt as long as brightness variations aresmooth over lt.For the shok method, we assumed the presene of one shok every 50 AU followingthe example of HH30 (Hartigan & Morse, 2007), that means that the luminosity omingfrom a region of 0.3′′ (∼ 50AU at Taurus distane) omes from one single shok. Theluminosity showed in Fig. 6.32 is integrated every 0.3′′ along the jet axis, starting at0.2′′ from the star to obtain the four points given in Table 6.4. Following the �nding ofLavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000), the shok mass loss rate is orreted by vj/vs=4 to derivethe mass loss rate in the jet.



134 DG Tau 6.4General overviewThe values obtained for the three methods are plotted in Fig. 6.32 as a funtion of the dis-tane to the star in the blue atomi jet and separately for eah veloity omponent. Themeasured luminosity for eah veloity omponent, used for the uniform slab and shokmethods are also shown. Stars show the two values given by Co�ey et al. (2008) usingthe same �rst method based on jet density and ross-setion as us. Table 6.4 sumarizesthese values as well as the values used in their estimation for all the distanes to the star.For the HVC, shown in the top panel of Fig. 6.32, the three methods show simi-lar values between 10−9 and 10−8 M⊙/yr. In ontrary, the medium veloity omponentshows lear di�erenes between the three methods, even if the mass-loss rate remains atthe same order of magnitude as HVC. In both ases, our values at 0.3′′ are lower thanthose found at the same distane by Co�ey et al. (2008) using observations in the optial.Let us start looking to top and bottom panel separately and disuss the main uner-tainties of eah method and the di�erenes between them. The �rst method onsidered,based in ross setion and density measurements, obviously depends strongly on the jetwidth and the total density, as shown in Eq. 3.31. The other parameter playing an im-portant role in the estimations is the veloity, whih is easy to obtain aurately fromobservations. In addition, I note that variations with distane for a given veloity om-ponent are small, about 5% for d < 1′′, and thus a representative veloity for eahkinematial omponent, and onstant with distane, is atually onsidered. In ontrary,as I have already mentioned, this method is very dependent of the jet width by means ofthe square of the FWHM, measured in line pro�les. This dependene is lear in Fig. 6.32,the orresponding urve follows the same behavior with distane as the observed FWHM(Fig. 6.16), inreasing with distane. The �rst point at 0.3′′ is higher than the point at0.4′′, ontrary to the width tendeny, beause of a peak in density. Atually, lose to thestar the eletron density reahes the high density limit, thus the values lose to this limitare less aurate. However, the main soure of unertainty is in the onversion of theeletron density to nH . The unertainty in this parameter omes on one hand from theunertainties in the eletron density, but even more important from the unertainties inthe estimation of xe, whih are very di�ult to quantify beause of the low [NII℄/[OI℄signal to noise ratio, espeially lose to the entral star. Hene, this parameter is not easyto obtain from observations, there are very few studies of this parameter as a funtion ofthe distane from the entral star. However, knowing xe with distane results ruial toderive a good estimation of the mass loss rate along the jet. Fig. 6.30 shows the derivedionization fration by Baiotti (2002) as a funtion of the distane to the star, showingremarkably di�erent exitation onditions in a small sale of some arseonds, from 0.01at 0.3′′ to 0.4 or 0.5 at 1′′ from the star. If a mean onstant value along the jet of ∼0.2is onsidered, the xe obtained will be up ten times the real value lose to the star. Hene,we onsider the observed values from Baiotti (2002) in our alulations despite there isa di�erene of 6 years between the two set of observations.
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Figure 6.32: Mass-loss rate for the atomi jet in [FeII℄λ1.64µm for the three methods desribed in the textas indiating in the legend and for the two veloity omponents identi�ed, HVC on the top and MVC on thebottom. The line luminosity for eah veloity omponent, used in the two methods based in the luminosity, isalso represented. Stars indiate the value found by Co�ey et al. (2008) for optial observations.



136 DG Tau 6.4HVCd ne xe nH FWHMobs L1.64 Ṁ1 Ṁ2 Ṁ3(arse)(104 m−3) (105m−3) (arse) (L⊙) (M⊙/yr)(M⊙/yr)(M⊙/yr)0.2 2.21 0.01 22.06 0.09 14.1 - 0.670.3 4.52 0.01 29.35 0.10 13.8 2.27 0.45 1.170.4 1.74 0.08 2.04 0.11 16.8 0.28 0.930.5 1.64 0.15 1.06 0.13 15.4 0.29 0.880.6 1.74 0.22 0.77 0.13 12.7 0.28 0.70 0.970.7 1.52 0.29 0.52 0.14 9.15 0.19 0.550.8 1.45 0.36 0.40 0.16 5.76 0.23 0.360.9 1.34 0.43 0.31 0.19 4.30 0.32 0.28 0.361.0 1.13 0.50 0.25 0.28 3.81 0.58 0.281.1 0.97 0.41 0.24 0.34 4.31 0.93 0.361.2 0.99 0.37 0.24 0.37 5.01 1.13 0.45 0.371.3 0.94 0.33 0.28 0.41 5.00 1.63 0.431.4 1.09 0.29 0.34 0.37 3.95 1.75 0.30MVCd ne xe nH FWHMobs L1.64 Ṁ1 Ṁ2 Ṁ3(arse)(104 m−3) (105m−3) (arse) (L⊙) (M⊙/yr)(M⊙/yr)(M⊙/yr)0.2 2.21 0.01 22.06 0.09 6.40 - 0.140.3 4.52 0.01 45.25 0.12 6.84 - 0.10 0.600.4 1.74 0.05 3.38 0.16 7.97 0.59 0.200.5 1.64 0.10 1.68 0.21 7.58 0.64 0.200.6 1.74 0.14 1.20 0.27 6.30 1.02 0.16 0.550.7 1.52 0.19 0.79 0.32 5.54 1.06 0.150.8 1.45 0.24 0.61 0.38 4.28 1.18 0.120.9 1.34 0.28 0.47 0.51 3.41 1.70 0.10 0.291.0 1.13 0.33 0.34 0.60 2.69 1.58 0.091.1 0.97 0.35 0.27 0.54 2.46 0.78 0.091.2 0.99 0.33 0.27 0.58 2.56 0.90 0.10 0.211.3 0.94 0.30 0.31 0.69 2.26 1.57 0.091.4 1.09 0.28 0.39 0.89 1.73 4.17 0.06Table 6.4: Values of mass-loss rate (in units of 10−8M⊙/yr) obtained for the three methods and for di�erentdistanes to the star, plotted in Fig. 6.32. High veloity omponent in the blue side (HVC) on the top and themedium veloity omponent (MVC) on the bottom. I also give the values of eletron density, ionization fration,hydrogen number volume density (nH = ne/xe) and jet width used to estimate the mass-loss rate and shown inFig. 6.31 and in Fig. 6.16. Luminosity is given in units of 10−7 L⊙ , obtained by integrating in a pseudo-slit ofwidth 1′′ perpendiular to jet and sampling every 0.1′′ along the jet.I remind the reader that, in this method, we are assuming the �lling fator equals toone, whih implies the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of material within thejet, but also that the densest regions dominate the observed emission, giving in fat anupper limit to the real mass �ux. As expeted, this method gives an upper limit in the



6.4 Interpretation 137ase of the MVC but it is no the ase for the HVC that it is lower than the other twomethods by a fator up to 3 until a distane of 0.9′′. This ould indiate that we under-estimate the width of the HVC omponent in the losest parts to the star related to theMVC. Another possibility is that the eletron density ould be underestimated near thestar where the density reahes the saturation limit. On the other side, projetion e�ets inthis portion of the jet whih is marginally resolved and with strong density strati�ation,probably results in a non reliable estimate of jet mass �ux.The other two methods used, uniform slab and shoks, based on [FeII℄ luminosityestimates, follow the same behavior as the luminosity dereasing with distane from thestar. In the ase of shoks this dependeny is obvious from Eq. 3.41, where the nH and
Vs dependeny is evaded. The only dependene kept is with the luminosity (assumed asolar abundane, but we will disuss the dependene with abundane more in detail later).In the ase of luminosity of a uniform slab method, besides the luminosity and Fe abun-dane dependene, the hoie of lt is also important if the emission is not resolved alongthe jet over a length greater than lt. In the ase of long-slit spetrosopy this lt is the slitwidth and it an be larger than the real emitting beam giving in this ase a lower limit tothe real Ṁ . For our SINFONI data, the spatial resolution allows integration beams of 0.1′′.The dependene with eletron density in this last method omes from the line emis-sivity whih depends on the eletron temperature too. Co�ey et al. (2008) �nd 2.5x104 Kfor their HVC and 0.5x104K for their LVC. Hene, the emissivity was alulated assumingan eletron temperature of 104 K and �tting the urve omputed by Pesenti et al. (2003)for this temperature, as I showed in Ch. 3 (Fig. 3.10). One part of the unertainty inthe mass �ux omes from the goodness of the �t performed, the �t is very good for theeletron density representative in the ase of DG Tau (ne > 1x104cm−3). In addition, thefat of assuming a �xed temperature of 104 K along the jet, also introdues an error inthe estimation of the emissivity used. However, the mass loss rate value will be a�etedby the eletron density auray. Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000), Baiotti (2002) andCo�ey et al. (2007) shows that the eletron density is higher in the axial region, in themore ollimated and higher speed omponents (whih was already known to be very denseat the base of the jet (Solf, 1997). Here, the same eletron density is assumed for bothveloity omponents and omparing with the values by Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000),the eletron density assumed would result in an underestimation or overestimation of afator 2, depending on the distane.However, the main soure of unertainty in this two last methods is the adopted ironabundane in gas phase. As I showed in the preedent setion, the iron depletion ontothe dust grains is important, resulting in a fator to apply to the mass loss estimation of4 for the HVC and of 10 for the MVC. For the following omparison with previous worksusing oxygen lines, not a�eted by depletion, these fators are taken into aount.



138 DG Tau 6.4In addition, in the ase of shoks, the assumed ratio between the shok and the jetveloity is also an important soure of unertainty.Comparison with previous worksFigure 6.33 shows the same as Fig. 6.32 but estimations for the two models dependingon the luminosity were orreted by iron depletion and the results obtained by Lavalley(2000) using the same methods as us, are also shown for omparison. Our HVC, enteredat -234 km/s, is ompared with her IV (intermediate veloity omponent) entered at-175km/s and our MVC, entered at -111 km/s, is ompared with her LV (low veloityomponent) entered at -50km/s. Her estimations were obtained from measurements inthe [OI℄λ6300 ◦A line. As in Fig. 6.32, observations from Co�ey et al. (2008), obtainedin the same [OI℄ optial line and using the method based on the jet density and the jetwidth is shown. Co�ey et al. (2008) found a value higher by a fator 2 than our esti-mations for the same method. The disrepany mainly omes, on the one hand from ajet radius twie our estimation (they do not orret for instrumental PSF) and beauseof the quadrati dependene, this results in a fator 4. On the other hand, the totaldensity obtained by Co�ey et al. (2008) is a fator 3 lower than ours whih ompen-sates the fator 4 from the jet width. The di�erene in MVC may also be due to thefat that the authors do not orret the MVC with by the area �lled by HVC, whih we do.If we ompare the two set of optial observations, Lavalley (2000), using also thesame method as Co�ey et al. (2008), �nd higher values, being the di�erenes up to oneorder of magnitude lose to the star. Relating to our estimations, Lavalley (2000) also�nd higher values, being at some distanes even higher than one order of magnitude.However, at 1.4′′, for both omponents, the two estimations beome oherent. That mayindiate that the optial omponent are wider than the iron one in the internal parts ofthe jet or, as I said before, that we either underestimate the jet width for these regions orthe density or both of them. In addition, in the MVC the important di�erene in xe areompensated by the di�erene in the eletron density. However, a disrepany of a fator3-4. in the hydrogen density still remains between our values and those of Lavalley (2000).The two models obtained from the iron luminosity, one orreted by the iron deple-tion, give values higher than that of Co�ey et al. (2008) for the shok method and lowerfor the uniform slab method. In the ase of the HVC, the estimations obtained using theshok method from iron luminosity are remarkably similar to those obtained from oxygenluminosity. However, onsidering all the unertainties in the parameters for eah method,we obtain similar values to previous estimations within a fator 5. Over the entral 1′′ fromthe star a mean value, from the uniform slab and shok methods, of 3×10−8 M⊙/yr isobtained for the HVC and of 10−8 M⊙/yr for the MVC, in this ase from an averageof the three onsidered methods, giving a total mean mass loss rate of 4×10−8 M⊙/yr.Considering the derived values for the mass aretion rate, the ejetion-aretion ratioranges between 0.08 and 0.4.
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Figure 6.33: Same as Fig. 6.32 (models depending on the luminosity were orreted by iron depletion) but valuesobtained by Lavalley (2000), using the optial line [OI℄λ6300 ◦A and the same methods, are showed for omparison.



140 DG Tau 6.4If we assume that the jet is originated in an extended MHD dis wind, a onstrain inthe launhing radius range an be derived. We onsidered the warm solution with λ=13whose predited veloity is in exellent agreement with the HVC in the observed DG Tauposition-diagram (Cabrit, 2007b), and the predited transverse PV diagram also �ts wellthe observed one (Pesenti et al., 2004). For this solution, we derive a external/internalratio of re/ri > 45. Typially, from observational onstrains the external radius is about5AU and we expet that internal radius is at >0.05 AU, giving a range in radii of a fator100, ompatible with the estimations derived here.6.4.7 Possible heating mehanisms for the H2 emissionMoleular emission as that shown in this setion for DG Tau was observed in other T Tauristars (e.g. Bek et al., 2008) and several senarios, ombined with several possibilities forthe exitation mehanisms dominating the emission, are proposed to explain its origin.However, none of those are learly rejeted or aepted. I will review all this possibilitiesusing the additional information derived from the data analyzed in this hapter for theDG Tau out�ow. I will start by the three heating proesses proposed whih were alreadynoted and disussed in-depth by Takami et al. (2004) and Bek et al. (2008). The �rstone is the UV photo-dissoiation in a PDR, the seond is assuming shoks and the lastone is heating by ambipolar di�usion.(1): UV PDR:Le Petit et al. (2006) show the preditions from the revised Meudon model of photon-dominated region (PDR) for, among other, infrared H2 lines and for high FUV �eld, G0,values (up to 107, in units of the loal interstellar radiation �eld, taken to be equivalent toa one-dimensional �ux of 1.6×10−3 erg s−1 m−2 in the 6-13.6 eV band (Habing, 1968)).The extintion-orreted DG Tau FUV �ux measured on earth is 2×10−13 erg/s/m2/ ◦Aat 1400-2000 ◦A (Gullbring et al., 2000). Hene, at the distane of the emission peak, at0.1′′ (14 AU), the FUV �eld of DG Tau would be ∼0.4 erg/s/m2/ ◦A and thus the UVradiation �eld oming from DG Tau is G0=2.5×105 at the peak of the emission. For thisG0, models obtain line ratios ompatibles with observations for total densities between106 and 107 m−3. All the ratios shown in Bek et al. (2008), measured entered at thepeak emission, are well reprodued by the models within the observational unertainty, al-though the 1-0 S(2)/1-0 S(1) �ux ratio seems to require lower UV radiation �eld or higherdensities and 2-1 S(3)/1-0 S(1) seems to require a stronger UV radiation. However, the1-0 S(1) �ux is no so well reprodued by the models and it is lower than observed by afator of 5. At 14 AU, the observed �ux is 0.013 erg s−1 m−2 sr−1,whereas the predited�ux is 0.0025 erg s−1 m−2 sr−1 (for a density of 107 m−3).It is important to note that PDR models by Burton et al. (1990) predited [OI℄ emis-sion, for these high densities of 106-107 m−3 and G0>105, at the same temperature as



6.4 Interpretation 141the H2, as showed by observations (Fig. 6.24). The models predit H2/[OI℄ ratios of 3.3for a density of 106 m−3 and 0.18 for a density of 107 m−3, both preditions for aG0=105.The disrepany in the �ux at the peak position, an be due to projetion e�etssine the predited �ux are obtained for a fae-on geometry. It an be also due to apossible and no-resolved shok produed a this position. If we onsider the average �uxof 3×10−3 erg s−1 m−2 sr−1 at an average distane to the soure of 0.25′′= 35AU, theUV radiation �eld oming from DG Tau is G0=4×104 and the expeted �ux, for densitiesbetween 106 and 107 m−3, is 0.001, still lower than the observed one, but now only bya fator 3.Conerning the predited gas temperature, for both G0=2.5×105 and 4×104, and thehigh densities onsidered, it is between 2000 and 2500 K in good aord with observa-tions. One ould think that the real UV radiation �eld arriving to the moleular emissionregion would be partially absorbed for the existing material between the star and the PDRregion. In this ase, models would not reprodue the observed �uxes and ratios even athigh density. However, a moderate extintion is expeted from the inner material sinemoderate iron depletion is observed in the gas phase (Av/nH < 1/10 (Av/nH)ISM).(2): Shoks:Takami et al. (2004) support this idea based on the fat that shoks are already ob-served in out�ows of various young stellar objets, but also beause the observed line�ux ratios measured in the moleular emission of DG Tau are similar to those found inshok-exited extended out�ows, indiating thermal temperatures of 1000-4000K.Bek et al. (2008) show that the small range in temperature obtained from the levelpopulations suggest a thermalized gas and the observed line ratios are also in good agree-ment with C type shok alulations by Smith (1995). However, they onlude that in allthe stars of their study, it is not possible to distinguish between UV and shok exitationas the main exitation mehanism for the H2 emission. In the partiular ase of DG Tau,authors favor the explanation of a shok exited emitting region oming from a wide andslow omponent of the wind, based on the dereasing 1/r2 �ux law showed by this objet.To analyze this possibility in the data studied here, the models omputed by (Kris-tensen et al., 2008) are used. As I brie�y explain in Se. 3.6.2, these models, both Jand C-shoks, ompute the �ux in di�erent H2 lines depending on three parameters: themagneti �eld, the shok veloity and the total density.Figure 6.34 shows the omputed H2 brightness in the λ2.12µm line against the om-puted 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1) ratio in the ase of J-shoks. Di�erent olors orrespond todi�erent total pre-shok densities. The grey box marks the region ompatible with obser-
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Figure 6.34: Computed H2 brightness in the 1-0 S(1) (λ=2.12µm) line against the omputed 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1)ratio by Kristensen et al. (2008) for J-shoks. The diretion of inreasing vs is shown. The gray ube shows theobserved measurements indiating that J-shoks are not valid in this ase.vations, a 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1) line ratio of 0.07±0.03 (Bek et al., 2008) and a brightnessbetween 0.003 erg/s/m2/sr and 0.013 erg/s/m2/sr, orresponding to the average andpeak values derived here. It is lear from the image that the J-shok are exluded in thease of DG Tau H2 emission. The ratio of 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1) is well under the value of 0.2typial for these models. Moreover, even if very low shok veloity J-shoks models, withnH=104-105 m−3, ould reprodue the observed ratio, the average brightness would beseverely underestimated by a fator 10-20.Hene, I will fous the analysis in the di�erent models proposed in the ase of C-shoks.First of all, these models will allow me to onstrain the shok veloity depending on thetotal density and magneti �eld assumed. Figures 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37 show the H2 bright-ness and the 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1) ratio as a funtion of the shok veloity and for sevenvalues of hydrogen density, obtained from three C-shok models with three di�erent trans-verse magneti �eld quanti�ed by b=B(µG)/√nH(cm−3)= 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 respetivelyfor eah �gure. For eah urve of density the highest veloities orrespond to the pointsat higher line �ux and higher line ratio. As in Fig. 6.34, the gray box shows the rangeof ompatible H2 brightness and 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1) ratio obtained from observations and
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Figure 6.35: Computed brightness in the H2λ2.12µm line against the omputed 2-1 S(1)/1-0 S(1) ratio frommodels by Kristensen et al. (2008). Di�erent olors orrespond to di�erent values of hydrogen density, nH=1×104m−3, 5×104 m−3, 1×105 m−3, 5×105 m−3, 1×106 m−3, 5×106 m−3 and 1×107 m−3, and the smallgray ube shows the observational values. This model is for a C-shok with b=0.5.Table 6.5 summarizes the shok veloity populating this region for the di�erent values ofb and nH . Observations are not always onsistent with models, theses ases are noted inthe table with a ross. The shok veloities derived are higher for higher magneti �eldsmodels but lower for higher hydrogen densities. Three extra models with b=3, b=4 andb=10 are shown in the table. For all the values of b, densities higher than 1×106 m−3 areompletely exluded and low densities, between 1-5×104 m−3, are only ompatible forb≥ 1. In partiular, for the highest b omputed in the models, b=10, the shoks veloitiesare between 81 and 91 km/s and the only total density ompatible with observations isnH=1×104 m−3. Thus, for the derived ompatibles values of nH and b, the transversemagneti �eld is limited between 100µG and 1000µG.One the shok veloity estimated, the mass-loss rate in the shok an be derivedusing Eq. 3.48 (showed in Se. 3.6.2) for b ≤ 2 where the assumption of the H2λ2.12µmis the main ooler is valid. For b ≥ 3, the post-shok temperature is lower and this line isnot longer the main ooler. Hene, in this ase, the shok mass-loss rate is obtained fromthe nH and vs, onstrained from the previous �gures, and from an estimate of the shok
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Figure 6.36: Same as Fig. 6.35 but for a C-shok with b=1.0.nH (m−3) b=0.5 b=1.0 b=2.0 b=3 b=4 b=101×104 X 50-54 53-60 57-65 60-69 81-915×104 X 37-43 43-46 48-49 52 X1×105 27-31 33-36 40 X X X5×105 18-21 22 X X X X1×106 15-16 19 X X X X5×106 X X X X X X1×107 X X X X X XTable 6.5: Shok veloity ranges, in km/s, derived from models shown in Fig. 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37. Crosses meanthat no shok veloity is ompatible with observations for the orresponding magneti �eld and hydrogen density.surfae. This shok surfae is obtained by omparing the �ux integrated in the emittingregion with the average surfae brightness, resulting in a shok surfae of 2×1030 m2.The �nal mass-loss rate in the shok (Ṁs=µmHnHvsSs) ranges between 6×10−9 M⊙/yr(for a b=10, nH=104 m−3 and vs=91 km/s) and 3.4×10−8 M⊙/yr (for a b=0.5, nH=106m−3 and vs=15 km/s).
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Figure 6.37: Same as Fig. 6.35 but for a C-shok with b=2.0.(3): Ambipolar di�usion:Reently, Panoglou et al. (2009) arried out a thorough study of the thermal andhemial struture of a �ow on a dis wind model. In the artile, the authors desribe theresults found for a slow and dense (Casse & Ferreira, 2000) dis wind model. Fig. 6.38shows the overall geometry of the MHD dis wind solution used by the authors. Theheating mehanisms taken into aount in the ode inlude the ambipolar di�usion byelasti sattering between the neutral �uid and harged ions, the Ohmi heating by thedrift between ions and eletrons, the photoeletri e�et on grains irradiated by the UV�eld of hot aretion spots and stellar X-rays and osmi-rays irradiation. The authorsdemonstrate that the H2 moleule an survive in the ontext of a protostellar MHD diswind for distanes greater than 1 AU and despite the FUV �eld and the strong ambipolardi�usion heating (panel h of Fig. 6.39). However, they show that the main heatingmehanism remains the ambipolar di�usion. They also show that for typial emittingspatial sales, about 9 AU, and Ṁacc ∼ 10−6-10−7 M⊙/yr, the temperature reah aplateau of 2000-4000 K (panel a of Fig. 6.39) whih is ompatible with the observedtemperature in the ase of DG Tau (Bek et al., 2008). I will disuss more in detail thissenario in the next setion where I will review the di�erent possibilities for the origin ofthe moleular emission, inluding the dis wind senario.
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Figure 6.38: Overall geometry of the MHD dis wind solution of Casse & Ferreira (2000) used in the preditionsby Panoglou et al. (2009). Solid urves show �ow lines and the olor sale shows the density. The white linedenotes the slow magneto-soni wind surfae at z ≃ 0.05r.6.4.8 Origin of the moleular emission: the dis wind hypothesis and its alternativesIn this setion I will disuss the possible origins proposed for the low veloity H2 moleularavity observed in DG Tau. Based on the results shown previously and the disussionspresented in the preedent setions, I will try to give some onstraints whih limit thenumber of possibilities. These origins an be separated into three main types: (1) originin a moleular MHD wind (2) origin in a shoked dis atmosphere and (3) origin in aphoto-dissoiation region whih produes a wind by photo-evaporation of the dis ma-terial. Figure 6.40 shows in a very shemati way this three main senarios. However,variants or adding omponents an be imaged in eah senario. In the �rst senariotwo possible ases are presented assuming an exitation by shoks: the emission showsa bow-shok struture if the shoks are produed internal to the wind or the shok anbe against a stati dis atmosphere or ambient medium. This last possibility seems moreoherent with the observed morphology in the ase of DG Tau. However, below, I willdisuss more in detail this di�erent possibilities within an exitation by ambipolar di�usionorigin in the ase of a MHD wind. In the representation of a shoked dis atmosphere,I show the hypothesis of a stellar wind ausing the shok against the dis atmosphere,but one an imagine, for an example, an internal atomi MHD wind or a X-wind. In
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Figure 6.39: Model preditions for a Class II objet, Ṁacc ∼ 10−6 M⊙/yr, and di�erent streamlines launhedfrom 0.34, 0.58, 1.00, 3.00 and 9.00 AU, obtained by Panoglou et al. (2009) (private ommuniation). (a) thegas temperature and dust temperature (lower urves); (b) the number density of hydrogen nulei; () the visualextintion Av to the star, in magnitudes; (d) the poloidal omponents of the bulk �ow speed (top urves) and thealulated drift speed (lower urves); (e) the X-ray H2 ionization rate; (f) the e�etive radiation �eld in Draineunits (attenuation fator appropriate for arbon photoionisation); (g) the frational abundane of ions; (h) thefrational abundane of H2; (i) the frational abundane of CO.the last senario, I only show the moleular wind produed by the stellar radiation, but amore ompliated on�guration an be onsider, with an internal stellar or MHD wind ora photo-evaporated atomi ontribution to the wind.(1): Origin in a moleular MHD wind omponent, extension of the atomiwind:Takami et al. (2004) favor the origin of the moleular �ow in the dis for severalreasons: (1) the �onion-like� kinemati struture of the moleular emission, following theatomi omponent and whih is also observed in our data. (2) from 13CO observations,there is no matter surrounding the jet to be entrained by the fast, ollimated jet. Withinthe two magneto-entrifugal wind models suggested and whih predit the onion-like
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Figure 6.40: Shemati representation of the three main senarios disussed in this setion for the origin of themoleular emission in DG Tau.struture mentioned but with di�erent jet launhing regions, Takami et al. (2004) notethat the dis wind model an easily explain the presene of H2 moleules whereas for theX-wind model it is not lear.



6.4 Interpretation 149In the ontext of a dis wind, some onstraints an be �xed from the observed �owveloity and the observational limit in the launhing radius, r0 (Ferreira et al., 2006).The terminal poloidal veloity, v∞
p , an be expressed in terms of the keplerian veloity,

vk, at the radius r0, and the magneti lever arm, λ=(rA/r0)2, by v∞
p ∼ vk

√
2λ − 3 where

vk =
√

GM∗/r0.Moreover, there are two more simple expressions relating the magneti lever arm withthe ejetion e�ieny, ξ, and with the ratio between the external, re, and the internal,
ri, radius from whih the wind is launhed:

ξ =
1

2(λ − 1)
2

Ṁj

Ṁacc

= ξ ln
(re

ri

)

Figure 6.41: Left: Veloity predited by models by Casse & Ferreira (2000) as a funtion of the dis radius forthe streamline at r0 = 9 AU. For distanes of ∼ 50 AU, the predited veloity is ∼15 km/s, as observed, and theterminal veloity is reahed at higher distanes. Right: For the same solution, the morphology of the streamlineis in good aord with the observed morphology.Pesenti et al. (2004), in order to explain optial observations of the jet rotation forDG Tau in the medium veloity omponent (MVC) of ∼ 50 km/s, �t to a model with
λ=13 and a r0= 3 AU. If we onsider this solution in the ase of the moleular emission,
λ=13 results in ξ ∼ 0.04 and in a v∞

p ≥ 39.5 km/s, for r0≤ 10 AU, whih is higher thanthe observed veloity. However, this disrepany in veloity is solved if the observed H2streamline does not ahieve the terminal veloity on the observed spatial sales (z=20-200AU). In this ase, the solution found by Pesenti et al. (2004) gives a veloity of ∼ 15 km/sat the same spatial sales, as shown in Fig. 6.41 from models by Casse & Ferreira (2000)for the orresponding streamline at r0=9 AU. In addition, the morphology expeted forthis streamline is very similar to that observed in the same spatial sales, right panel inFig. 6.41.



150 DG Tau 6.4Keeping in mind all these alulations, I will disuss the impliations and the ohereneof the exitations mehanisms previously disussed within this physial senario for theorigin of the H2 emission in DG Tau.-PDR in the wind:Takami et al. (2004) derive an emitting region of 4×1030 m2 needed to aount fortheir observed luminosity assuming a 1-0S(1) surfae brightness of 10−3 erg/s/m2/sr.They proure the surfae brightness from preditions by models by Burton et al. (1990) foran inident FUV of G0=105 (the maximum value omputed by the model) and a densityof 107 m−3. Then, assuming a typial olumn density of the H2 of 1021 m−2 (Burtonet al., 1990) and taking their observed �ow veloity of 20 km/s, the derived mass of H2is 5×10−6 M⊙ whih is 100 times the mass of hot H2 at 2000 K derived here. They thusobtain a momentum �ux of 7×10−6 M⊙km/s/yr, also too large ompared to the typialvalues for Class I protostars of 2×10−6 M⊙km/s/yr or lower (Bontemps et al., 1996).Based on their derived momentum �ux, Takami et al. (2004) rule out this proess as theexitation mehanisms ausing the H2 emission.However, the FUV �eld of DG Tau would be ∼0.4 erg/s/m2/ ◦A at a distane of0.1′′ (14 AU) (extintion-orreted FUV �ux measured on earth is 2×10−13 erg/s/m2/ ◦Aat 1400-2000 ◦A (Gullbring et al., 2000)). Hene, the impinging G0 would be 2.5×105,higher than the maximum value onsidered in the PDR models of Burton et al. (1990). Ifwe assume the same veloity of ∼ 20km/s but the emitting region onsidered here, twielower than that onsidered by Takami et al. (2004), and a harateristi time twie thatof Takami et al. (2004), the momentum �ux obtained is then 1.75×10−6 M⊙km/s/yr.This value is four times lower that the value derived by Takami et al. (2004) and it ismore ompatible with typial values expeted for this lass of objets. In addition, mostof the emitting area is at veloity lower than 20 km/s giving even lower momentum �ux.In addition, in this senario, the emitting region is only a small fration of the totalmass plaed in the boundary layer with the atomi jet, reeiving the diret UV radiationfrom the star. The estimations of the mass-loss rate and the momentum �ux, obtainedfrom the assumption of a total H2 olumn density of 1021 m−2 assumes that all the gasis moving at the same veloity as the emitting gas, whih is in fat against the observa-tion that the veloity is very low exept at the H2 peak and against the assumption of aextended dis wind in whih eah streamline has a di�erent veloity, lower for inreasingdistanes. The momentum �ux is atually an upper limit to the real one.In summary, this argument is not very strong beause in the ase of a MHD wind, theomparison with stati PDR models is not very oherent and, as I have already mentioned,Panoglou et al. (2009) shows that for the dis wind model, the ambipolar di�usion is thedominant heating mehanism, rather than the UV radiation oming from the star.



6.4 Interpretation 151-Heating by ambipolar di�usion:Panoglou et al. (2009) show that the H2 an survive in the dis for distanes greaterthan 1 AU and that the temperature is oherent with that observed. Assuming that all the0.5′′ emitting region ontributes uniformly to the emission (Volume method, Se. 3.6.2)and that the gas moves at a veloity of ∼ 15 km/s (derived tdyn= 22yr), a mass �ux of
∼1.4×10−9 M⊙/yr is thus found, in good agreement with Takami et al. (2004) estima-tions (Ṁ≥ 2.2×10−9 M⊙/yr), sine the H2 luminosity and veloity observed are similar.Hene, assuming that all the H2 is hot at ∼2000 K, and taking the previously alu-lated aretion rate, the derived ejetion-aretion ratio in the ase of volume emission,is ≥ 0.014.For the λ= 13 solution and this ejetion-aretion ratio, a onstrain in the external-internal radius ratio of re/ri≥ 2 is obtained. For a re≤ 10 AU, the internal radius wouldbe ≤ 5 AU, ompatible with onstraints on the outer radius of atomi wind (3 AU) fromrotation studies (Pesenti et al., 2004). However, more detailed omparison of observationswith syntheti observations, using thermal and hemial struture, omputed by Panoglouet al. (2009) is needed.The problem with this senario is that the derived nH in the ase of a dis wind, fromPanoglou et al. (2009), is 104-105 m−3 whih is too low to have LTE in H2 rovibrationallevels and then too low H2 �ux and ratios are maybe expeted, related to the valuesobtained here and by Bek et al. (2008).

Figure 6.42: Predited b=B/√nH as a funtion of z/r0 for the solution with λ= 13 and r0 = 9 AU (Casse &Ferreira, 2000).-Heating by shoks:In our data, the bow-shok morphology of the red emission seems ompatible withinternal jet shoks. In ontrary, the morphology of the blue H2 emission rules out internal



152 DG Tau 6.4jet shoks (exept for the peak at 0.1′′ with 15 km/s). Hene, the shok ould be pro-dued by the wind against the dis or loud material. Top panel in Fig. 6.40 shows thesetwo possibilities. In the ase of a wind shoked against the dis, an outer dis thiker isrequired to explain the observed morphology, whih is expeted in a transition betweena magnetized and a standard dis (Combet & Ferreira, 2008). As I showed before, thedensities pre-shoks predited are ≤106m−3 for shok veloities ranging between 15 and91 km/s depending on the total density and the magneti �eld onsidered in the model.

Figure 6.43: Predited nH as a funtion of z for the solution with λ= 13 and r0 = 9 AU (Casse & Ferreira, 2000).The lass I model orresponds to a mass aretion rate of 10−6 M⊙/yr and the lass II model orresponds to10−7 M⊙/yr.For b=10, as expeted from the solution with λ= 13 and r0 = 9 AU from Casse &Ferreira (2000) at z/r0∼10 (Fig. 6.42), the observed ratios and �uxes thus favor the den-sities of 104-105m−3 and strong shoks veloities. The densities predited by shoks arein very good agreement with the nH ∼ 104-106 m−3, depending on the mass aretionrate onsidered, shown in Fig. 6.43 for the streamline of r0= 9AU at vertial sales inthe dis of 10-50 AU. However, the jet veloity predited of ∼106 km/s (for an observedveloity of 15 km/s and a shok veloity of ∼91 km/s, then jet veloities is the sum ofthe two), is too fast ompared to dis wind preditions for a r0= 9 AU. The alternativefast wide-angle wind (X-wind) oming from the inner dis ould be a possibility. However,if the shok is oblique as expeted if the wind is impinging on dis atmosphere at ∼45◦,one would expet to see post-shok radial veloities omparable to the derived shokveloities, whih is not observed.In order to derive the mass-loss rate in the jet, the shok mass-loss rate is or-reted from the ratio between the jet and shok veloities. Hene, in the ase of b=10,nH=1×104 m−3 and vs=91 km/s, the mass-loss rate is Ṁw=7.37×10−9 and the ejetion-aretion ratio is ≥0.09. For the solution at λ=13, this ejetion-aretion ratio onstrainsthe external-internal radius ratio at ≥90. From an observed limit at 10AU for re and aprobably internal radius of 1AU for whih Panoglou et al. (2009) �nd a signi�ant amountof H2, the expeted re/ri is rather 10 than 90.



6.4 Interpretation 153On the ontrary, if we onsider the other extreme model ompatible with observations,with shok veloities similar to the observed radial veloity, b=0.5, nH=1×106 m−3 andvs=15 km/s, then the mass-loss rate is 7.96×10−8 M⊙/yr, and then the ejetion-aretionratio is 0.9 whih is not a very physial solution, in addition to the fat that b=0.5 is notompatible with a MHD wind.The DG Tau H2 seems ompliated to explain assuming shoks in a MHD wind. How-ever, here I only disuss the MHD solution at λ=13 for whih detailed preditions wereobtained. A detailed analysis of the parameter spae is require to �nd a more suitablesolution or to de�nitively exlude the shoks as the dominant exitation mehanism in thease of th DG Tau moleular emission. Even, at this solution, the intermediary veloitiesand densities ompatibles with observations must be analyzed in more detail taking intoaount projetion e�ets and the detailed morphology of the emission.(2): Origin in a shoked dis atmosphere:The emission observed omes from the dis atmosphere, or the outer walls of a avity,shoked by a wide angle atomi wind, either stellar or from the dis, as the low veloityomponent observed in [OI℄ emission (Lavalley et al., 1997; Co�ey et al., 2007) (Middlepanel in Fig. 6.40). In this ase, the dis is initially at rest, then the shok veloity issimilar to the observed line of sight veloity. The shok veloity of the oblique shoksagainst the dis will be low as observed for the moleular emission in DG Tau. Thedensities predited by the shok models at low veloities of 105-106 m−3, and a smallvalue of b, agree with the values predited by the dis atmosphere models by Nomuraet al. (2007) at the observed spatial sales (r=10-100 AU and z/r∼0.8). But this modelsare omputed for TW Hya whih has a mass aretion rate 10 times lower than that ofDG Tau. The di�erene in the mass aretion rate has a diret in�uene in the surfaedensity in the dis, then the predited total density is 106-107 m−3. Some solutions arestill ompatible with the values obtained from the shok models.The problem in this ase is that one expet a redshifted emission and an expansionof the avity in quite short timesales, unless the ejetion of material against the dis isepisodi.(3): Irradiated dis- Stati photo-dissoiation region (PDR) in dis atmosphere: In this senariothe system is formed by a star emitting UV and X-ray radiation and a dis whih is heatedby the star radiation and a photo-dissoiation region is formed in the dis atmosphere.Bek et al. (2008) argue against the possibility of exitation by UV-Xray emissionoming from the star based on the models by Nomura & Millar (2005); Nomura et al.



154 DG Tau 6.4(2007). These models derive H2 emission from a dis irradiated by both X-rays and UVphotons from a entral T Tauri star. They predit temperatures less than 1000 K fordistane to the star of 30-50 AU. Hene, they reprodue neither the H2 level populationsof 2000 K nor the H2 observed at distanes higher than 30 AU. Bek et al. (2008) notethat this models an be valid in the ase of DG Tau if they underestimate the exitationtemperature and spatial sales of the emission in a fator of 2 or 3. But they also notethat this seems unlikely. However, it is important to keep in mind that the models byNomura & Millar (2005); Nomura et al. (2007) are mathed to the ase of TW Hya, anevolved CTTs with an order of magnitude lower aretion rate and with a FUV �ux 60times lower than that of DG Tau. A model with higher FUV from the entral star andtaking into aount the H2 as ooling, whih is not the ase in the urrent models byNomura, are required.Nomura et al. (2007) improve their models of Nomura & Millar (2005) by inludingthe X-ray emission in their alulations. They show that the UV radiation dominates theexitation of the H2λ2.12µm line but that X-ray radiation an be important. In fat,Gustafsson et al. (2008) onlude than in the ase of the T Tauri star T Tau N, theombination of of X-ray and UV-photos are neessary in order to explain the H2 �ux inthe ontext of this senario. In our ase, the expeted �ux, in units of 10−15 erg s−1 m−2,at the Taurus distane is 0.25 if only the X-rays are onsidered, 2.07 for UV radiation and3.32 when the X-ray and the UV radiation are ombined. The integrated �ux for DG Tauis 3×10−14 erg s−1 m−2 whih is a fator 10 higher than the model, even when bothX-ray and UV radiation are onsidered. However, this disrepany an be solved if wekeep in mind that these models are obtained for the partiular ase of TW Hya whih hasa mass aretion rate 10 times lower than that of DG Tau. Hene, the predited totaldensity for spatial sales of z/x=0.8-1 AU (for a x=10AU) are also 10 times lower thanthe preditions of PDR models (Le Petit et al., 2006) to reprodue the observed �uxesand line ratios.Relating to the total density, the values predited by stati PDR models are 106-107m−3for G0=105-3×105 (Le Petit et al., 2006), whih are one order of magnitude higher thandensities predited by Nomura et al. (2007) for dis atmospheres at 45◦ and z∼10-100 AU.But again, these models are built for TW Hya and I showed that a simple saling mul-tiplying by 10 gives densities more ompatibles. Hene, a PDR dis model adapted toDG Tau properties is required to fully exlude this alternative.- PDR + Photo-evaporation in the dis (Font et al., 2004). If we only onsider aPDR in the dis, we annot explain the blueshifted emission, an out�ow must be reated.In this senario the dis surfae is heated by EUV and X-ray radiation oming from thestar and a wind is reated by photo-evaporation of the dis (bottom panel of Fig. 6.40).The FUV photons an heat the moleular hydrogen by photoeletri e�et on grains andif the thermal veloity of the gas exeeds the esape veloity of the dis surfae, a �owan be reated.



6.5 Conlusions 155The harateristis radius for thermal evaporation is (Dullemond et al., 2007):
rg ∼ 100AU

( T

1000K

−1)( M∗

M⊙

) (6.11)For the mass of DG Tau, M∗=0.7 M⊙ , and the temperature of 2000 K observed for themoleular emission, rg= 35 AU. Then the photo-evaporation ours outside rcr > 0.15 rg(Dullemond et al., 2007), whih orresponds to a rcr > 5 AU and 1 AU for the moleularand the [OI℄ emission respetively. From Fig.6 from Font et al. (2004), the aelerationsale will be within 4rg=140 AU and 4rg=28 AU for the moleular and atomi emissionwhih ould explain the low veloity observed, but this sales would be easily resolvedwith the urrent instruments.However, models by Burton et al. (1990) predit emission in [OI℄λ6300 ◦A at thesame temperature of H2 if CO is photodissoiated. This is oherent with the trans-verse PV diagram, Fig. 6.24, where the o-existene of the two emissions is evident.Assuming then the same temperature of 2000 K for the two omponents, they would beprodued at rcr > 5 AU. Font et al. (2004) show that the terminal veloity is ahievedat distanes of 4rg=140 AU with a value of three times the sound speed. With soundspeed of ∼ 5 km/s, the terminal veloity obtained is ∼15 km/s, the observed maximumveloity in the moleular emission.For the atomi omponent, the mass loss rate due to photo-evaporation an be ob-tained by (Hollenbah et al., 1994):
Ṁwind ≃ 4 × 10−10
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M⊙yr−1 (6.12)For Φ of 1041-1044 photos s−1, typial for CTTs, the mass loss rate for the atomiomponent will be between 2.9×10−10-1.2×10−8 M⊙yr−1. An estimation of the massloss rate in the low veloity �halo� observed in [OI℄ by Lavalley et al. (1997) would bedesirable in order to test this senario.6.5 ConlusionsIn this hapter I presented SINFONI observations, in both H and K bands, for the mirojetassoiated to the DG Tau lassial T Tauri star. A thorough analysis of the [FeII℄ atomiand H2 moleular emissions was arried out. The main onlusions are the following:Atomi emission:
• A nested veloity struture, already observed in the optial domain, is observed. Theobserved high veloity omponent with opening angles of 6◦-7◦ would be nested bythe medium veloity omponent whih shows an opening angle of 23◦.



156 DG Tau 6.5
• Important asymmetries in the transverse density lose to the star are deteted.These asymmetries ould be related to the jet axis wiggling deteted in the bluehigh veloity omponent whih an be reprodued by a low mass stellar ompanionat 3-4.5 AU and of 0.15-0.4 M⊙ .
• A qualitative analysis of the iron depletion is present, showing that it is more impor-tant at medium veloities than for the higher ones. I showed that for the mediumveloities, the orretion fator to apply is up to 10 to the medium veloities and6-7 for the high veloity omponent.
• Revised mass-�ux are given, taking into aount the iron depletion in the methodsusing the iron luminosity. An average value in the entral 1′′ of 4×10−8 M⊙/yr isobtained.
• A omparison with preditions from a MHD wind model with λ=13, well reproduingprevious optial observations and showing syntheti PV diagrams ompatible withthe observed iron HVC, gives a range in the launhing radii > 45.Moleular emission:
• The observed low veloity avity in H2 extends the nested struture observed in theatomi omponent. From the transverse PV, no diret onnetion is seen betweenthe H2 emission and the [FeII℄, but with the [OI℄ emission at very low veloities. Itis not lear if this low emission in [OI℄ is the same atomi omponent observed athigher veloities or a new one.
• Origin of this emission� In the ase of a MHD wind, only the solution at λ=13 was analyzed. For thissolution, the emission seems di�ult to be explained by exitation by shoksand a exitation by ambipolar di�usion seems more ompatible. In this lastase, a onstrain in the internal radius of 5AU has been found. However, in thease of ambipolar di�usion the predited densities are maybe too low to ahievethe LTE in the level population and the expeted �ux are too low omparedto the observed one. Nevertheless, this is only one of the possible solutions, adetailed analysis of parameter spae for the MHD solutions is strongly requiredto favor or rejet one or both senarios.� An origin in a shoked dis atmosphere seems unlikely beause one expet anexpansion of the avity in short-time sales due to the shok veloity. Moreover,the emission is expeted to be redshifted, but this is not a very strong argumentsine the observed veloity is in average ompatible with zero veloity. Inontrary, a photo-dissoiation region in the dis surfae and a evaporated windprodued by the irradiation by the star is a promising senario for this wide andlow moleular emission whih must be study in more detail.



6.5 Conlusions 157In summary, the aim of this analysis was to give some lues for future deep anal-yses. The analysis is limited �rst to only one MHD solution, in the ase of theMHD hypothesis and the models by Panoglou et al. (2009) does not onsider yetthe shoks in the omputation, whih will be a very important improvement withinpreditions for the line �uxes and line ratios. On the other side, the dis models byNomura et al. (2007) are adapted to the partiular ase of TW Hya, a star witha mass aretion rate 10 times lower than that of DG Tau and with a UV radia-tion also muh lower. A model adapted to the partiular ase of DG Tau is desirable.In addition, a more detailed kinematis of the H2 avity, within a more ompletedstudy of the onnetion between the [OI℄ and the H2 emissions, at di�erent positionsalong the jet, are required to better onstrain these senarios.





7ConlusionsThe work arried out in this thesis was motivated at the beginning by an evident needin the ommunity to obtain observational onstrains whih allow to probe the existingsenarios and models to explain the jet phenomenon, not only related to young stellarobjets but also to the broad kind of objets showing jets.Sine the �rst observational evidenes of the existene of jets assoiated to youngstellar objets, models to explain the ejetion mehanism have been strongly improved,also based in a very important observational �nding whih relates this phenomenon withthe aretion material oming from the surrounding dis and falling onto the star (Cabritet al., 1990; Hartigan et al., 1995). However, distinguishing between an origin in the dis,the region of interation between the stellar magnetosphere and the dis or in the star it-self, was and still remains very ompliated. All the e�orts arried out to obtain more andmore detailed models were evidently supported by a big observational e�ort. The worksarried out by Hartigan et al. (1995) or Hirth et al. (1997) over a signi�ant number ofsoures gave the �rst lues to analyze in more detail the more promising soures. Theneessity as lear to observe these objets at the highest spatial and spetral resolutionpossible to reah the regions where the ejetion and ollimation proess our. Followingthis aim, the works by Lavalley et al. (1997) or Dougados et al. (2000) using adaptiveoptis, or those by Baiotti et al. (2000) or Woitas et al. (2002) using spae observationswith HST and the work by Lavalley-Fouquet et al. (2000) using IFS tehniques led toimportant advanes in our understanding of the aretion-ejetion phenomenon (Se. 2).However, when I started my thesis, the number of soures studied in detail with high res-olution tehniques was still very small, only 15 were observed using HST/STIS and only 3using IFS. In my thesis I studied two objets, RY Tau and DG Tau, ombining IFS and AOtehniques to arry out a thorough morphologial and kinematial study simultaneously,with a very good angular resolution and a medium spetral resolution. Eah one of thetwo soures was hosen to answer two partiular distint issues inluded and desribedwithin the objetives of this thesis in Se. 2:



160 Conlusions 7
• What is the e�et of the soure properties on the jet properties?� E�et of the stellar massWhen I started my thesis, any study of the variation of the jet properties with theentral soure mass had not been ahieved in detail. For this purpose, the starRY Tau was observed. This star, of 2 M⊙, allows me to analyze the properties ofthe jet in the ase of a mass intermediate between the lassial T Tauri stars andthe Herbig Ae/Be star.The similarity in the jet properties for RY Tau, in morphology, kinematis and in themass-loss rate estimate, ompared to those in other T Tauri stars with a lower masssupports the idea that the jet launhing mehanism is universal over a broad rangeof stellar masses. Firstly, it shows a similar morphology, with jet widths of 30-40 AUand a full opening angle of 5◦ on spatial sales of 20-280 AU. Seondly, the meanjet entroid radial veloity is -70 ± 5 km/s but it shows a peak of -90 km/s at thesame position as a peak in emission, at 1.35′′ from the star. An intermediate jetinlination to the line of sight between 45◦ and 77◦ was estimated and true �owveloity between 100 and 300 km/s was derived, also ompatible with lower massCTTs.Finally, the transverse jet kinemati struture near the knot position shows a 3σtransverse veloity shift whih an be aused by the wings of a bowshok plaed atthe peak emission or by jet rotation. The angular resolution of the data is insu�-ient to distinguish between the two possibilities.The analysis of the atomi emission in the NIR [FeII℄λ1.64µm line of the DG Taustar, with a typial lassial T Tauri stellar mass of 0.7 M⊙ , also supports this idea.However, the DG Tau jet shows a more omplex morphology.DG Tau is one of the most studied CTTs, and it has already been studied usingIFS in the optial (Lavalley-Fouquet et al., 2000) and in the NIR using high spe-tral resolution long-slit observations (Pyo et al., 2003), but a detailed study of themorphology, kinematis and the exitations onditions had not been arried out si-multaneously using spetro-imaging in the NIR.The analysis arried out here reveals a nested struture with the gas at higher ve-loities being more ollimated and nested inside the gas at medium veloities. Thered emission is partially hidden by the irumstellar dis. In the bueshifted jet, anopening angle of 6◦-7◦ is measured until 0.9′′ from the star for the high veloityomponent and beyond this distane it is twie broader and shows an emission knotat 1.2′′. The veloity omponent at medium veloity shows an opening angle of 23◦.



7 161The red emission shows a lear bowshok morphology and is in average wider thanthe blue jet. This behavior is ompatible with previous observations in the optial.The kinematis of the atomi emission shows also veloities similar to other T Tauristars, inluding RY Tau. A high veloity omponent at -230 km/s and a mediumveloity omponent at -110 km/s are observed in the blueshifted emission. In thisase, a low veloity omponent is not observed. The orresponding veloities in theredshifted emission are lower than in the blue jet, 186 km/s and 29 km/s for thehigh and medium veloity omponent respetively.Studies of more soures omprising a large range in entral soure masses, notonly T Tauri stars, is needed to be able to establish some global onlusions aboutthe e�et of the entral soure mass on the jet properties. Up to know, studiessuh as that by Perrin & Graham (2007) have shown that the properties of Her-big Ae jets are similar to those of T Tauri stars. In partiular, Perrin & Graham(2007) studied the star LkHα 233, a star more massive than RY Tau (with a revisedmass of 4 M⊙), and they found that with an opening angle of 9◦ and a mass �uxof 1.2 ± 0.3×10−7 M⊙/yr, it shows similar properties of kinematis, ollimation,knotty appearane, eletron density and estimated mass �ux than for other T Tauristars. On the other side of the mass spetrum, studies in brown dwarf (e. g. Whe-lan et al., 2009) show also the presene of jets similar to those found in CTTs, alsoobserved in FEL. In partiular they detet an out�ow omponent to the LS-RCrA 1Hα line and a LVC to the FELs. They even detet a moleular omponent to theoptial out�ow of LS-RCrA 1 and ISO-Oph 102. However they demonstrate thatmass loss rate in BDs is omparble to the aretion mass rate.� E�et of the soure multipliityThis was one of the objetives of this thesis and the star RY Tau was hosen forits binary status to probe the jet properties in a binary system. However, the goodagreement between the measured jet PA and the expeted PA for the binary system,obtained from the photoenter variations in the Hipparos observations, alls intoquestion the interpretation of binarity. An alternative interpretation to the pho-toenter variations is that they ould be aused by UXOr-like oultation eventsand/or ontribution from a sattering avity.In ontrary, the measured jet wiggling in DG Tau ould indiate a possible om-panion at 3-4 AU. A ompanion at this distane ould have an important in�ueneespeially in the atomi wind if we assume a dis wind origin (predited launhingradius for the atomi omponent of ∼3 AU), but probably also in the aretion ontothe star.



162 Conlusions 7The binarity of the RY Tau and DG Tau stars must be tested in order to larify thisissue. On the other hand, other soures, proved to be part of a multiple system andshowing evidene of having jets, should be studied to determine the possible e�eton the jet or jets properties and whih �nally ould not be analyzed here.� Mass loss rate estimatesThe mass �ux is a very important parameter to ontrain models but whih is di�-ult to estimate aurately. The previous estimates should be reviewed with betterresolution instruments and as a funtion of the distane to the star. For example,our estimate of the mass loss rate in the ase of RY Tau is 4 times higher than theprevious estimates from integrated spetrosopy.Di�erent methods have been used to determine the mass loss rate in the jet inboth RY Tau and DG Tau. The di�erent methods give similar results onsider-ing the unertainties in the parameters used for their estimate. The values rangebetween 0.16×10−8 and 2.6×10−8 M⊙/yr for RY Tau and between 8×10−9 and7×10−8 M⊙/yr for DG Tau, depending on the onsidered method. An average valueof 4 ×10−8 M⊙/yr give an ejetion-aretion ratio ranging between 0.08 and 0.4for DG Tau and between 0.02 and 0.4 for RY Tau, with a most probable value of0.1 in the two ases.
• What is the origin of the near-IR moleular emission in CTTs what is its relationwith the atomi emission?Very few spatially resolved studies have been made of the near-infrared moleularemission in CTTs and di�erent origins have been proposed and disussed. I arry out asimilar disussion about the moleular emission observed in DG Tau. The main propertiesof this emission are the low veloities, ompatibles with 0 km/s, and the wide morphologywhih in the ase of DG Tau shows in addition a avity morphology. I disussed all thesenarios whih in my opinion ould be the origin of this emission and I tried to giveas many onstraints as possible to larify this issue. The large number of parametersand possibilities for eah of the senarios make the disussion very ompliated. Withthe only aim of giving some lues to more detailed future works, I limit the analysis ofthe MHD models to one of the solutions, λ=13, whih explains satisfatorily previousobservations of the transverse struture of the DG Tau. However, any of the senariipresented annot be ompletely exluded from our data and in a �rst analysis. A deeperanalysis and study of the models quoted are required to de�nitely favor one over another.However, among all the possible senarii, the X-wind is di�ult to reonile with theobservations beause of the high �uid veloity predited by this kind of model and thelow veloity observed. In the ontext of a dis wind, on the other hand, an exitationby shoks seems di�ult to explain the observations. The model onsidering heating by



7.1 Perspetive and future work 163ambipolar di�usion is more promising. An alternative solution, a photo-evaporated windoming from a PDR at the dis surfae, explains on one side the morphology and veloitiesof the moleular H2 emission, but also the oexistene of the atomi [OI℄ emission at verylow veloities with the H2 emission.7.1 Perspetive and future workAmong all the open questions related to ejetion mehanism in young stellar objets, onlytwo of them were the main subjet of this thesis work. Important results have been ob-tained and when a de�nitive onlusion was not possible, the most restritive onstraintsas possible were given, indiating diretions for future works. However, new problemshave also been revealed.Despite the detailed analysis arried out here for RY Tau and DG Tau, more similarspetro-imaging studies, both in the optial and near-IR domain, in other objets arerequired to be able to onsolidate global onlusions and results whih really onstrainthe models. In partiular, to on�rm the �nding that the jet properties does not hangewith the mass of the entral star, as shown here. But also, to test the in�uene of otherparameters, as the binary status, whih ould not be explored here. One of the mostimportant parameters for onstraining models, the mass loss rate, must be determinedfor more stars and at di�erent positions from the star. The determinations obtained hereusing spetro-imaging observations showed that the previous estimatesfrom long-slit spe-trosopy an be wrong by an order of magnitude beause they assume a uniform densityand they overestimate the size sale of the emission. Two future projets, MUSE at theVLT and NIRSPEC at the JWST, are partiularly interesting for the jet study in order toimprove these kind of studies.In addition, extending the ommon studies in the optial to the near infrared is alsoimportant to test the jet properties in di�erent exitation onditions and to larify theorigin of the moleular omponent observed in some objets. Is this moleular ompo-nent ommon in all the T Tauri stars? Do its properties hange with the properties ofthe entral star? What is the exat relationship with the atomi omponent?In partiular, from a point of view of modelling, in order to advane in the understand-ing of the near-IR H2 moleular emission (as that shown in this thesis), existing modelshave to be improved to adapt them to the partiular physial onditions of gas in T Tauristars. For example, in the ase of MHD models, a thorough study of the parameters spaeis ruial to determine the best solution for these kind of objets. Then, the models byPanoglou et al. (2009) should inlude shoks in their alulations. In the partiular aseof DG Tau, sine it is one of the most observed CTTs, it is desirable to have preditionsas those shown by the PDR dis surfae models by Nomura et al. (2007) for a entral starwith similar properties as DG Tau. In addition, the evidene of depletion in dust grainsmust be also modelled and the e�et of dust in shoks must be analyzed.



164 Conlusions 7.1More general, non-stationary numerial models have been reently developed. Murphyand ollaborators have numerial simulations of the evolution of a MHD jet reahing largesales omparable with those observed by the urrent instruments. Besides, in order tobetter onstrains the models, it is also required that models obtain more preditions inline �uxes and line ratios and if it is possible to produt also predited position-veloitydiagrams and emissions maps for diret omparison with observations. These prediteddiagrams must also take into aount the projetion e�ets and the instrumental limi-tations inherent to observational data, like the spetral and spatial resolutions and theinstrumental response. An important e�ort onsidering this is being arried out. A projetof a pipeline alled OpenSESAMe 1 whih an produe syntheti PV and hannel mapshas started within the Jetset European Marie Curie researh and training network2.From the observational point of view, I showed that the dust depletion is a verypromising tool to onstrain the launhing regions in jets. As Nisini et al. (2005) showedin the ase of HH1, and I also showed here in the ase of DG Tau, Fe gas phase depletiononto the dust grains an be up to 80% and must be taken into aount in the massloss rate estimations using methods based in the iron luminosity. To obtain an auratevalue of the iron depletion, lines not a�eted by depletion, like for example [OI℄ lines,must be observed simultaneously with the iron lines. An observational projet leaded byDr. Podio is already proposed at spatial sales of >1000 AU but studies at sales lessthan 100 AU are required. In the near-IR it is also possible to observe simultaneouslyIron and Phosphorus lines to estimate depletion. Oliva et al. (2001) suggested to use theratio between [FeII℄λ1.25µm and [PII℄λ1.18µm sine Phosphorus is also a non-refratoryspeie and the exitation onditions between these two lines are similar..In addition, DG Tau has a partiularity whih has not been taken into aount herebut whih must be onsidered in future works. DG Tau is the only CTTs showing spatiallyextended X-ray emission from a jet (Güdel et al., 2005, 2008). It shows soft emissionextending out to 5′′, not ompatible with a point soure origin (Güdel et al., 2008). Theauthors show that the soft emission omes from the base of the jet and Shneider &Shmitt (2008) �nd a spatial o�set between the soft and the hard entral omponents,supporting this idea. Very reently, Günther et al. (2009), analyze these observations us-ing a simple, analytial model for out�ow where the outer wind is launhed from the diswhereas the origin of the inner jets ould be either the inner dis region or the star. Theyassume a simple ylindrial geometry for the post-shok �ow and the innermost out�owregion moves at a veloity high enough to heat the post-shoked material to X-ray emit-ting temperatures. They found that the emission is well explained by a shok, even if theause of the shok is not ompletely lear. The emission would arise from the fastest andinnermost omponent of the optial out�ow, with densities higher than 105 m−3. Thisregion would be a thin layer,sine only a small fration of the total mass loss is needed to1http://homepages.dias.ie/∼jgraia/OpenSESAMe/2http://www.jetsets.org/home.html



7.1 Perspetive and future work 165explain the observed luminosity. This emission, ombined with the emission oming fromthe star should be onsidered in the dis models, sine this emission is distributed abovethe inner aretion dis and therefore it will illuminate the dis in near normal inidene,maximizing the irradiation e�ets in the outer dis. X-ray emission like that observedin DG Tau have been �rst observed in HH 2 (Pravdo et al., 2001) and HH 154 (Favataet al., 2002). This last one was satisfatory explained by a two-dimensional hydrodynaminumerial model by Bonito et al. (2007). As noted by Güdel et al. (2008), this kind ofjet X-ray emission is probably present in other proto-stellar jets but it is di�ult to detetbeause of absorption e�ets. This is a very reent domain of researh but it must bestudied in more detailed and taken into aount by the future models.However, the main problem remains the same, we need to reah the most internalparts of the system to have aess to the spatial sales where the ejetion and ollimationtake plae. Hene, instruments and tehniques ahieving even better angular resolutionare ruial. The more promising tehniques to ahieve sub-AU resolution are IR inter-ferometry with the spetrograph AMBER at the VLT or spetro-astrometri analysis.Spetro-astrometry is a powerful tehnique whih reovers important spatial informationfrom a spetrum beyond the limitations of the seeing. It ould be used for example tomeasure the position of the soure very aurately by �tting a Gaussian to the spatialpro�le aross the whole wavelength range. This tehnique is already been used in thestudy of young stellar out�ows, in partiular, it has been used to dis-entangle out�owomponents within lines suh as Hα or Paβ (Whelan et al., 2004) and to disover the�rst out�ow from a brown dwarf (Whelan et al., 2005). Of partiular interest is to applythis tehnique to 2D IFS observations. On the other hand, interferometry provides aunique mean for diret investigation of the inner regions of the jet and of the aretionfunnels �ows, on sub-AU sales. Pioneering studies are already onduted on HerbigAeBe stars by Dr. Benisty and an observational ampaign to extend these studies toT Tauri stars driving large sale jets is in projet. The ombinations of spetro-imagingand AMBER/VLTI data on a few seleted objets will allow to study the link of the �owproperties between sub-AU to 10 AU sales, i.e., preisely the region where ollimation isahieved and terminal veloities are reahed.Finally, the ALMA interferometer will allow to extend the study of the warm moleularemission deteted in the near-IR H2 lines to the old moleular jet omponent, probingthe outer layers of the �ow, with unpreedent spatial resolution (a few AUs). These ob-servations will allow to establish the link between the two moleular omponents and theywill provide additional onstraints for launhing models: indeed the survival of moleulesin the outer layers of the �ow restrits the range of possible launhing radii.In the forthoming years, the very promising future improvements both in observationalinstruments, suh VLTI or ALMA, and in modelling, with the inreasing number of numer-ial simulations, will allow major advanes in the understanding of the ejetion-aretionproblem in young stellar objets, but also appliable to other astrophysial domains.
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